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The Bridgewater College Catalog is a multi-purpose bulletin . Because it serves as
an official record ofthe College, it describes the courses of study, explains the rules and
regulations, states the cost of attendance, contains registers of the administration and
faculty, and suggests the spirit that pervades the campus. The catalog, therefore, serves
as a reference to faculty and students and also as an introduction to prospective
students and their families and friends. The Table of Contents gives the major divisions
of the catalog; the Index at the back of the book helps locate specific information of
interest.
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In I he ,,roNJlrdlv Br 11 I ,, w11111 'itudrnt
"',111111 you will need to muke one ol I he m11Nt 1mpm 111111 deciHionN Io he made early
111 1111
you muNt decide which college you wunt to uttend.
I( lllhl now, you rue entering one of the most important stages of your life. You

h11 , 11 deep Nensitivity to what is going on about you. Your concern - for your own

Ille lo.r others, lor the world
1111 lcurn, the things you do

runs extremely deep. The people you meet, the things
all have incredible influences on your later life.

Bridgewater College, as a small, coeducational, liberal arts college, offers you the
~111d of education which contributes to the development of the whole person. It has a
-11111111 faculty, an excellent array of courses, and a good physical plant. It has a
t I ndrtion of sound scholarship and a Christian concern for all who study and work
within its walls.
In reading this catalog, do not try to understand what Bridgewater is, but try to
understand what it is in relation to what you want. ls the academic program the
program that will stimulate and develop your intellect? Are the co-curricular activities
lhoNe that will build your character and feed your inner needs? Are the religious
emphases such that you will feel free to enter into dialogue about your deepest spiritual
_, r uggles? Are yo u looking for a college where there is warmth and friendliness as well
11~ intellectual stimulation?
The experience you are about to begin is not an experience. It is your experience.
We hope that you will consider making Bridgewater College your college.

Wayne F. Geisert
President
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A LIHEHAL
AHTS
COLLEGE

Purpose

As

u college whic h seeks to be an academic community with a distinctively
h11~ti1111 utmosphere a nd with a wholesome balance of learning, service, and pleasure,
111 ldaewater endeavors to be a community in which each person is treated with respect,
l ht, , is mutual concern and support, and each person can develop a sense of responsih1l11y to others both nea r a nd far. Bridgewate r strives to promote breadth ofintellec111111 experience as well as proficiency in specific subject fields. Broadly speaking, its
1111mary academic objective is a comprehensive appreciation of the social sciences, the
humanities, a nd th e na tural sciences.
Bridgewater endeavors to give its graduates a long head start as they choose and
JII cpare for thei r ca reers. It is interested in their occupational competence and success
und intends t hat they become both humane and effective professionals and practitioni:11, While it leaves the advanced training needed for a specific vocation to the
university or the graduate school of business, Jaw, medicine, engineering, or theology ,
111 idgewater concentrates on developing the total person. Thus, the student who goes
directly fro m und ergraduate work into homemaking, education, business or industry,
or the one who goes on to technical or professional school should be able to participate
in life with elasticity of mind and judgment, with imagination in dealing with unexpected emergencies, with disciplined taste and enjoyment, and with a sharpened ability
to reason and communicate. This concentration on the total person-this emphasis on
general education-differentiates the liberal arts college from technical and professional schools.
Concentrating on the total person is not a meaningless phrase. On the premise
that a recognition of one's capabilities is the beginning of wisdom, Bridgewater offers a
liberal education designed to help a student gain as complete a self-understanding as
knowledge makes possible. A college of liberal learning devotes itself to helping its
students find out how they think, what they feel , why they act, and who they are. Life at
Brid gewater College can become a journey of exploration and discovery to the student
who is committed unreservedly to the process of a liberal education .
In an age of rapid social and scientific change, it is more important than ever that a
Chris tia n liberal arts college invite its students to develop an appreciation of the
complex bonds which relate persons to each other and to God . In the library , the
cl assroo m, the laboratory, the residence hall, or on the playing field, the student may
discover his or her orientation for life. Believing that religion can be the integrating
force in the lives of men and women, Bridgewater emphasizes the freedom and
obligation of each individual to develop a personal faith and to find a place in the world.
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I 'd111 at/011111 Of,/tc•t/vr.,
I II live 1111 tn its educutionul commitment us II liherul 1111
,,. llv 1, I, . 1emurces and encouragement for the student:

l

llllc 111

llrldaewater

• In ac4u1re the ability to speak a nd write the English language wi th clari ty and
•II Cl'I 1veness:
• Ill underHtund how people, events, and ideas of the past have shaped the world in
which we live;
• Ill become 11c4uui nted wit h at least one foreign culture;
• to underHl11nd the met hod an d philosophy of science;
• to 11r11reciate art, music, a nd literature with sensitivity and critica l judgment;
• 111 understund the economic, political, and social structures of our society;
• 111 develop competence in critical and creative thinking which will facilitate
, r,lornlinn of new areas of kn o wledge;
• 111 , , I knowledge in d epth in a pa rticular field;
• Ill locus on II c11reer choice which integrates interests, abilities, values, and
, 1111111111ments; 11nd
• Ill Nit 1ve lor aood health, emoti onal maturity, and ethical and spiritual awareness.
,\'111111111/f I'

I he educution offered a t Bridgewater is broad , deep, and liberating. It can
1111111c1 r,11 le one from nar row provincialis m and from the distortion of subjective bias;
ll l 1111 I1 , individual creativity a nd promote the art of the examined life; it can develop
th1 1e11li1111ion that the gift of life demand s service to humanity. It helps to conserve
hn-11 v11l11cs while recognizing the need for change. It leads one, while acknowledging
thnl 11 ulh is not fully kn ow n, to submit to the best and fullest truth that can be known.

HIUIHa:WATER,
PAST AND
PRESENT

Hridaewater was established in 1880 as Spring Creek Normal and Collegiate
111,111111 1 by Daniel Christian Flory, an alumnus of the University of Virginia and a
11111111 proaressive leader in the Church of the Brethren which was organized in
,, hwnr ,cnuu, Germany, in 1708 by Alexander Mack. Nine years later the school was
1111111cd Bridgewater College and chartered by the Commonwealth of Virginia to grant
111111!•1 J,tl actuate degrees. Bridgewater conferred its first bachelor of arts degree on June
I IH~ I, thereby becoming the first of the colleges having historic associations with the
< l111rch of the Brethren to grant degrees.
I he founding fathers wisely conceived of and organized Bridgewater as a

r ~ldcntial college because they realized that students learn from one another as well as

Ir 0111 the faculty. They felt that the conversation of all the students would be a series of
le , 1111cs to each. They knew that students from widely different places, holding varied
11 WN end opinions, would have much to generalize, to adjust, to eliminate, and many
Inter relationships to be refined in living together over a period of four years. They
1111 miNed that successive student bodies would develop a self-perpetuating tradition
which would be educational in itself.
Two major influences, the University of Virginia and the Church of the Brethren,

hive shaped Bridgewater as an educational institution and created its personality. Its

h1Ntoric association with the Church of the Brethren, its modified Georgian architectur·e, its Honor Code, and its seal on which is inscribed truth, beauty, goodness, and
hnr mony bear testimony to the strength of these two shaping influences.

Besides Daniel Christian Flory, its first two presidents, three of its four academic

deans, and many of its strong teachers were educated at Virginia, Thomas Jefferson's

university. Two of these men, John S. Flory, Sr., the second president of Bridgewater
nnd one of its most influential teachers, and John W. Wayland, one of its distinguished
teachers who is noted as the historian of the Shenandoah Valley, became charter
members of the Raven Society, an honor society organized there in 1904. While
Ntudents at Virginia, all these men imbibed Jefferson's ideals offreedom of thought and
expression, of rugged individualism, and of quality education and carried them to and
established them at Bridgewater. Succeeding generations of faculty members and
Ntudents have jealously guarded these ideals.
The Church of the Brethren, a pietistic and pacifistic Christian body with which
Bridgewater has been associated since its founding, had as a part of its teachings a
recognition of the supreme right of every person - regardless of race, sex, class, or clan
to the full development of his powers. As a result, Bridgewater became the first coeducational liberal arts college in Virginia and one of the few accredited colleges of
its type in the South which was not greatly disturbed by the Supreme Court's
desegregation decision of 1954. Bridgewater's heritage and institutional idealism has
determined that its educational program should emphasize ethical and spiritual values.
This emphasis on values can be discerned in the course offerings in religion, in the
convocation programs, in an inclination to think well of people, in the stress placed on
inner-directed character, and in a strong social consciousness.
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I >1111 ville <'olleae nt I >nleville, V11111n11t, wn- 1111, olhl ,, ti , tt h 11, ld11< wnter in
IIJ '1 H1111: I< id3e C,,lleae Rt New Windsor. Mnryland, w, 111111111h ii with Hr ldaewater
111 IIJ10 In 1',144 the Hlue Ridge College plnnt was sold to the< 'huH·h of the Brethren

..,,., v11 t Committee. After all legal debts of Blue Ridge h1td been liquidated, its renurnunai IIKKelK of $44,861 were transferred to Bridgewater as a scholarship fund for
11u11lrlicd Hrethrcn youth from Maryland. The consolidation of Daleville with
111111 , , .i lrr in 1923 and the sale of Blue Ridge with the transfer of its assets to
111 ld111 wnti r 111 1944 trnnsformed Bridgewater from a small local college into a regional
111-11111111111 of hiaher learning with a territory extending from the northern boundary of
Mnl\ lnnd to the Houthern tip of Florida and from the Atlantic Ocean to the Mississippi
I( 1,, , I hi- enlaraement of Bridgewater's territory and constituency was achieved
thruuiih 1h1 rduc11tional statemanship of Paul H. Bowman, who was then president.

I 1111111 hrr Klimulnte scholarship and to enrich the cultural life of the student body,
II, 111111w11111 h11 nme n ('larticipant in a cooperative program of undergraduate study

1h1111111 111 I IJ(1' I he undergraduate study abroad program makes it possible for a
le 11 111111111 ol 1udents to spend their junior years at Philipps-Universitat, Marburg /
I 1h11 <11 r 1111111v 111 the lnstitul d'Etudes Francaises Modernes of the University of
,11 1 h11111 ll I r nncc; 11t the University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain; or at St. Mary's
'ii 1'11111 1111d <iloucestershire Colleges in Cheltenham, England.
lhrd11cwntcr has n student body of approximately 900 men and women from 24

111111 nnd , , erul lor•eign countries who represent many races and creeds. (Bridgewater
< ollc ,, 1~ nuthori,ed under Federal Law to enroll non-immigrant alien students.) The
< 11llr111 olfers the Bachelor of Arts Degree in 26 major fields and the Bachelor of

111r1H I )c:gree in 16 major fields. Electing to keep its enrollment small , Bridgewater
11111111t11111~ n faculty-student ratio of I: 16, thus insuring that the College knows its
-1 udenb one by one,

Bridgewater insists that its teachers be not only proficient and inspiring
di11emin1ttors of knowledge, but that they also be creators of it. Faculty members do
rc~enrch, read papers before learned societies, and publish books and articles. This
1 m('lhasis on the search for knowledge has encouraged student-faculty research and
h11K developed a challenging honors program.
I hese generalizations are supported by academic facts. Each year a significant
number of the graduating class enter graduate and professional schools. Publications
i•Kued by The National Academy of Sciences (A Century of Doctorates, 1978) and The
N11tion1tl Center for Educational Statistics (Education Directory, Colleges and Uni1•,•r,,/1/es /977-78) revealed that in terms of the number of graduates who later earned
I )octor of Philosophy or equivalent degrees, Bridgewater ranked at the 25th percentile
nmong the nation's I, 956 four-year colleges and universities in the country for the
('leriod between 1920 and 1974. Since this percentile ranking was on the basis of
numbers without regard to size of institution, it is obvious that in proportion to its size
Bridgewater ranks very high among undergraduate institutions. The Bridgewater
characteristic of being an outstanding undergraduate source of persons who later earn
advanced degrees is not a new one but rather a long-standing one. For example,
according to a study reported in the Journal of Southern Research, January-February
issue, I 954, Bridgewater College ranked fifth among Southern colleges and universities on the basis of the number of their graduates who later earned advanced degrees in
the sciences.
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Over the years, Bridgewater graduates have regularly received fellowships and
•• tl1tantships for graduate and professional study from outstanding universities of the
11untry. Bridgewater scholars have received Fulbright, Woodrow Wilson, National

1cncc Foundation, Root Tilden, and Rockefeller Theological Fellowships .
llridgewater is ever conscious of the fact that it was founded as a normal and
,11leaiate institute and then developed into a college of arts and sciences. Each year
1hnut 25 per cent of its graduates prepare to enter the teaching profession. Bridgewater
1 111ks near the top among the independent colleges in Virginia in the number of
I• achers it trains . Its contribution to higher education has been greater than that to
It mentary and secondary education. Bridgewater alumni are on the staffs of colleges
nntl universities throughout the land. For example, the head of the Department of
I>1 uma at Connecticut, Mary Reynolds Babcock Professor of Botany at Wake Forest,
11 plant pathologist at the University of Florida, and the Dean of the Law School at the
lln!versity of Misso uri, are all Bridgewater alumni.
Acceptance by its peers in the field of education is the desire of every school.
Bridgewater was accredited in 192S by the Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools and has been a member in good standing ever since. It is also accredited by the
State Board of Education of Virginia and offers a State-Approved Program of teacher
education. Bridgewater is a member of the Association of American Colleges, the
Association of Virginia Colleges, and the American Council on Education .
Bridgewater has had an honorable history, spanning nearly a century. It has been
true to the Jeffersonian and Brethren ideals of the founders by encouraging freedom of
thought, by pioneering in co-education and integration, by growing and developing to
meet the changing needs of the passing years, by insisting on high scholastic standards,
and by educating good and useful citizens.
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C'A MPll S
SETTING
AND
FACILITIES

Hddacwater College is

,

II

11111 111

both visible from the campus. Old Stone and Mossy Creek Presbyterian
the Cross Keys and Piedmont Civil War battlefields; and Natural
1 hl11111e y 1111 interesting geological phenomenon, are just a few miles off the campus.
I 111v hnu~es in the town of Bridgewater are 135 years old or older.
t

,_,

located in the Shenandoah Valley, a scenic and historic

Vi1·1inia. l"he Allegheny Mountains to the west and the Blue Ridge chain to

hur h1

111 1

i1tu11ted in such a beautiful and historic setting, the Bridgewater campus
1S acres and a complex of buildings of different periods and styles of
11 hill d ure. The buildings are surrounded by lawns and trees and joined to one
11111thc I by walks. The campus has a friendly atmosphere and a distinctive charm and
1 1 1 ,11111lity.
11111,r I ,

I he rooms in all the residence halls are provided with single beds, mattresses,
tables, bookshelves, window shades, and electric bulbs. Students provide
line 11- bedding, pillows, curtains, table lamps, rugs, and other furnishings desirable to
11111! the rooms more attractive and comfortable.
h,

1 11,

Hlue Ridge Hall, a resident hall for 125 women, was erected in 1949. The name of
tin hull honors Blue Ridge College of New Windsor, Maryland, which was
,1111 ontinued in 1944.
l>aleville Hall, another resident hall for women, houses 105 students, together

11 h n director of residence. It was built in 1962-63. The name of the hall honors

I >nlcville College of Daleville, Virginia, a Church of the Brethren college, which was
, un•olidated with Bridgewater in 192.3.
J>illon Hall, erected in 1965-66, houses 168 women and a director of residence.
I he nume of the hall honors J.B. Dillon who was a trustee of Bridgewater for 26 years;
hiN brother, W. D. Dillon, a benefactor of the College and their father, John Henry
I)11lon, who was a leader in the Church of the Brethren.
Heritage Hall, erected in 1963-64, accommodates 170 men and contains an
111111rtment for the director of residence, reception rooms, and recreation rooms. The
111111 is named in honor of Allen B. Bicknell, Newton D. Cool, Frederick D. Dove, John
•, I lory, Mattie V. Glick, J. Maurice Henry, Minor C. Miller, A. Ray Showalter, C. E.
'ihull, and Marshall R. Wolfe, who gave the best years of their life to the College.
Wakeman Hall, erected in 1980, accommodates 102 men and a resident director.
I he building is named for Benjamin 0. and Crystal Driver Wakeman, longtime friends
1111d supporters of the College. Designed for the utmost comfort and utility, Wakeman
111111 replaced Wardo as a residence for men.
Wright Hall, erected in 1958-59, accommodates 164 men and contains apartments
Im two residence hall directors, reception rooms, and recreation rooms. The name of
the hall honors the brothers Frank J. and Charles C. Wright. Dr. Frank J. Wright, a
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Residence
Halls

,ldrmr

If

II .. 11,

11111 )

• II IllIll I
111111

,ellon•I
, 11111,

t11,1ln11ulNhed l(eolo11iHI, wus the first ucudeml, dcn11 11111111111111 11 111 hl111 wuter. Dr.
( l111rleN ( Wri11h1 served the College thirty-nine ye111
11111lc , 11 of, , onomics and
11111 yeur us acting president. From 1924 through 1946, he wuN hoth professor of
, 11111111111cs und academic dean. In 1924, his brot her Frank became professor of geology
111 I>enniHon University.

Hrhric·u Jiu/I, erected in 1928-29 as a women's residence and dining hall, and
11111111c lcly renovated in 1969, now houses offices and studios of the art department,
111 h11 Im ulty 11f11ces, the home economics departments, and a lecture room1111l1t111111111 for ZOO 11ersons. The building is named in honor of Mrs . Rebecca Driver
< 11111 w1h 111 Benjum111 Cline of North River, Virginia, who donated $10,000 to help
I I t Ill II 11111,t ll11 I11111
I

1/11/1, 11111-11111 led in 1905, was extensively remodeled in 1977 to provid~
I 11 1111 \11 11 1 1, 111_ -tutl, the Director of Financial Aids, the Coordinator of
1 1 1•11111111111 111cl ol 1111 ully 1111ices and classrooms. Its name commemorates the
I , 1c 111 W Ille I II Yount, Biidaewater's first president, and also the services
Ill ii 1111111111 M1 M11111111et C', Yount.
111111

I , //,/II" ,, , 1, 1lc 111111 he summer and fall of 1929 as the auditorium section of a
1111111 • iclmlnl,111111011 h111l11l1111 I heuuditorium seats about 650 people and is equipped
II h 1 111e11lc 111 1111111 dreNNlnl( rooms, a stage lighting system, motion picture and
-111111! q111111111 nl, 1111 11111st 11rund piano, and a three-manual Moller organ with 51
1
ot fllflc wh" h wus installed in 1974. The name of the building perpetuates the
1111 mc11y ol l>r Charles Knox C'ole. It is a gift of his daughter, Mrs. Virginia Garber
< olc Strn kier .

rn•
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Educ11tlonal
and
Recreational
Facilities
(Cont.)

II, 1un,lt•r Mack Memorial Library, erected in 1962-63, is designed to house
11 1100 olumes and to seat 275 readers. Special features included in it are a Church of

•II 111 , th1 ,•n Room, a Bridgewater College Room, faculty studies, a listening room,
1h1 '1 , h1vc:N Room, a seminar room, a conference room, a micro-form (card, film, and
11 lu) 1oom, and ty ping facilities. Air conditioned and functional in every respect, the
h 111tlc:r Mack Memorial Library is constructed of brick, concrete, pressed stone,
11111 1 t•l Its name and a memorial plaque built into the structure honor Alexander
1 11 I lounder of the Church of the Brethren.

lounders Hall, erected in 1904, was remodeled in 1953 to accommodate the
11l1111n1~trative offices and six classrooms. The name of the hall honors the men and
111111 n in the early history of the College who sacrificed greatly to insure Bridgewater's
onunuous development.
Bowman Hall, erected in 1953, houses the natural and social science divisions.
I he name Bowman Hall honors Samuel M. Bowman, Paul H. Bowman, and Warren
I l Rowman. Samuel M. Bowman gave the College an estate now valued at $149,043 to
rromote instruction in biology, agriculture, and home economics; Paul H. Bowman
,., vcd the College as president for twenty-seven years; and Warren D. Bowman served
n~ rresident for fifteen years.

IS

I 1111111111

1ml

111111111111

I

111

llll lr11

( C 11111 )

Mrmmlul /lull, lormclly known us St11nlcy 1111II wn h111l1111 I CIJO In 1927 it was
1cnov11tcd 11nd 1c dedic11tcd us Memorial Hall. I he hulldln11 wn, mndcrni,cd in 1953
11nd I 971. I he first floor was made into a band room, 11 liNtening room, music
1h1uroomK, and practice rooms containing pianos and an electronic piano laboratory;
I he Nccond lloor h11s been converted into studios, a music stock room, a lounge, and a
r11 rlul hull which is equipped with pianos and a nine rank tracker Moeller organ. The
( ,11lc11e'N business offices occupy the lower level.

tlumnl <irninasium was erected in I 957-58 and was extensively remodeled in
1i,79 HO In uddition 10 the usual athletic facilities, the building contains three new
1 IIIN•toom~ nnd 11 1wimming pool that boasts a movable floor to accommodate the
h111111i1 llflfll d
/111111111 I 1, /,I, 1111mcd 111 honor or Dr. H. G. M. Jopson, senior member of the
l 111111 11111 , 11111 h ol 11111 k 1111d cro~s country teams, is a spacious and attractive field
I 1111 1111111 1111 11111111111 ho11nd111 y ol the campus and bordering North River for
111 h111111J ii 111h 1111 111111111111 I 1cld wus purchased and developed with contribu1 1 , I h1 I I 1
111 111 1I Ii, ' I 192,, und 1926 and many other alumni and friends.
1 111 • 1111111 111 1111 III hi w..- u1mpleted in the summer of 1971 when drainage
I ,
II 111 " 1, 111,111111 d, 1111 ull wcuther track was constructed, and the
,II 1, 111 ,1111 h 1 1 I ill 11111111111111 wc.-1 e relocated. The entire facility also includes
111111111 11111 f11 Id, 1111 •011·er, field hockey, lacrosse, and softball.

1 1//,
\'tr,,,, c'lum·h ,~/ the Brethren is located on the campus. The first
1111 11111111 1111 , 111 lorntwn w11s erected in 1914. A new sanctuary and additional
I , 111111 1111 I 111 l•I 11111 cducution were 11dded in 1953. The old sanctuary was converted
1111 , 1 h 1111 I 1111d xtcnN1vc remodeling was completed in 1965. The faculty, students,
11111 1111ul• 111 , 111rdially welcome to study and to worship.
I· ,

Iht ~/In,• C'ampu.1· Center, completed in the summer of 1969, is one of the finest
,1111h 111 ,,, 1 vices centers of its kind. It is named in honor of the Wilmer Kline family
who 1111vc 11cncrously in support of the cost of the facility and Elder John Kline, Church
of the ll1cthrcn martyr during the Civil War. The main floor has a cafeteria with a
•I udcnt dining cap11city of 550 and enclosed side dining areas for small student groups.
I he 1110m will 11ccommodate 900 under banquet conditions. Also on this level are a
1e1cption desk for campus visitors, the main lounge, an art gallery, and the college
ptcRident's dining room.
f'he lower level houses a large bookstore, snack shop, billiards room, campus post
oll'ice, 11nd faculty-alumni room. Lockers are provided for day students. Student
11nvernment and publications offices are on the top floor. The center, completely airconditioncd, is connected to Cole Hall auditorium and to the lecture room-auditorium
focilities of Rebecca Hall.
Wardo Hall, erected in 1910 and used since then as a residence for men, was
in 1980 by Wakeman Hall. Present plans call for it to be remodeled in the near
luture to provide additional faculty and administrative offices.

1cplaced

Moomaw Hall, serving the home economics department, was built and put into
use in 1969, honoring Leland C. and Nina Kinzie Moomaw of Roanoke, Virginia, who
gave generously toward the project. The women of the southeastern region of the
Church of the Brethren have also contributed substantial funds toward the building,
11nd several church district and local women's groups gave continuous support. An
area of the facility honors Miss S. Ruth Howe, former chairman of the department.
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Recreational
Facilities
(Cont.)

I 1 , , I ,\''1111/ C'omputlnf( Center honors Dr. C. E. Shull, professor emeritus of
, 111111111111 111111 r,hy1icN ut Bridgewater. Bridgewater students for three generations
111111 ,t h11111111d nnd 1e1pccted Professor Shull bothasateacherandasaperson. He
11 c 11111111 , I h1111 I 111 ty ycurs to teaching thousands of students and to administering
I 1111111111111 nnd Physics Department. Professor Shull was granted the honorary
d , , • ol I>111 t111 ol Science in June 1961 by his alma mater.
I h1 , 11111p111111111cnter is equipped with a PRIME 550 computing system which
1 111 ,1 ii 1111 111 I~HO, I he computer is a high-speed interactive system capable of
111111111111 nu•ly hundiing educational and administrative jobs. The computing system
1111 h111t
111111 und disc information storage, two line printers, eight cathode ray
I 1111111111• 1111d II Ncri1tl printer dedicated to student use, two terminals for faculty use,
11111
, 1111 tc111111111ls in the administrative offices.
/111 R,url H. Pritchett Museum was established by Elder Reuel B. Pritchett of
White l'lnc I ennessee, who gave his large coliection of old books, old Bibles, and
11111 le ol nntiquity to the College in 1954. The collection consists of 175 rare books,
1111 l11d1111111 copy of a Bible published in Venice in 1482, and seven Bibles printed in
l'hih1dclr,hia in the eighteenth century by Christopher Sauer. Over 5,000 other items
111 1111 ludcd in the collection. The collection is housed in Cole Hall. All items in it have
h, 111 1·1111loaued and are available for inspection and study.

Among other physical facilities of the College are a number of faculty residences,
Kmall apartment houses, the president's home, the central heating plant, the old
. \ 1111111~111m used for a storage facility, and the College farm.
1 \'l'I 111
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KFY ro BUILDINGS
(Date in parentheses indicates year
of construction or acquisition)
Yount Hall ( 1905): Admissions Office,
Financial Aids Office, Career Planning
Office, Foreign Language Department
Memorial Hall ( 1890): Music Department, Business Office
Founders Hall(l904):Officeofthe President, Office of the Dean of the College,
Registrar's Office, Student Development
Offices, English Department, History
Department
Wardo Hall (19!0): Development Office,
Alumni Office, Church Relations, Public Information
Old Gymnasium ( 1908): maintenance
building
College Heat Plant (1921)
Mangus House (19!0): women's residence
Wright House (1900): men's residence
Missionary House ( 1900): men's residence
Bridgewater Church of the Brethren
(I 914)
Alexander Mack Memorial Library
( 1963)
Wright Hall (I 959): men's residence
Heritage Hall (1964): men's residence
Bowman Hall (1953): Departments of
Biology, Chemistry, Economics and
Business, Education, Mathematics,
Physics, Psychology, Sociology; C. E.
Shull Computing Center
Blue Ridge Hall (1949): women's residence
Daleville Hall ( 1966): women's residence
Wakeman Hall (1980): men's residence
Dillon Hall (1968): women's residence
Moomaw Hall (1969): Home Economics Department
Rebecca Hall (1929): Art Department,
Chaplain's Office, Counseling Office,
Campus radio station, faculty offices
Kline Campus Center ( 1969): visitor's
reception, student services, dining hall,
bookstore, post office, student senate
and publications offices
Cole Hall ( 1929): auditorium, Ruel B.
Pritchett Museum, chapel
Philosophy and Religion House ( 1932):
faculty offices
Boitnott House ( I 900): women's residence

25, Bicknell House (1900): women''

dencc

26. President's Home ( 1949)
27. Alumni (]ymnasium and Swi
Pool ( 19ft)
28. JopHon lllld
29, { 'ollege form house ( 1900): wome
idencc
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STUDENT

LIFE

111 111111111 1, Ideally "a place where small groups of students live
, 11111 1111d wlll, 111 friendly helpfulness, and in earnest study." In the
, , It
W11-1111, "It 11 11 mode of association ... a free community of
1111 wmdN "free community" suggest common interests, living in
1I 1 1 111
11111h I lhc -ll111t' law1, and participation in making and carrying out of
111 1111 mhl'r llr ldaewater has not realized completely this ideal of a
h111 II h111 achieved it in part.
,I

Thr Student Senate
h I h1 I 11 1111 11111 I he "tudent body participate in aspects of the operation of the
I i. I II ult ,_ 11 11•1111111 force in determining policy on academic matters and

Government

1111 lnlhu 111 on 11encrul college matters. The Student Senate, through
ttuh 111 1111 mhc r In faculty committees as well as through its own
1
111 111 , the _,udent in many aspects of the operation of the College.
1 I, thl hocly the lndlv1du11I Ntudent has the opportunity to fulfill the role of a
,1
11111 1, 11111n1111111y uf 900 citizens, to help mold student opinion and present
, Imini tr 1111111 t 111•ooperate with the faculty in interpreting College traditions,
I 1111 ll1111111 ';yNtem, nnd to serve as a citizen relating to a general governing
111 HI\ ,1111lc 111 , 11 curricular activities. The Senate is a representative body of
Ith 111111l1v 11dvl1ora, Its constitution and the detailed regulations under
I , h II "I' r tit 111 "l'I forth in the Eagle, the handbook for students.
The Honor System

I r 111141 h1111111, 1ntc:11rity, and faith in and respect for the word of another are the
I 1 111 1l11 Iii 11!11ewu1er llonor System. The Honor Code prohibits lying, cheating,
11111 1 1111111 V111l11twn of the Code by a student is a serious offense which can result in
II 1111 ,I Ir 0111 Iii ldaewater. The Honor System is controlled and administered by the
111111111 C 111111dl, 1111 Important adjunct to the Student Senate.

I II h 111 ldaewater student is encouraged to develop positive and wholesome
I' ,11 , 111, 111 ,tudy, work, worship, recreation, and the use of leisure time. It is
1111 h 11,i111•d Ihut increasingly each should be able to manage his or her own discipline
11111 Il1111 111n1ideration of other persons' rights, regard for the common respectabilities
1111I 1111111 11 of adult behavior, and a desire to deepen and enrich one's own life will
h, 1111111 1cnt 111 I in his or her pattern of conduct.
o\ttendance at college is always a privilege, and not a right. Since students vary
, , 11 Iv 111 Ihe levels of their maturity, it is desirable to indicate the expectations of the
, olh 111 1el11tive to student citizenship.
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Campus
Regulations

C 1111111111

I II I• lluru1
(( 0111 )

The College encourages its students to refrain from possessing or using alcoholic

beverages. Students who feel that alcohol must be a part of their college lives should not

attend Bridgewater. It is important that the student understand that possession or use
of alcoholic beverages on campus, or returning to campus in an intoxicated condition,
will subject the student to dismissal from college or other disciplinary action.
Possession or use of marijuana and other illegal drugs by Bridgewater College
students is forbidden and will subject the student to dismissal or other disciplinary
11ction. Furthermore, violators will not be protected from legal action.
The College prohibits gambling, hazing in any form, and the possession or
handling offirearms andfireworks in the residence halls and on the campus. The use of
profanity is discouraged, and smoking is limited to the out-of-doors, the residence
halls, and the Snack Shop.
Permission to keep a vehicle at college must be obtained at the Business Office
during the time of official registration or within twenty-four hours of bringing a vehicle
to the College. Temporary permits are also available at the Business Office in the event
that a student needs to substitute another vehicle for the one registered. Failure to
cooperate with the above principles may subject the student to dismissal or other
disciplinary action.
If, at any time, the conduct of any student becomes detrimental to the work of
other students and to the best interest of the College, the 11dministration reserves the
right to request the student to withdraw from the college community. If and when ·a
student is asked to withdraw, there is no refund of lees.
Students are held responsible for the prorer cure: of their rooms and furniture.
Room inspections are made occasionally, and d11mu11c:~ 111c charged to the occupants of
the room. Damage to other college property by ~tudent ,~ likewise chargeable to them.
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11 1 111,lc nh t11k1 11 110n1ih1lily 1111 their own lnundry Coin O['lerllted
1 11 1 •~ ii ht hie 111 the 1e1iden~ • h11li1, und loc11I luundries Knd cleanerK
1hln • 11111 i11-111m ot the cam['IUM. At the option of the student, linen
111 ,hlr 1111 n r •111111 h111iM throuah the Virainia Linen Service.

It

,1•

Campu11
Regulations
(Cont.)

I h 111• 11 11111, <'hriKtmus, Knd Sprina recesses the dining room closes
, 1 111111 ii 111 v1101te their rooms. l'he first meal to be served after each
11111'11111 nl ['111111 to the day of registration or the resumption of classes.
, 111 11 , 111oder11te 11nd do not include guest privileges. The guests of
I , , 1111111111>1l111ed 111 C'olleae quarters for a limited time by special
,, , 111111tc-1 le I I he ['lrevailing guest rates for meals will be charged at
II 1111111 111 the C'olieae are expected to pay for meals taken in the
tlu II l11ued complimentary tickets by an official of the College.

, 1 ollc
11111111111111~ 1eparate residence halls for men and women, and
1, I 111 1 11111111 , d to live at the College or have permission from the Off1111 I 11111111111c e to he II non-resident student. Letters ofrequest for a nonI 1 111111111 he 111hlr1 1,I to the committee c/ o Dean for Student Develop• 1 1 11 1, 1 111111111 Students who do not reside with parents or spouse are
1 I
11 t111 t 11th 1·, <'on1ideration for non-resident status is given to those
I I , 1111 • ,, Jllcmher of the academic year in question, or those who
l11111tJ 1h111 1111111 term at some distance from the campus. Requests to
•111 1111111111 the Summer Term is also considered for those students who
1111111 111 tin 111rn throuahout the summer.

111111111111• 11111 p, IIVIKH>ns set forth in this catalog should not be considered as
1 I, I , , 11 the < ulleae und the student. The College reserves the right to make
111111111111\ 1111d ['IIOYisions when such changes seem necessary and wise. In
11, h hn 11111 1111 1111 ely retroactive.
111 m 1h1lc 1111v1 I 11nd athletic activities involve an element of hazard which
I 111 11111 I' 11 , 111- 1h11uld recognize. The College is always cooperative and helpful
11 11 11h 111 11 nd injuries but is not liable for any expenses resulting from them.
1 111 111 1111111l • ,_ compulsory and is covered in the inclusive fee.

I

111 1,I ·· w11tr1 discourages frequent absences from its campus by students, whether
I111 11111 I"' ,1 of aoing home or for visiting elsewhere, because absences break the
11111111111\ 111
work and harm the students' academic record. Parents are
I 11 to u111pcrute fully in keeping at a minimum student absenteeism from the

II

tlllflll

de I e('lresentatives are not permitted to make solicitations in the dormitories
pt 11111111 i,cr mission of the Administration. Students acting as sales representatives
11111 I , , 111 11 permit from the Business Office.
1 11
1 fl

I he <'ollege operates a snack shop on the campus to provide sandwiches and
h1111 ntM to students and faculty. No other group of students is permitted to sell
hnu 111 on the campus without a permit from the Business Office of the College.
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Resident
Hall
Regulations

C o C III rkulu

\tllvlll,•11

( 01/VCICU/llln programs
lud,• l<'l'turers such as
/111tl.1m1 J>avles, nvled
/1111/.11, 111dlo and televlsivn
I·11mmen1aIor.
111,

Bridgewater College promotes appreciation of the fine arts by bringing to the
campus touring theatrical companies, stage personalities, professional musicians, and
noted lecturers. The Committee on Cultural Activities plans the Lyceum Series of
cultural programs and presents a series of artistic foreign and domestic films.
The Campus Center Program Council plans and executes a recreational, socia!J
and cultural program. It sponsors formal and informal dances, receptions, teasj
informal parties, and special events. It also plans and executes the movie program on
campus, Christmas week activities, the May Day pageant, and cooperates with the
Director of Alumni Affairs in planning the Homecoming Day celebration.

Convocsllons

Convocations at Bridgewater College serve an integrative function in the general
liberal arts educational program. This purpose reflects the desire of the College (a) to
emphasize an interdisciplinary approach to issues in all academic fields, and (b) to
explicate the interrelationship between culture and Christianity evident in Western,
civilization. Diverse media such as lectures, films, art, drama, and music are used to
achieve those educational goals.
Two convocations are held each week during the ten-week terms. While specifiq
attendance policies vary with the classification of the student. each student attends at
least seven convocations per term. For a student who meets the convocation attendt
ance requirement. at the end of each term a grade of S is entered on the student'§
permanent record; for a student who does not. a grade of U is entered .
The Convocation Committee, established to implement the program, is
composed of representatives from the three major liberal arts divisons: arts and
humanities, social sciences, and the natural sciences. In addition, the Committe•
includes the Dean of the College, the Dean for Student Development, and studend
members appointed by the Student Senate.
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Alhlrllt11

11111111 hch1vr1 111 lhc old 1{111111111 11tl1111c 11111 Nountl mind 11111 •11111111 hotly
111, t 111111111111cN hoth men untl women NtutlcnlN III rrnrt 1dp111c 111 •r,111111 hy
1 111111 1 h11llcn11ln111111111111111111 r,ro11rnm 11111111INO u v1111cd 1ntt'trnllc11l11tc ont' I hr
111 hc II, 1 thut 11ctu11lly compctm11111 •IHlllN IN 1111 mm 1cw111din111h1111 hc:11111 u
I 11111 11 NIWIIN evenlN,
111 hh 11111:~rr and wrestlina for men, the intrumurnl 1,r1111ra1111 1mlutlcN
111111111111 huNkcthull, bowling, nag loothall, snfthall, tennl1, t111ck 11nd licld, 11nd
II h tll 1111 hoth men and women. In intercolleaiatespnrts, Bridiiewater licldN tcum•
I I hull huNkethull, football, golf, tennis, track, and cross counlly for tnt'n I he
,, 11 p11111dpate in hasketball, field hockey, tennis, lacrosse, and volleyball.
111 1t , wutcr College holds memberships in the National Colleaiatc Athlet,~
111111111111d 1hc Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Womcn nnd uhidcN hy
II 1 11111111111~ set forth by these bodies. Bridgewater is also u memher or the Old
11 11111111111 At hlctic Conference and the Virginia Federation of Intercollegiate Spot IN
11111'11

C'o C urrh

Al•tlvltl,11
(C 'unt )

1

1111 lnahu

lli'vlllfll
If mat )

Uriun1lk Arllvlllt'"
I he Pinion Pluyer IINNiNtcd by other NludentN on the cum pus interested in dramlli
111 , · 111 two lull lenath plays and II drumu workshop each year in order to develot
d11111111111 tulent, to keep the College community acquainted with examples of
1111111 mrwrnry and classical drama, to suggest to students the vocatio nal and
1v1111111111111l or,r,ortunities in the field of drama, and to provide laboratory opportunitil
1111 1t11de11t enrolled in acting and play production classes.

Debate
Bridgewater College offers its students an opportunity to participate in intercollegiate debate. Each year College teams participate in a number of invitational
to urna ments, and over the years Bridgewater debaters have won top honors. First year
debaters may compete in the novice division while the varsity division is open to all
ex perienced debaters. The Debate Club is the sponsoring organization.
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<·o-( 'urrlcular
Activities

(Cont.)

Music
11 ,

111111

,I

recognizes the importance of music, not only as a part of the

1111 liberal arts college, but also as a vital part of campus life. Students are
purtlcipate in the several musical organizations of the college.

111

It lounding, Bridgewater has been known as a "singing college." There are
, ii ,, oups. The Oratorio Choir is the large ensemble that rehearses during the
111 11111 pc:rlorms a major work during the Advent season. The Concert Choir, a
11 I ltl Nludents, performs on campus and tours extensively in the Spring
I h1 I horale is a group of 16 singers that performs on campus and tours at
111111 during the year to schools and churches.
111 11111111•ntal ensembles at Bridgewater include the Concert Band, the Stage
I 1h, I' p Band, and small woodwind and brass ensembles. These bands and
111hh 1wrlorm on campus both formal and informal concerts and tour at various
1111111111 the year.

I

I

h , · prcssional activities, including frequent student recitals, parallel the
Private instruction in piano, organ, voice, and

111 1hcory and applied music.
• 111111111 ,~ available for students.
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f ( ""' )

Publications
Students write, edit, and publish a newspaper, The Talon , which highlig~
cnmpus news a nd affords students opportunities to air publicly differences of opini
on controversial issues, College policies, and student government action. Students als
pu hliNh II yearbook, the Ripples, which is usually distributed in May ofeach year. Bot~
the ncw~paper a nd the yearbook have won honors in state and national competit iol
fhe Eagle, a handbook for all students, contains the constitution and byla~
under which the Student Senate operates, a register of the faculty, a register of student
leaders. the school calendar, a list of student organizations, the words of the Collegt
Nong, and a summary of Bridgewater ideals and traditions. The College publishef
annually the Catalog, the President's Report, a Bridgewater Magazine, and thred
1Nsucs of the Bridgewater Newsletter for parents of students and friends of the Colle git
Students interested in creative writing, journalism, or photography are
to exercise and develop their talents. In addition to developing these talent~
through course assignments and participation in the above publications, the Colleg~
publishes the Philomathean each year. Contributions to be included in the PhilomaJ.
rhean are selected by a faculty editorial board.

1tjcd

Other Organizations

The Young Democrat's Club, Young Republican's Club, French Club, Ski and
Outing Club, Circle "K," Women's Athletic Association, Fellowship of Christiaj
Athletes, Mu Epsilon Mu, Photo Club, Physics Club, Pre-medical Society. Studen.1
C hapter 168 of the Music Educators Conference, Guild Student Group of the A merit
can Guild of Organists, the Good-Flora-Sanger Chapter of the Student National Edu~
cation Association, and the campus radio station WGMB are among other studenl
organizations at Bridgewater.
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I• r,,111111111 Or ll'nl11ll1111
1

,111111111 I, •hrnc:n 11djux1 qu11·kly 1111d hnppily to colleae life. four days

111111 11111•11tntion 111 the beainnina of the full term. l' he Council on
11111 11111 1111 Ileum for Student Development direct the program.
, 11 11, , 11- ~tu dent to Ntudent counselors for small groups of freshmen.
1 , 111
m-11111~ nre held reaarding study habits 11nd note taking, Bridget 1111I 11111t1111nx, the ll onor System and how it functions, co-cu rricu lar
, 1111I ,111111 nppnrtunities. Through planned social gatherings, fre s hmen
h 1111 , I II llll'C:I their classmates and to become a cq uainted with their
,, .. , t 1111ltv 1dviNer1.
11 1 und ex11minations are given t o fres hme n during this orientation
11111 1h111hlc d11tu to be used later for p lacement, counseling, and guidance

C'ounseling and Guidance
111111 l'rogrum at Bridgewater College helps students to know themuil milieu; to meet their personal, academic, and social problems
11111 111 ndjuNI themselves creatively to their fellows. In addition to the
1 1lh 111 I he I )e11ns for Stude nt Development, the Dean for Counseling and
I• 11111111- 11rograms. the Chaplain, the College Nurse, and the residence hall
11 111111 teaching staff at Bridgewater College is involved in guidance and

•

1111

,,

11

111

111 11 , u1i11ned to faculty advisers in the department in which they intend to
,11 I he 11r1mary resp ons ibility of a faculty adviser is to advise concerning
,, , 11111
,·equirements, and academic regulations, personal counseling is
11 ,I 111 one of the appropriate staff members named above. In this
, I111 I h•1111 for C o unseli ng and the Deans for Student Development have
, , p11n-1hility to help students understand themselves and to assist them in
, 11111 nt lo college life and work.

I

Career Planning
11

, 111 1 1 11lanning Office works in cooperation with faculty, the Placement

, , I I he Alumni Office for optimum help to students. It provides personal

II ,111111, Nmall group sessions, and printed resources to assist the student in
II · 1111 11 satisfying and productive career. The student is guided in (I)
, 111111111 111 "1elf," especially those factors of interests, abilities, and personal
th 11 wntribute to wise career choices, (2) knowledge of various occupations
I 111 wot k, (3) a warenes s of long-range career options, and (4) developing
11111 11\ll me skills.

Placement

I 11111 111 ofessors and the Dean of the College assist academically able students in
, , , ulml11ion to graduate and professional schools and in securing graduate
I q, 11nd assistantships.
I 11 111dcnls seeking employment immediately following graduation, the College
11
1 rilacement office. This office lists job opportunities, arranges for on-campus
, , , he tween seniors seeking positions and representatives of business, industry,
I h1111I •ystems, a nd supports student job applications with credentials.
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Student
Services

Studt"nt

s,rvlre11
(('uni,)

lll'11lfh Sl'nlrf,
I very eflort IN mude hy lhc C'olleae ,tnlf to promote the health and physitl
wc:lf111, of Ntudents lhrough prnpcr Nanitntion und cleanliness, safeguarding rm
NUpplies, und teaching physical education. I he Council on Student Affairs cooper
with the College Nurse and Physicians to provide the best conditions possible for th
phyNical welfare of students. A physical examination is required of all new studet'I
prwr to registration. Vaccinations and inoculations against contagious diseases a
1e4111red.
I he infirmary is under the general supervision of the College Nurse, who
1•rvlceM nre available to all students. In case of common illnesses, boarding stude
1t'{'e1ve the services of a college physician while he is on duty in the infirmary. Whe
tr t'Utmcnts at other times or prescriptions are necessary, the student will be expecte~ t
puy the doctor or the druggist directly. Day students may receive treatment in th
111l11mnry.

lhllalnm1
1.lfr 1md
Stnlce11

rhe College views religious activities as natural and essential parts of student Ii~
Students are encouraged to deepen their understanding of the Christian faith whi
they are on campus and to give expression to their Christian beliefs through camp
religious activities. Opportunities are provided to make Christian commitment mo
meaningful through group worship experiences and service projects.
The College Chaplain is involved with students in experimental ministries an
worship, small group ministries and counseling, and the holding of special intere
retreats. He is a member of the College's counseling staff and available to staff, facul
and students for personal and religious counseling.
The Council on Religious Activities, composed of faculty and student membe
ship and working with the Student Committee on Religious Activities, provi
support for the many initiatives through which students and faculty grow religiou
together. Thus, special interest religious groups are encouraged; regular chapel wor
ship services and religious convocations are held; and retreats, discussion groupl
religious emphasis lectures, movies on religious themes, service activities, Bible studJ
and prayer groups, etc. are planned . There is an active organization (S 1RCH) throu,
which students may consider the various dimensions of full-time Church vocation
The Bridgewater Church of the Brethren is located adjacent to the college campl
and provides a church home for many students. Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyteri
churches are located in the town of Bridgewater, and students take an active part in
their programs. A Roman Catholic Mass is celebrated weekly in the campus chap
Students also participate in the worship and work of the churches of Harrisonbu.:
where Baptist, Brethren, Episcopal. Lutheran, Methodist, Presbyterian, and Romal
Catholic churches are to be found . A Jewish Temple is also located there.
A number of special interest student groups are active including the Brethre
Student Fellowship (on campus), the Baptist Student Union (Center in Harrisonburta
the Wesley Fellowship, and the Lutheran Student Association as well as in conjuncticl
with the Brethren, Methodist, Presbyterian and Baptist churches of Bridgewater. Th
Fellowship of Christian Athletes for both men and women and the lnter-Varsi
Fellowship are active on campus . Students are encouraged to maintain their deno
national affiliations as well as to participate in the ecumenical religious activities th
give significance to the Christian faith.
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1111 ,111dy t\hro11d I', 011mm u111 nlly provldt for II yr111 nl undcr 1111d111tc •tudy
l'hlliJ1JU llniveuitnt, M11rhur11/I uhn, <lerm11ny, linivenity ol St11•hn111M,
I ,1111 I 11111Le; or the IJn1verNily of H111telon1, Hrmclona, S111ln, or one Nt'lllr•tcr
I rt "it M111y'1 C'olleae, Cheltenham, I nahind I he prollrnm IN c1mdu<1,•d by
hr 111 olleaeA Abroad, 11 coopemtive prngrnm sponsored by Hrldaewater C'nlleae
11 ot 111 r rnlleaeA 111'filiated wit h the Church of the Hrethren. A re11ident dim 101 ,~
1111 ,I 111 e11ch European location to coordinute the Pr<lilllllll with the hoNt
, 11 1111111111N 11nd to assist students us need urises,

I,

111,h nt cun receive a full year of college credit ut tlllc of the three I 111ope11n
, II , including round trip transportation, for upproximately the sumc CtlNI UN 11
11 111 the United States. Only limited scholarship auistance iH 11vuil11hlc to
, I 111 111111 lcipating in this program. The program provides un opporlUnity Im II t I uc
, , 111 1he German, the French, or the Spanish language; u first-hand knowledae
I 11 11111 culture; and an opportunity to become an active participant 111 the
I 11111 t11Nk of creating a climate of mutual respect and understandina amonj the
" 111 the West.
I 111111p11nts in Brethren Colleges Abroad programs in Europe fly from New York
\ullUHt. During September and October, the students attend special lun11u1111e
" , 111~1,tutes where the emphasis is on conversational skills, vocabulary neccHHury
I111 attendance at Strasbourg, Mar burg, or Barcelona, and orientation to the
" rnd civilization of contemporary France, Germany, or Spain. Six unit11 of
11111v he earned during this period.

11

1111 winter semester at the universities runs from approximately November I 111
h I During the winter semester, the students select their courses from u wide
ol offerings in modern language, history, literature, economics, politic1tl
1ellaion, philosophy, and the natural sciences. Fifteen units of credit may he
al ii 111 mg the winter semester.

111 burg students are allowed almost six weeks for special and independent study
I between the winter and summer semesters. The summer semester begins at
I h11111 about the middle of April and closes in mid-July. There is no such semester
111 Barcelona or at Strasbourg; however, vacation periods are allowed Ill
,1 111111~ and Easte r. The second semester at Strasbourg closes early in June; 111
, 1 Iona, about June 15. All participants in BCA are expected to take the full
11 1111c year of work.
·1 ,

I andidates for the program must have had at least two years or the equivalent of
I , 1man, the French, or the Spanish language at the college level. Other
11111111tions include high general academic ability, emotional stability, intellectual
1111111ve, the ability to participate constructively in the life of a small group, and the
r ,1nul attributes which will permit one to serve as a responsible and scholarly
111 1entative of America abroad. Applications for admission to the program must be
1111 ii with the Dean of the College before January 15 of the sophomore year.

I he program at St. Mary's College in Cheltenham, England, is designed primarily
,tudents who plan to teach, and it is particularly appropriate for students of
11 mentary education. While a student may participate in this program in either the fall
1p11ng semester, the fall is typically chosen by Bridgewater students.
11
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Ahru•d
Pro1r11111

I lemur

•nd

Schul1r11hl11 llunurN
Hr idaewater hold~ before ilN students the ideal of achieving tot
1111111 ol I heir powers, especially in the academic area. From time to time, appropr'
11 ui11nrtron iN aiven to students whose performance in the pursuit of knowledge
11111 h ,~ outHtunding. At the end of each term, the Dean of the College announces th
I le 11n•~ I iNt which consists of the names of all students who have a quality poi
11v, 11111t nl 1.20 or nbove on the program of courses attempted.

l>ran's I t.1·1

<,ru1/11at/C1n UC1nor.1· One may graduate from Bridegwater summa cum laud&
11111111111 111111 luude, or cum laude. To graduate summa cum laude, a student mu1I
11 hll . , 11 quality point average of 3.80, complete an honors project with a grade ofH~
111 lu 1111 111111 , or, in the upper quarter on the written and oral comprehensive exarnt-J
11111111111 I 1111111d1111te m1111nu cum laude, a student must achieve a quality point avera11
111 I \11 1 nmplc t 1111 hunorH project with a grade ofHB" or better, and score in the uppef
hnll 1111 tl11 w11ttrn 11nd oral comprehensive examinations. To graduate cum laude~ •
tulle nt 11111-1 Ill hleve 11 4111tlity point average of 3.20 and perform satisfactorily on an
11111I , 11111r,1t hcnNive I xn 1111n111ion. II on ors oral examinations are administered priori
M11v I by the ~tudent'1 major professor with the assistance of two other faculty mem4
h,, 11r,r,n1nted by the mnjor professor and the Dean of the College. Usually, on
1111•mber ol the oruls committee is from outside the student's major department.
I ranNler Htudents may receive honors. To graduate with honor recognitionj a
t11111Nler Htudent must nllt only conform to the above standards but must also achie
1111 eqmvulent standard on his or her total academic record, including work taken pri
tu t, anHfer,

The l.amhda Society The primary purpose of the Lambda Society is t
encllurage scholarly effort and achievement and to honor and reward students, facult
members, and alumni who have achieved unusual distinction in the pursuit o
knowledge. Seniors are eligible to be elected to full membership when they hav
1uccessfully passed the requirements for graduation with honors. Upperclass studen
who have achieved honor grades may be elected to Associate Membership.

Alpha Chi The Virginia Gamma Chapter of Alpha Chi, a national collegia
honor society, is organized to promote truth and character, to stimulate and recogni
1cholarly effort, and to encourage critical and creative thinking which will enable one
to explore new a reas of knowledge. Junior and senior members of Lambda Sociei
who have completed at least thirty units at Bridgewater, possess a cumulative quali
point average of 3.20 or above, and rank in the top ten per cent of their class are eligibl
for election to membership in this society.
Other Honors
Bridgewater elects annually from fifteen to twenty seniors to membership in Who'I
Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges on the basis of scholarshirl
leadership in co-curricular and academic activities, citizenship and service to the
College, and promise of future usefulness to society.
There is a chapter of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha, a national honorarl
forensic society, on campus. Membership is restricted to students who hav~
distinguished themselves in intercollegiate debate and have a high level of academil
achievement.
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" 1 h 1 1 d111r,tc 1 111 1'1 l>dtn I p•llun, 11 nntwnnl hn11111u1y collealate
,, 11111 1111 tin u1mr,11N I hiH 1111u111111111011 NeekH 111 develor Ntudent
" 111 111 111 1111r,111v, Ntudenl r,uhlicut11inH, 11nd to r,romote high ethic11I
1 1111 111111 n11hNm Only NtudentN who h11ve done outstanding work on
1111ft nt Ill w•rurer: on the Rlpple.r, the student yearbook; or with
.. ,, 111 111l111 Ntntmn, ure eligible for membership in Pi Delta Epsilon.

Drama s1uden1s
may qual(fl' for
membership in
Alpha Psi Omega.

lph I I' ,1 <)mega, a national honor society devoted to developing dramatic talent
11 t 111 ncting, to cultivating disciplined taste in drama, and to fostering the
11 11111 ol dramatic art, has a chapter on the campus. Membership in this honor
1 1, ~t 11c:ted to those who have distinguished themselves in acting, production,
II Ill&
I , t 111 111 ing of each year an athletic awards banquet is held . Varsity letters are
I I 111 1111 intercollegiate sports, and outstanding achievement in athletics is
111 II with appropriate awards.
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(Cont.)

Honor

an
Award
(Cont.

PrlleN Aw11rtltd

A lumn/ Scholarships A scholarship, valued at $500, 1s awarded annually t
student who is a rising senior, who ranks high academically, is a good citizen,
possesses general merit. A second scholarship, valued at $400, is awarded to a stud
who is a rising junior according to the same criteria.
The Planters Bank ofBridgewater Scholarship-This scholarship, valued at $2
is awarded annually by the Planters Bank of Bridgewater, Virginia, to a worthy stud
from Augusta or Rockingham County in Virginia. The College names the recipie~
the scholarship.

Summer

Session

Bridgewater operates an eight weeks summer session to enable students who"
to do so to complete their degree requirements in three years instead of four, to ena
students who have fallen behind in their work to regularize their programs, and
enable teachers who need credits in academic and professional subjects for the rene·
of their certificates to secure them.
An integral part of the total college program, the summer session offers stand:
courses, most of which are taught in the regular session; it is staffed by men and won
chosen from the regular faculty. A student may enroll for a maximum of ten unit1
credit in the summer session. To enroll for more than ten unit"s, a student must ap
for permission from the Dean of the College.
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,\ '°' 111 11,.

I he Alumni Association, organized prior to 1900, seeks to strengthen the bond of
illy betwee n the alumni and their alma mater, fosters an esprit de corps of aood
, l11tw1hip among alumni, organizes and maintains strong local chapters, and helps
1 , 11111nte the growth and development of the College.
t

I he Alumni Association is governed by its elected officers and a board of directon

II

"1 1 ,,~l'fl of 29 members. The Assistant Director of Development, as the chief execu•

nl the association, directs all alumni relations and activities and helps organize and
lintain chapters throughout the nation. At present there are 25 active alumni
h ,piers and fellowship groups.

111

All graduates and students who have completed at least twelve semester hours of
11 dit a t Bridgewater College are eligible for membership in the Alumni Association.
I hme who have graduated or earned transferable credit at Bridgewater or from the
l111 mer Blue Ridge (New Windsor, Maryland) or Daleville Colleges, prior to 1966, are
1111 mbers of the association. Faculty, staff, trustees, and those awarded honorary
1h 111ees are honorary members of the association. The association charges no dues but
111 members are urged to make annual contributions to the alumni fund . These yearly
1111t ributions keep the alumni in good standing and their memberships active.
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111 idaewater College seeks to enroll qualifie d students regardless
111111 1 l'eed, handicap, or national or ethnic origin; and further, it does
, 111111 1111 the basis of sex, race, color, creed, handicap, or national or ethnic
I 111 1ulministr11tion of its educational policies, employment practices,
1111111 IC , scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other college
ii 1111111111ms and activities. Admission is granted to those who present
1I 1h1llty to succeed in the type of program provided. While success in a
1 1111111c may depend upon several qualities, applicants for admission to
xpected to show the following types of ability and achievement:
111, 111 1

r u,ltmrlonfrom an accredired senior high school or secondary school. The
p11111111111 of courses completed in the high school should include the
I 1ll11win~ units of credit: four in English; two in one foreign language,
111, h 111 bly in French, German, or Spanish; two in college preparatory
11111themutics, preferably algebra; two in social studies and history; two in
11 nee; and four in suitable electives . While the electives may be in
111 ntional or non-academic subjects, it is recommended that they be in
11 •demic subjects such as English, science, mathematics, and social studies.
I 11 , use the applicant wishes to become an engineer or scientist, two of the
l11111 electives should be in mathematics.

I l'tral(e or better than average scholarship on the secondary school program
, ,1mpleted. The grades or marks made on the high school or secondary

, hool program and scores made on achievement tests covering the
1 ondary school subjects should be high enough to give reasonable
murunce of ability to do college work. Rank in the upper half of the
11111duating class is normally required . If an applicant ranks lower than the
upr,er half, st rong compensative qualities need to be shown in order to gain

admission.

I Jatisfactory score on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) of the College
/'nrrance Examinarion Board. While applicants are not required to take the

Achievement Test (ACH), they are urged to do so . The Achievement Tests in
I nglish Composition and in Intermediate or Advanced Mathematics are
1ecommended especially. A bulletin of information concerning these tests
may be obtained from high school officials or by writing directly to the
C'ollege Entrance Examination Board, Box 592, Princeton, New
Jersey 08540. The dates for both the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the
Achievement Tests are as follows :
November I, 1980
December 6, 1980
January 24, 1981

April 4, 1981 (SAT only)
May 2, 1981
June 6, 1981

Good health and characrer. Success in a church-related liberal arts college
depends not only upon the type and quality of secondary school program
completed but also upon health and good character. Good character includes
such qualities as clean living, high aspirations, and industriousness.
Applicants are expected to present evidence of them.
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ADMITTED
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COSTS

Admission

I Ill

I

II

(( 11111 )

Prm•,dur,, Application lor admiuion n111y he 111111h upo11 1h1 ,ompletion of lhf
1umor yeur in high school, and it should be mudc 1101 IHlr1 lhHn June I of the year on
wi•hc• In enroll, Applications received after that time will be considered only 1t
UL L ommodations are still available. Those who wish to enter at the beginning of th
Winter l'erm, the lnte rterm, or the Spring Term must file an application for admissiol
111 lc11Nl thirty days in advance of the desired date of enrollment.
III llrder lo obtain full and complete information concerning the achievement& o
npplicantH and their abilities to do college work, Bridgewater College will make use of
the followina methods:

/'he application hlank. The application blank has been designed to provi'9
111lorm11tion needed by the Admissions Committee. This blank may bl
ohtained from the Office of Admissions. After it has been completely fillol
out, ii Hhnuld be returned to this office. This is the first step, and a verJ
1mport11nt one, to be taken by all who wish admission to Bridgewater Collegt
/'hi' hlKh SC'hool or secondary school transcript. Upon receipt of thd
applicatwn hlunk properly filled out, the College asks the applicant's hi.
Nchnol to furnish an official transcript of his academic record. Transftl
NIUdentN urc required to submit official transcripts of their records at othet
111~11111tiona.
JI rtrr,•n r,commendations. Upon receipt of the application blank proper.
filled oul, the College asks the applicant's guidance officer and his minister ti
provide II character rating or a letter of character recommendation.

Ptr.wnal Interview. Soon after the application blank has been sent in, an~
applicant who has not talked with an official representative of the Collegl
should arrange to come to the campus for a personal interview. This inte-rl
view is conducted by a member of the admissions staff. Appointme4I
for 11n interview may be made by telephoning or writing to the Director of
Admissions .

.5.

Health record. Each applicant must present a written health report on a form
supplied by the Cpllege. The form, properly executed, must be returned to
the College before official registration can begin.

Each application is acknowledged by a letter from the Director of Admissions. As
MOlln as the various data included in the application have been received and evaluate~
the applicant is sent a note of acceptance or rejection. Inquiries from applicants are
welcomed. Questions are answered and requested information is provided prompt!~

Readmission. Students who are absent from the College for any ten-week term or
longer; students who have withdrawn from the College for any reason; and studenti

who have been suspended for a term must apply for re-admission to the Director of
Admissions. If the applicant for re-admission withdrew for health reasons, a letter of
recommendation and evaluation may be required from a professional clinician.

Trans.fer Credit. A student who has attended another accredited institution and is
in good standing there may apply for admission to advanced standing not later than
the beginning of the senior year. One who has attended an accredited two-year college;!
may transfer as many as 68 units of credit in courses comparable to those offered at
Bridgewater College. Transfer students are expected to present official transcripts of
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(Cont.)

, I 111111 mer institutions as well as any other information deemed necessary
l1111oion~ Committee. Normally, transfer credit is not allowed on courses
1ulc of less than C. However, by special permission, depending on the
11111 , limited credit may be allowed on courses bearing a grade of D. For an
, llllll ol quality point average, see page 105.
111, ,,,I Placement. Credit and advanced placement is awarded to students on
, 111 1eRults on the Advanced Placement Tests of the College Entrance
,111111 Board, but subject in every instance to the approval of the department
I rnd of the Council on Education. Advanced Placement Tests are available
II h <'omposition and Literature, American History, European History,
t I 111 mun, Latin 4, Latin 5, Spanish, Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, and
11udents interested in taking one or more of these tests for the purpose of
11•dit and advanced placement at Bridgewater should confer with the
I ,
hool principal during their junior year or earlier and with the College
1pr,ll111110n for admission.

c ,,llege considers the results on College-Level Examinations as a means of
111111111 advanced placement for students who have not followed the traditional
, 11 1111paration.

111 ,,1, o1water College strives to keep expenses at the lowest figure possible
1 111 wit h superior quality in education.

1111h nt expenses are calculated on the basis of one inclusive fee covering all costs
11 , aenerally assessable to all students. The inclusive fee covers the cost of
,,. 1 1l1tration, student activity fees, library fee, medical fee, accident insurance,
11 ducation fee, and all laboratory fees, excepting breakage deposits.

I

1111 accident insurance which is required of all students covers all medical expense
11 II IIN a result of accidental bodily injury up to $1,000 for each and every separate
I his insurance is written for a twelve-month period and will be paid as
1111 o, d regardless of where the student may be injured. All injuries must be reported
,111 tlu1iness Office before any claim can be satisfied. Sickness insurance is not
, ii 111 the inclusive fee, but it may be purchased at the option of the student for a
,nahle cost ($18.50 for the 1980-81 session).
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I• 1••n•u•11
fur Chi'
l"HI Ml
"l,111111111

Rt'.,lclt>nt

Students
lncluAive Fee .... , .............. ..... .. ..... .. .
l{c:mvution Deposit .......... ................ .
Puymc:nts by students attending the entire academic
yc:111 111c: due according to the following schedule.
Students attending part of the year are referred
to the stutc:mcnt on the Interterm.
Septemhcr 14, 1981 ................... ; .. ..
November 30, 1981 ..................... .. .
l·c:hru111 y 22, 1982 , . , , , , .......... . .. . ... . .

$5,600.00
100.00*

1,867.00
1,867.00
1,866.00

• I he: 1c:servution deposit applies to the final payment for the Spring Term. t"tudent it is due 30 days after admission and is non-refundable after Ma
"it11dc:nt" 11dm11tcd after May I must make a deposit within IO da ys after admissi
I or ,c:111111m11 students, the reservation deposit is due on April I and is non-refunda
It\ I lll lllllll students who fail to make the deposit on time pay a penalty of$20 and ma
not I omplcte II preliminary registration, select classes, or reserve a room until th
ii, i,0"1t nnd the: penalty have been paid.
lll'W

7111• C'olltgt' neither gives final examinations, grants a degree, nor issues gra
rt'/lmt form.I' or transcripts ofcredits unless satisfactory arrangements have been ma
H"lth tht' Bu.l'ine.v.1· Office for payment of all.fees.

The lnterterm
Basic costs of the lnterterm are borne within the charges assessed for the thre
mnin terms for students in regular ongoing attendance. Obviously, no refund is mad
In u student who chooses not to attend the lnterterm. There are, of course, addition
charaes to the student enrolled in interterm experiences involving travel, off-camp

housing, etc.

A student who attends two ten-week terms plus the Interterm pays one-third o
the Basic lnterterm Fee in addition to the two payments at the beginning of the ten4
week terms. A student who attends one ten-week term plus the lnterterm pays two4
I hirds of the Basic lnterterm Fee in addition to the payment at the beginning of the
week term.

For Part-Time Students
A part-time student, one who is permitted to register for five units or less in a
ten-week term, pays $105.00 per unit of credit plus a Registration Fee of $20.00 per terml
Payment must be made at the time of official registration. A part-time student is no~
eligible to participate in student activities or to receive scholarship aid.
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$ 50.00

30,00
I0.00
50.00
535.00
20.00
15.00
I0.00
10.00
2.00
15.00
150.00
2.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
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II 11111 M11n1111cment, non-resident students (9 weeks) ....... .
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(I' 11d only once. Not refundable) ..... ............. .
, ,111111 I 1 , , , , , , , , , , , • , , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • •

1

tu • I 1 ,

•• , , ••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1I 11 I I ur,y free) . , ..•..•................... .. ..........
t i•• 1111111llnl.l b11th per term (Wome n only) ................ .
1

,u le, 11r1 term (if available) ............ . .... ......... .. .
I( , 11l11cemcnt .. , ............ ... ..... . ... ....... ... .
I( eKident student ............... ................ .
Non-resident student ............. ........ .. ..... .
, , 111 c 111d Replacement ......... ................. .. ..... .
c I de 1111111N (First 5 copies free) .. ...... ....... ..... ..... .
, , 1111 I 1, for students enrolled part of the year:
It 111 ,1udent .......... ........................ ...... ... .
, , llh 111 Nludent •..•. ................. .. .. ..... ... ..... . .

I.DO

510.00
335.00

Deposits
l(oom Key Deposit................................
1• 1t I
to dormitory and to dormitory furniture is charged to this
II I he dormitory and room key deposit is made at the time the
111 I II ~I enrolls, and it is retained by the College until the student
, 11rndu11tes or withdraws. Returning students cover assessments
h I\ , hccn made against the deposit by bringing it back to the level of
11 the 11mc of each fall registration. Failure on the part of the
11110 1111 n in his or her identification card, room key, or check-out
· , 11 the end of each academic year will cause the deposit to be
I 11, d Any unused portion of the deposit will be refunded at gradu11 111 upon withdrawal from the College when identification card,
1111 I, \ end check-out slip signed by the Director of Residence is
111ed to the Business Office at the conclusion of the student's at•I 1111 ,. )
,, llreekage Deposits:
t 1h ulcH end Man... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I 111h and Its Physical Resources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• 11, 1111 Chemistry ...........................................
, um· Chemistry. .......... .. .. .. ........... ... ............
, JU 11111t1tive Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I 11111•d Analytical Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 1 11 111 Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,

1111)

$ 75.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
. 5.00
111111 hemistry. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.00
5.00
111 ll"IIIC Qualitative Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
( Refunds will be made at the close of the session on unused balances.)
$
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)

1'11v111e IONlruction fees are in addition to 1111111111 nnd overloud charges.
11lano, Vmcc, String, and Wind Instruments:
I >nc lcuun r,er week ................................... ..... .
I wo leunnN (Nllmc instrument) per week ....................... .
l1q,c Orl£an, one lesson per week ...... ... . ....................... .

Variable Expenses
Im h ,tudcnt r,ayH for his own laundry, personal expenses, and books. Books coil
11r,r,11111lm1tcly $200.00 per year and may be purchased on a cash basis from the Co lief
ll11t1kNICII 1

Withdrawal from College
I II w11hd111w I, om Bridgewater College at any time during the academic year,
,1111lc nl ll1IINI I1111 confer with the Dean of the College who will furnish the student wit
11 l1111111 C'-1 lt1111111 the 1ianatures ofappropriate college personnel. A student who fails l
w11hd111w r,tor,crly will forfeit his or her dormitory and room key deposit.

Refunds
I he ( 'ollege must contract for its faculty and other educational services a year o
111111, 111 advance. Thus, no refund of tuition and fees is allowed except in the rar
111-1111H'C m which a student withdraws for health reasons upon the recommendation o
Ihe <'olle1e Physician.

Advance deposits are not refunded in any instance. Hence, in the event o
11r,r,roved withdrawal for health reasons, the refund of the remainder of tuition an
fc'c IN provided according to the following schedule:
l)uring the first two weeks following registration ................. 80%
l>uring the third and fourth weeks following registration .......... 50%
l)uring the fifth and sixth weeks following registration ............ 20%
After the sixth week following registration .................. No refund
Refunds for board in the above case of a student withdrawn upon the recomme111
dn11011 of the physician will be made on a pro rata basis as of the end of the week withi
which lhe student is withdrawn.

Methods of Payment
l'he inclusive fee for each term and fees for all part-time students are dud
according to the schedule on page 40 . All financial aids administered by the Colle
other than Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, National Direct Studen
I oans, and Church-College Matching Grants are applied to the students' accounts at
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,ti IO 1111 , cnt 111 c11, h nl the htll und Winter tcrmH 1111d 40 per cent 111 the Spring
11111'1 me 111111 Fduc1tion11I Opportunity Omnia, HaHic Educational Opportunity
,11111111I I >irect Student 1.oanH, and Church-College Matching Grants as well
I , 11drd under the Vir-ainia f' uition Loan Assistance Grant/ Loa n P rogram
1 °1ll111, Scholarship Assistance Program are applied to the students' accounts
, 111 ol one third each term. Work aid is applied each term as earned .

Expenses
(Cont.)

11, lm111cd f'uition Payment Plan of Boston, well-known in the educational
Iii I I wo convenient payment pro grams for parents who desire to budget the
1 • 11 I 111 monthly installments. Both programs include insurance protection
, , 1 I he balance of the cost of the entire educational program in the event of
h III diN11bility of the insured parent. There is a prepayment program which
I, Inc • the first payment is due at the college and ends before graduation.
1'11Vment is made on schedule, there is no interest charge. There is also an
,I I( , payment Pla n which takes advantage of low cost loan facilities. This plan
th, monthly payments and spreads the cost out over a longer period of time.
,111111 ubout these two programs is sent to the parents of each incoming student.
" 1111111 may be obtai ned in advance by writing to: Richard C. Knight Insurance
1111 , Insured Tuition Payment Plan, 6 Saint James Avenue, Boston,
hlli, IIN 021 16.
I ,, lot those who prefer the Inclusive Fee in equal monthly installments,
11111V choose The Tuition Plan, Inc. Agreements with Tuition Pian are very
, I 0111 may be made for one, two, three, or four years with payments spread from
1110111hs. A twelve payment plan covering expenses for a single year is also
, 111, 11~ well as life insurance coverage for an insurable parent which covers the
,,.,,, , rmrtion of the student's contract in the event of the parent's death.
1 111011 forms o r further information about The Tuition Plan, Inc. may be
, . 11 by writing directly to the company at Concord , New Hampshire 03301.

I , , ,,anizing that college costs are of legitimate concern to many students,
dlr College utilizes some of its own resources and administers resources
1111 t,y other agencies to provide a substantial and varied program of financial
hilt 1cademic promise and potentiality for success, both on campus and beyond
Ii ,111,n, are requisites for all types of aid, the foremost requisite is financial need .

1

I , tplents of scholarships and financial aids are informed at the earliest possible
,1111 the receipt of necessary applications and required information. However, no
I 111 1 11warded financial aid until after admission to the College. Aid recipients are
11 cl to maintain records of satisfactory academic achievement and satisfactory
111,1I conduct.

Application Procedures

ll,11h returning and new student applicants for any form of financial aid need to
11111 the Fina ncial Aid Form (FAF) to the College Scholarship Service of the

II, , , I ntrance Examination Board prior to April I . Virginia residents must be
1111 to submit an F AF which has the Virginia overprint. Freshman applicants
1111 their Financial Aid Forms from their high school guidance offices; upperclass11 om the College Office of Financial Aids. The College Scholarship Service does
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1111111w111d 1111!, II nNMtNtN 1he ('olle11c und olhc 11111111111 111w111d II h1•11c:1 11ndcrs111nd1111
11! the: "tudcnl'M l11111nci11I need. I his 11>1111 co11N111111c 1111 11pplicu1wn for uid to lh
( ollr1i11 lo lhe Busic Grunt Program, und to you, St111 1 Aaency. A nominal fee 1
, l1111111 d hy C'SS for this service.

AII "I udcnts seeking aid must be enrolled or accepted for enrollment on a full-ti mt
h11-1, l'roapective students are advised to submit an application for financial aid ah,n
w11h11111pplic1twn for admission. Since financial aid _cannot be granted until a studenl
1110 h11•11 ofllci11lly admitted to the College, this procedure on the student's part wll
, 1111hl1 -,11111lt unc:ous processing of both applications and expedite an early respo
I 11111111 utl 111d 11w111 ds ure for one academic year (3-3-1-3), and renewal applicati
111 , d 111 he: fried by May I for the next year.
Scholarships and Grants
I 111111 I he Ncholurship fund, the following scholarships and grants are provid.
I

A number of scholarships, with minimum valuell n
I00 und muximum values depending on the needs and the acade
111 hlevcments of the applicants, are awarded each year to _qualified ap
rnnl Preference is normally given to students with the following charac
l"IICN :

Cirntrul S!'hularships

11 Ac11demic achievement in the secondary school program which would in
sure academic success in college.
h Achievement in co-curricular activity in the secondary school whi
predicts probable contribution to the total college community.
c Sutisfactory scores on the SAT of the College Entrance Examinati
Board.
d. A degree objective at Bridgewater College.

Honur Scholarships-An Honor Scholarship carries a stipend of$500 and
designed to recognize scholastic achievement. Recipients with demonstra
financial need may receive additional aid by filing a Financial Aid Form wi

the College Scholarship Service. To be eligible for this scholarship, a st ude

must rank in the top ten percent of his or her high school class and ha
commensurate SAT scores. A transfer student from another accredit
college who possesses a quality point average of 3.20 or higher and the abo
high school credentials qualifies for this scholarship. The Honor Scholarsh
is renewable to the holder each year for the following year provided th
student maintains a cumulative quality point average at Bridgewater of 3.0
or higher.

3. President's Scholarships-Several scholarships are offered each year t(l

highly selected entering students. The recipients, known as President,
Scholars, receive minimum stipends of $4,000 for the four years of collegt
usable at the rate of $1,000 a year. Recipients with demonstrated financial need
may receive additional aid by filing a Financial Aid Form with the Collegt
Scholarship Service. A President's Scholar is required to maintain a 3.2()
cumulative quality point average in order to continue eligibility for thisl
scholarship. Applicants must rank in the top five percent oftheir high school
classes and have commensurate SAT scores. Scholarship winners are chose~
each year from among applicants for admission who have completed all
application procedures.

I m·om, I w111 the Hlu~ I{ id11e <'olleae l·und rm
nmount of money ench yenr which iH avilehlc for students
rrovided they Itri memhers ol the Church of the Brethren
, , I 111 <I flnnrll'lnl nssistnnce. f' he nmount of each scholarship varies,
,t 111111111 on need. Applications from freshman will be considered first . In
funilw nre nvnilnble after all freshmen applicants have been considered ,
1 1 11 lrmmcn will be eligible provided evidence of need is presented .
· 1l,111,I

,\'t/111/,mhlp.,

, 1
1 limlti•d
, 1111 M111 vlnnd

, , IJ/11 .\'111clent Scholarships The College offers five scholarships each
11 111 I udents from foreign countries who enroll at Bridgewater College.

I h, , , lrnlarships cover the amount of tuition for a regular session. The
h11l11uhir, is renewable each yea r provided the applicant's achievement is
tor y

111 1111

I, C'ollt[?e Matching Grants-The College cooperates with the Church
11 the Brethren in a matching grant assistance program designed to aid
1 11111, h ol the Brethren young people in attending Bridgewater College. The
I rlh 111 will match up to $225 per year ($75 per term) in support designated
f,11 1 r,nrticular student by a local church or district of the Church of the
th , thren. fhe student can thus realize up to $450 per year in combined
1111111111 lrom the College and his local church or district at the initiative of his
I 11 , hurch o r district officials. The appropriate form for the matching
1 rnt must be placed in the hands of the College Financial Aids Officer by
I ,, ,I church or district officials by June 15 in advance of the Fall Term;
, ,, to her I, the Winter Term; January I , the Spring Term. It is understood by
111 , ,,ncerned that the College may use its own funds or any funds administ, 11 <I hy it in matching the grant from the Church; and further, that if the
1111h•nt has already been approved for a college grant or scholarship, that
, 1 rnt or scholarship shall be considered as relating to the College's matching
, ,r,11n1ibility. In addition, it is understood that the College retains the right
1t1 determine the student's academic eligibility for admission and/ or
, nntlnuation in college quite apart from the matching grant matter.
• 1111,

\t/nl.Tlt'rial Scholarships-The College offers all student ministers ofjunior
11 •tnior classification who are licensed or ordained, or otherwise committed
10 definite ministerial service, scholarships valued at $200 for each year. Full11111r pastors who enroll as part-time students are granted fifty per cent disuunts on the basic tuition on as many as three units of course work each
1 rm.

,, holarships for Children ofMinisters and Missionaries-Children of active
flll\tors and missionaries or of others giving full time to church work are
llaible upon request for scholarship assistance of $100 per year.
j

Ill

Vurslng Education Scholarship - An annual scholarship of $500, provided

hy Bethany Hospital, will be awarded a Brethren student studying in the
healing arts. This scholarship is based on need and merit.
/I/tit Purdue Scholarship-An annual scholarship of $250 provided by a
private individual to a student who wishes to pursue a career in nursing.
"telection is made by the College from those students who are deserving and

needy.
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1111(11.vta Count,· SdwlarJh/p
I hi• Nl h11l111 •hlr hu II value ofS200 per,
It 1s derived lrom un endowed lund provided 111 IY~4 by the Augusta C 1111n
Alumni Chapter and will be awarded to u qu111ilted applicant from Au 11
County, Waynesboro, or Staunton. This recipient must present evidenCIIII
aood character and of financial need.

Orxan SC'holarship This scholarship amounts to $100 per year and ism
uvailehle by 11n alumnus who wishes to remain anonymous. It is awarded t
Ktudent who is interested in organ and is in need of financial assistance,
11ift WIIN originated in the hope that recipients of it would, after leav
college, give similarly and thus provide a continuing fund for t
advancement of the music program at Bridgewater. Applications are fi
with the Director of Financial Aids, but grants are subject to approval oft
mu•ic faculty.
11 1(1 HI Plan Persons who are 50 years of age and older may enroll for cred
with 11 acholarship equal to 50 percent of the tuition.
Ii Sp11'1al Audit Provam Persons who are 65 years of age and older or
ycun of 11gc und retired may audit courses on a "space available" basis for
•pecutl 11udit fee of $25.00 which includes the registration fee .

Scholarship Sources
I he money for scholarships comes from gifts by churches, interested alumni a
II lend•, nnd from the income of endowed funds. The list of endowed scholarship fun
fnllow•:
J, M. and Minnie Alexander Fund
Madeleine Long Arthur Memorial Fund
Augusta County Scholarship Fund
Dr. and Mrs. Edward C. Bixler Memorial Scholarship Fund
Bridgewater College Alumni Association Scholarship Fund
Christian Experience Summer Scholarship Fund (0. P. Williams FundJ
S. A. Harley Memorial, E. D. Flory Memorial)
Clericus Fund
David and Effie Cline Scholarship Fund
Warren, Robert and Laura Craun Scholarship Fund
W, Burton Dillon Scholarship Fund
John L. Driver Memorial Scholarship Fund
W, E. Driver Scholarship Fund
Jesse Ball DuPont Scholarship Fund
Evelyn V. Edmonson Memorial Scholarship Fund
Jessie Mae Conner Eller Memorial Fund
Mary and Charles Fifer Memorial Fund
Harold and Isabelle Garber Scholarship Fund
Simon D. and Ruth L. Glick Scholarship Fund
J, W. Hines Scholarship Fund
J. A. and Kittie Danner Hoover Scholarship Fund
Paul E. Hoover Scholarship Fund
Aaron M. Horst Scholarship Fund
Nelson T. Huffman Scholarship Fund
Donald Lester Kline Memorial Fund

4t,

,

I • 11111 Ii h1mily Memori11I Mu1ic Scholo11hip l•und
I 111
lllh,
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"i~ hnlorNhip Fund
• h11l11rNhip Fund
111! lh r 1h11 Cline Miller Scholarship Fund
tint
Memorial Scholarship Fund
I l11h Moore Memorial Fund
1 11 1 lht'nNh11in Memorial Fund
I 111d t\111111 M, Resser Memorial Scholarship Fund
I I II II ltnlNtnn Fund
"
1111111 SecNe Memorial Scholarship Fund
1111 1 , "ipoerlein Memorial Fund
II " 11 Smith Scholarship Fund
hr l11ht Stauffer Organ Scholarship Fund
1 , 11 her Cole Strickler Memorial Fund
Wampler, Sr. Scholarship Funds
nnd Fred J. Wampler Scholarship Fund
11~

t,

Work Opportunities

t 11ll1•1,1e employs quite a number of students to perform services about the
1111I campus. The positions available involve such services as library,
11nd office assistants; waitresses; janitors; and campus workers. The
11 11 auigned to applicants who are qualified to render the required services.
r 111 c dis considered and upperclassmen are given priority. The applicant for a
11 llh n written application with the Director of Financial Aids.
Commonwealth of Virginia Financial Aids

1 trRlnla Tuition Assistance Grant- The amount of a Virginia Tuition
,ulNtance Grant, dependent upon a level of funding by the Virginia General
1 111bly, is independent of the financial status of the student and his or her
I tmily. During the 1980-81 academic session the value of this grant is $625 .
I u he eligible, the student must be a legal resident or domiciliary of Virginia.
I he deadline to apply is June 1, and application forms are available from the
I lnuncial Aids Office.
I olltge Scholarship Assistance Program-The pr;;'visions of this act are
1lmilar to those described under the Virginia Tuition Assistance Loan
l'ro11ram with the exception that the amount of this award is based upon
ttnnncial need and ranges from $200-600. To apply for this grant, the FAF
which is submitted to the College Scholarship Service must carry the "Viralnia" overprint. These forms are available in the high school guidance office
11nd the College Office of Financial Aids. They must be postmarked prior to
April 15.
Federal Government Financial Aids

I 11ll11wing is a brief description of the financial aids made available by the Federal
rnment for students who are citizens or permanent residents of the United States.
1 l1111111l information and appropriate forms may be obtained from the Director of
111, lnl Aids. A student applying for aid under any of the programs listed below,
111 1111 veteran's benefits, should file an application for financial aid with the
I , t llfice of Financial Aids and submit a Financial Aid Form to College Scholar' ICC,
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National l>I,,.,., Srudt'nt /111111 ·,1111111111 111 111111 ol lln11ncial llid ma
borrow up lo $2,500in their lirNI twoycnr ol 111llc11c und upto$5,000in thtl
undergraduate years. Repayment bealnN nrne months after a studt
discontinues college enrollment. The intereHt 1s three per cent a nd repayn,t n
may be extended over a ten-year period.
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2,

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant- Authorized under the educatl
amendments of 1972, each undergraduate student is eligible for a grant up I
$ 1800 as a base for financial assistance when the program is fully funded. 1 h
amount of t he grant is determined by subtracting the amount the student u
family can reasonably expect to contribute toward the cost of his or ht
education fr om $1800 with the additional provision that it cannot exco
one-half of the total yearly expenses for attending college. During any y
when fu nding is insufficient to award maximum grants to all eligibt
students, reductions are made by use of a prepared reduction table on
percentage basis. Half-time students are also eligible to receive a pro-ra
award. It is the student's responsibility to submit an application for this gra ..
to a specific contractor who computes the eligible award and notifies th
recipient. The recipient must subsequently present the Director of
Aids with the statement of eligibility when it is received . Application fo rm
may be obtained from the Office of Financial Aids and from high
guidance counselors.

3.

Supp lemental Educational Opportunity Grant- Under the Hight
Education Act of 1965 and subsequent amendments, funds are availabl~ to
colleges and universities for the purpose of providing scholarships to undo!
graduate students who show exceptional financial need. To be eligible, tht
family must be unable to contribute more than half of the student's collej
costs. Preference is given to applicants who are providing a significall
amount of self-help in the form of work and loans. Awards vary from $200 to
$1500 and must be matched in equal amounts by other financial aid which it
available at the College. Applicants must show academic or creative promil
and must maintain good standing. Grants may be renewed from year to yeaf
for the first four years of undergraduate work provided: (I) the studeil
continues to be in good standing, (2) financial need continues to bo
demonstrated, and (3) funding continues at a level which will sustain it.

4.

College Work-Study Program - A number of job opportunities on camp1'
can be filled by applicants who meet the provisions of this federal.I
subsidized employment program. An applicant must be a full-time student or
accepted to enroll as a full-time student, must have substantial financial neecl
must apply the wages earned toward college expenses, and must work undel
hours and conditions established by government regulations . Fifteen houri
per week is a maximum work load without special permiss ion.

5.

Veterans Benefits- Students qualifying may use their benefits toward an}I
program provided by Bridgewater College. While information concernil
these benefits is available at the Office of Admissions, it is suggested th
those interested confer with a representative of the Veterans Administratio

Studrnt I.111111

F1111d11

, ,I ,\'1111/rnt I 111111.1·

I he money IH hor, owed by the student from particih111111 111w11 f11111nc111I in.~t11ul10ns. IJnder this r,rogram the money may be
,I fl I of 1111eresl until nine months following graduation or termination
, 1 I hull 11mc student status. Interested students should contact their home
I 1111l1111111st11ution.

, I 1l,m11/tJ11 l.oan Authority- This Agency was created by the Common111 V11111nia lo provide a source of guaranteed student loans to eligible
1 111 1111111 Virginia who are unable to obtain loans from their local financial
, ,11111111• I or further information contact the Financial Aids Office or the
11111 I d11c111ion Loan Authority, 104-106 North 6th Street, Richmond,
I •J
'1

I ,\'1111/mt Aid Funds-This is a private, non-profit corporation which

low-cost loans made by home town banks to needy college students.
I 111111du111c students may borrow up to $1,500 per year, and the interest
111111111 11 seven per cent simple interest. Repayment begins ten months after
111,h 111 discontinues his educational program. For the students who qualify
111111 "I benefits under Federal law, the Federal Government will pay the seven
111 Interest while they are in school and during authorized periods where
1111111 is not required. The College must certify the students' standing, as well
11 ligibility to receive interest benefits. Application forms may be obtained
111 Ih1 Office of Financial Aids.

atn College Loan Fund- A substantial fund has been established by
11111~ friends of the College to be loaned to worthy students who are
I 111 lly in need of aid and whose characterjustifies it. The policy is to loan up to
'IHI 111 10phomores, $400 to juniors, and $500 to seniors. Loans are made on a
, , 1 of interest during the time the student is enrolled in college. The student is
11111, d to apply for a loan and give a note with parent's endorsement as security
I111 loan. Written applications must be filed with tl!,e Director of Financial
, 11

f

1111, I, ofthe Brethren Loan Fund-The General Board grants a limited amount
I II I< otary Loan Fund to each college affiliated with the Church of the Brethren
, low interest-rate loans to students who are members of the Church of the
11 lh1cn. The appropriate forms may be obtained from the Office of Financial
I
1

I

,A,/at' Religious Education Teachers Loan Fund-A limited loan fund has

11 est ablished to aid students interested in becoming teachers for Weekday

ll11lous Educatio n by an alumnus who wishes to remain anonymous. Two

hundred dollars cancellation toward the loan will be given for each year of
I II hlng service in the Weekday Religious Education field. Interest will not be
h 111i1ed as long as the loan recipient continues in Weekday Religious Education
,11 Applications and arrangements for this loan may be made through the
lhutncss Office.
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NI udcntN they 111 et he tort II nute oneN perhapN enter college havina firmly
11 vocation; many otherN enter knowina only in II general way what their
111111111 1111crests are. Specific 1uaaestions about programs of study which will aid
1 111 111 the former group to attain their various professional goals follow. The
, 1111lcnts ure reminded that one of the purposes of a liberal education is to
,I 11, 1 them to varied fields of knowledge, and so give them a sound basis on which
11 , 11 wise career choice. At Bridgewater, students who have not chosen a field
1,1, h In concentrate can secure expert counseling from the career planning staff and
,.t ,~crs and department heads who will take a strong personal interest in them.
,111H

,I, cl 1111

For the Student Going Into Business

1

t

lour year curriculum leading to the Bachelor's Degree in either business admin111 111 economics is provided.

For the Student Going Into Computer Science

,tmpletion of a curriculum leading to a Bachelor's Degree with a major in matheplus properly selected supporting courses in computer science and physics

11 one to enter graduate study in computer science or to pursue employment in
••1tldly expanding field .

For the Student Going Into Dentistry or Pharmacy

lm!Nsion to these schools may be obtained without the completion of the
I 1111eate degree requirements. It is strongly urged, however, that students
•1111 ,

to enter either of them take the four-year program with a major in general

, and secure the Bachelor's Degree as a background for the work of the profes1I , hool.
For the Student Going Into Engineering

dun I degree program is offered in cooperation with Georgia Institute of Tech-

A student who completes ninety units at Bridgewater College, including the
II ,•ducation requirements and the requisite courses in science and mathematics,
I, 11dmitted to G.l.T. where, in two additional years, the Bachelor's degree in one
1111 engineering fields may be earned at the same time a Bachelor's degree in
1 111 ts is earned at Bridgewater College. Those interested in this program should
1111 with the Dean of the College and the Chairman of the Chemistry Department
I 'hairman of the Physics Department.
.,,.
1

For the Student Going Into Forestry

dual degree program is offered in cooperation with the School of Forestry and
tnmental Studies at Duke University. A student who completes ninety units and
111•1 al education requirements at Bridgewater College may seek admission to this
,I While the student may enter the School of Forestry and Environmental Studies
1 background in one of several major fields, the student's program of studies must
h11lf Biology 201, 202; Economics 210; and Mathematics 130 or 132. Computer
111, and Statistics are also recommended. Those interested in this program should
I I with the Dean of the College and Dr. L. Michael Hill of the Department of
IqI

For the Student Going on to Graduate School

llddgewater men and women planning careers in research, in the professions, or

1th 1i1e and university teachers enter the leading graduate schools in the United
each year to pursue work leading to the M .A., the Ph.D., or to some
Ilona! degree. Students interested in pursuing graduate studies should consult
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w11hthr11 l11Lully11dv1~t'1 Lomc1111n1111111,i1111111 1 111p1111111111111il11r,r,lll 11t1onr,rnL •
II II II
For !he Studenl UolnR Imo c,111•rm111,•111 Sr, l'/!'1'
( 'omr,letion of u curriculum leading to the H11chelol''1 I>e~ree, provided a suitahl
111 en ot concentrution has been selected, qualifies u r,erson for some position, 1n
11ove1 nmcnt. A student inte rested in government service should co nfer with th
11r,r,1opriate faculty adviser.
0

For the Student Going Into Hom e Economics
Completion of a curriculum with a major in home economics prepares the studelt
for entrance into the fo llowing careers: retailing and merchandising, dem onstratiodof
food and textile prod ucts and of household equipment, food service and ma nageme•
r,uhlic school teaching, and homemaking.
For th e Student Going Into Law
Students seeking to pursue a career in law need an education which prepares thedt
to read effectively, to write clearly, and to think analytically. An excellent genert
education a nd a concentration in any one of several fields provide the
needed. College deb ate experience and an internship in a law office in the junio~ o
senior year ca n give valuable added preparation. Students who are interested in
career in la w sh o uld confer with the Dean of the College, their faculty adviser, ancl
Professor La mar B. Neal, Pre-Law Adviser.
For the Student Going Into Medical Technology
Bridgewater College offers a bachelor's degree program with a major in Medici
Technology in which the student studies three years at Bridgewater and twelve mont
at an accredited school or department of medical technology. See page 56 for detaill
For the Student Going Into Medicine
Completion of a curri culum containing a concentration in chemistry, biology• ot
general science is recommended. Because admission to medical school is highly corn
petitive, the student is advised to plan with his o r her facult y adviser a program of
studies which will provide the best possible preparation for the Medical Collel
Adm issio ns Test.
For the Student Going Into the Ministry or Religious Education
Completion of a curriculum leading to the Bachelor's Degree, provided a suita bll
concentration has been selected, qualifies a student adequately for admission to a
theological seminary, for teaching religious education, or for doing church work .
For the Student Going Into S ocial Work
A four-year program with a concentration in sociology leading to the Bachelorl
Degree is recommended for those who wish to enter social work following graduati4I
from college as well as for those who wish to pursue a graduate program in preparaticl
for social work.
For the Student Going Into Teaching
The College offers four-year curricula leading to the Bachelor's Degree and a
State-Approved Program of teacher prepara tion at the kindergarten and elementall
leve ls as well as in several secondary fields . A student completing this program may be
certified to teach in more than twenty states.
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OF

INSTRUCTION

I 1 1hmen courses are numbered 100-199; sophomore courses 200-299; and junior
111111 courses 300-500.
II h c1tch course title is a number followed by one or more letters. The number
lhe units of credit granted for the course, and the letters indicate when the
1 nlfered: F stands for Fall Term; W for Winter Term; I for Inter~rm; and S for
" I e1 m. The College reserves the right to alter the schedule of courses as
11111t11nccs dictate.
11111

pl for Internships, Independent Studies, Research, and Honors Projects, the
nl instruction are organized by departments. Opportunities for qualified
I 111 lo engage in Internships," Independent Studies, Research, and Honors Proj11 available in each department.
I

11

II Internship (FWIS)
I he internship program of the College provides an opportunity for a student to
1 1111 field experience in an area related to the student's concentration or career
11111 11, Supervision of an intern is provided by an appropriate faculty member and
hv II staff member of the agency or business in which the student is an intern. A
1tudent who wishes to engage in an internship must consult with the appropriate
1111 ulty member at least eight weeks in advance of the start of the term in which
53
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I

lhc 1111•1n1hl1'tNtohedonc Allr-u1r11111111l1h1111111111hl111l11nedhy1heHl1ul 111
11nd the h1culty Nl'<>nNor, mu NI he II led with the I >11111111 ol I111ern1hips ut lc111t 10
day• I'' 101 to the Hturt of the intern1hlp All 1111r1 n1hl1' l'roJectN muHt be Ul'l'rovtcl
by I he ( 'ouncil on Educ11tion prior to the beainninll of the term. To be consido11 ct
loi 1111 lntern1hip, 11 student must have junior or senior status and at least a 2.00
4u1lity point average. A student may enroll in an internship program for thr
uni IN nf credit in II term, and internship credit may be earned in su bsequent term1t
1uhject to lhe limit11tions that no more than two internships may be pursued 111
trny 11111: 1111ency or business and a maximum of nine units of credit in internsh.
11111y ric •Pl'lied toward graduation.
,t!JO, lndtt1tnd,nl Study; 491. Research (3FWIS)
ll 1'1111 IIPl'roval nf the Department and the Dean of the College, a student with
1umul1111ve quality point average of 2.20 or better may engage in an independ(II
•tudy or 1e1earch project. One desiring to pursue independent study or researth
mu•I 1uhmi111 written description of the proposed work to the chairman oft
IIPl'llll'riule department and to the Dean of the College twenty days prior to th
he 11111111111i1 of the term in which the study is to be conducted. All independl
•tud1eN 11ml research projects must be approved by the Council on Educatl
(lt 11,r to the beginning of the term. At the end of the term, the supervising pr
!com will tile with the Registrar a grade for the student and a description oft
woi k accomplished. Credit may be received for not more than three independ
NI udicN or research projects.

~1111. lloncm Project (3FWIS)
An llnnors Project is one in which a student researches a subject, either h
,rnminution of relevant literature and by experimentation or both; the studa•
1el'<>rls the results in an accurately documented and well-written paper o
lll'l'rlll'riate representation of the work. Whenever the study deals with the su
ject ol un established course, the student is expected to go well beyond the usu
wot k of the course in research and in assimilation of the results as revealed int
te1'1>1l, Juniors and seniors with a cumulative quality point average of 3.20 ti
1hnve may register for an Honors Project. One desiring to pursue an Hon
l'rnject must submit a written description of his or her proposed work to t
ch1irm11n of the appropriate department and to the Dean of the College 20 da
1mnr to the beginning of the term in which the study is to be conducted. I
llnnors Projects must be approved by the Council on Education prior to th
beainning of the term. At the conclusion of the Honors Project, the supervis
r,rofessor files with the Registrar a grade for the student and a description of th
work accomplished, and with the Head Librarian a copy of the written paper nr
appropriate representation of the work. It is the student's responsibility to pr
vide the mate rials for the library and in compliance with specifications approv~
hy the Council on Education. The Librarian will arrange for binding and storaal

I I

II

\ rt

A major in Art consists of courses numbered 111,112, 211 , 212,231,232,311
3 12, 32 1,322, 430, 460 and either 40 I and 402, or 411 and 412, or 421 and 422. Tht
requirement in applied art includes a senior show and gallery critique.
111, 11 2. Art Structure (3F, 3W)
First term: Two-dimensional problems in composition and properties in colof
Second term : geometric and organic form in three-dimensional compositidlll

l1t4wl111 ( II IW)
I m11h11NiK urnn life druwmg 111 dry media which cun serve as a basis
111111 , J1t l\onul und obstruct development. Second term: The student is
,1111 1111 ti to develop compositional possibilities in abstract forms with the
11h, 1 011 culor and / or wet media. Art 211 is prerequisite to Art 212.
1 , 1111

,mtl ( 1111-tructlon and Carving (31)
boltina, cutting, and carving wood. Paint, stain, oil, or varnish is
II, ,I uppropriate to each sculpture. Prerequisite: Art 112 or permission of

11 "" "'

111 11mtor .

\rt IIINtory (3F, 3W)
111 , v II om the prehistoric era through the 19th century. The emphasis is on
, 01111 1culpture, and architecture. First term: Prehistoric to Renaissance.
11111 term: Renaissance through 19th Century.

ll•alnnlng Painting (3W, JS)
11l11~lton to the basic craft of constructing and priming canvas, use of
1111111 und oil pigments, and development of the evolutionary process of
11111h I mg compositions. Personal direction is given each student.

11

B•alnning Sculpture (3F, 3W)
,1111luct ion to basic sculptural techniques: modeling, casting, carving,
111 11 ucting, in a variety of materials including clay, plaster, wood, and metal.
1111 \'l-ual Arts (31)
h, h ti paintings and sculptures with an emphasis on 20th century works. One
I ol reading and lecture in preparation for travel to Washington, D.C. and
'I' ork City to visit museums and galleries.
tll

~dvanced Drawing (3W, JS)
111t111ucd development in selected media for an emphasis in this area. Prerequi4-11 212.

41 ' Advanced Painting (3W, JS)
I 11lmation of a wide range of painting techniques and media, with at least one
1111 devoted to the acrylic pigments. Prerequisite: Art 311, 312.
t 1 1 Advanced Sculpture (3W, JS)
I pl1>ration of a variety of sculptural materials. The student is encouraged to
I" 1iment with contemporary construction methods as well as further
1•1•111'.11 ion of traditional processes . J:>rerequisite: Art 321, 322.

lflstory: Twentieth Century (3S)
of the development of the arts from the Fauve and Cubist movements to
th, present. Prerequisite: Art 232.
11

II 1\ley

lptcl11I Project (3FW1S)
t ,1mpletion of drawings, paintings, or sculptures through concentrated effort on
1h1 part of each student. An appropriate project is chosen with the approval of
1h1 professor. Prerequisite: Junior or Senior art major.
1

ltmlnar (3S)
niious philosophical and critical essays related to 20th century works from
nrious texts and periodicals. Includes critiques based upon field trips to
nrn~cums and galleries for special exhibitions. Prerequisite: Permission of the
1h1partment.
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t\ 111111111 111 1!1olo11v comtNt · ol 11111111111111111 ol I • 111111 111 w111 c work within th
dcr1111t111c111 includtnj1201,202,20~. \11, 111 l'\Onntl 411 Sur,r,ortingcou1
1 q1111ed lot the major 11rc C'hemiHtry 121, I '' 1111d Muthemutics 120 and 1111

A 11111101 in (lenerul Science consists of 48 units including Chemistry 12 1, I '
WI, 20], 20 3; Physics 22 1, 222; Mathematics 120, 130; Biology 20 I, 203, plul 1
111111 111 Biology courses numbered 300 or above. This major is intended prim- ti
1111 i,r, medicul und pre-dental students and for prospective teachers of gentr
I lt'llCt'
t\ 11111101 111 Medic11I Technology requires a student to complete three year
,1 udy 111 lliid11ew11ter College and a twelve-month program in a school 1
1h r,111 t men I ol medic11I technology. In the three-year curriculum at Bridgewl•
< 11ll1•11c I he Ntudent must earn 91 units of credit with a cumulative quality r ,1
nvt'11111c ol 2.00, lulfill the general education requirements of the College4 11n
111111111111 vc, 111i1c ol 2.00 on the following courses: Biology 20 I, 203,300,311, 31
mo 410; C'hemiHtry 121 , 122,201,202, 203; and Mathematics 120, 130. In ti
111111 th ye111 oft he program, the student must complete the prescribed progra111
n ~, h11nl nl medical technology which is accredited by the National Accredll1n
t\111•1wy Ior Cli11ic11I Laboratory Sciences, and earn at least the equivalen-11 of
mc~ter units of credit with a 2.00 quality point average.

H1ol1111y 20 I iH prerequisite to all courses in the department numbered 300
11h11ve xcei,t those offered in the lnterterm.

1110. I hl• N11ture of the Biological World (4FWS)

HuNic life processes, the organization oflife, and oflife at the subcellular, cellu

111111nism11I, 11nd community levels. A course designed for the non-science ma1

h111r lectures and one laboratory per week.

11 ~. Wildfire Suppression ( 1F)

I·111 eNt Iire behavior, basic forest fire fighting activities, and organizatioi ,1
m11n11gement of the U.S. Forest Service. In addition to 16 hours of classro
lllNtr uction, the course includes field exercises and physical testing. Satisfac

rnmr,letion of the course and associated physical tests qualify a person for 1
Inlcr agency Fire Job Qualification Card.
211 1, Introductory Biology-Life at the Subcellular and Cellular Level (4F)

An introduction to the study of biology emphasizing subcellular molec

aspects of the science, the organization of life at the cellular level, and the im 11
cut ions of this knowledge in understanding of life in multicellular organi
Four lectures and one laboratory per week. Prerequisite: Chemistry I03 or 1

202. The Biology of Higher Plants (4W)

f'he morphology and physiology of seed plants. Three lectures and two labol
tories per week.

20J. The Biology of Animals (4S)

Survey of the animal kingdom and introductory work in zoological science. h1
lectures and one laboratory per week.

lh 111tu hnl,1ue ( 11)
11111v 11rmcdu11 111 1hc 11rc11111111111n ol 1111111111nd 11111mul 11ssues for study
I 1 , 11, h JlrcrcquiKite: ( 'hemiHtry 12 1, I wo lubor11tories per week plus
11111111111 lndividu11I laboratory work,
Ill 111)01~ (1S)

m

II 1111111c lreutment of the miscroscopic structure of tissues, organs, and
terns of vertebrates.

PhyNIOIO&Y (3F)
1111111duc1ion to the physical and chemical aspects of function as applied to
I, , Special attention is given to the concepts of passive and active diffusion
1111 luted with membrane structure, the nature and source of the action
, 1111111, 11nd the mechanisms of contractility. Three lectures and one laboratory
111111

'

I

1 ,

k

ll11l11r Physiology (3W)

1 ,

1tlllcture and physiochemical phenomena of the cell with emphasis on
11111 diary metabolism, energy conversion, cell environment, and cellular
11l111my mechanisms. Three lectures and one laboratory per week. Prerequi1111,logy 3 11.

,t,hr11te Systemic Physiology (3S)
I 11111 ution of physiological principles to vertebrate systems with emphasis on
11111mmel. Laboratory exercises utilize various vertebrate forms for the study
1h1 1pecific functional phenomena. Three lectures and one laboratory per
Pl'erequisite: Biology 311.

, n,tk~ (4F)
I 11111 !pies of biological inheritance. Four lectures and one laboratory per week.
I 111l11ay (4F)
I 1 11111 organisms in the community. Four lectures and one laboratory per week.

,1,hr11te Ecology (31)
II, h11v1or, life history, distribution, adaptations, and taxonomy of vertebrate
111111111s with special emphasis on those forms found in eastern United States.
, 1111 week is devoted at Bridgewater to lectures, laboratory work, and a field trip
1 1he Smithsonian Institution. Two weeks are spent in field work in Florida,
, 111 ale, and South Carolina. Prerequisite: Biology 203 or equivalent.
\ 11tehrate Natural History (3S)

,1udy in the field and the laboratory of the biology of vertebrates in their
1111111 el communities. This course is a continuation of Biology 355, but it may be
Ii I led by upperclass students who have not enrolled in that course. Three
111 lures and one laboratory per week. Prerequisite: Biology 201, 202, 203 or
1ulvalent.

1

I hr Biology of Volcanic-Coral Islands (31)
I he history, flora, and fauna of Bermuda and its surrounding waters. The first
ek is spent on the Bridgewater campus where instruction on island
11mmunities is given; students are introduced to snorkelling. The last two weeks
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111 •pent 111 rewldence 111 lhe lte1111111t11 tl111l1111tu1I \t11tw11 lor f(esearch, SI
<111111e'1, lier mud a. l> urin11 thiN 111terv11I "luth 111 hrrnme conversant in th
11111111111 hi•tory of the islands and with pertinent rrNeurch now taking place 1n
111111 mr bloloay; lectures are given by staff members of the station and by gover n
1111 11 t of llc11111.
,UUI Mkrohloloay (4W)

,.,o

,\n mtroductory survey of microbiology with emphasis on bacteriology. Thr
lu1111 ,, und two h1boratories per week.

lmmunoluay ( 11)
I h \11 lopment of immune responses throug h humoral and cell-mediated mec~
111-,n- with 1pecial emphasis on hypersensitivity reactions, artificial immunl
1111d , rulo11y P1 erequisite: Biology 203 .

,. , I, ,. IJ,
Vertebrate Morphology (4F, 4W)
I he development of the vertebrate em bryo and continued as a study of t
, 11mr,1111111ve 11nutomy of vertebrates and their evolutionary adaptations. ·1 h
L 11111 c mu NI he tu ken in sequence. Three lectu res and two laboratories per wet
,U(J

I h, Sprln1 Mura (4S)
l 1 1111, iple. of hotunical systematics with an intensive study of the spring flo
the Shenundouh Valley and neighboring areas. Extensive field work is inclu
I hr,, lectures und two laboratories per week.

_.l~. I h, Summrr Flora (4S)
,\ "urvey of vascular flora of the Shenandoah Valley and the adjoining mou nt
11rn11eN Prerequisite: Biology 420 or permission of the instructor.
_. Ill I· vulullon ( 1W)
Sele, led 1eudings and group seminar discussions of the theories and pro blernl
1111111nrc evolution. Four lectures per week.

_.ttll. Sptrtal Toplc11 (3FWIS)

StudieN lrom the areas of physiology, genetics, ecology, plant systematics, pla
111111tomy or plant physiology, and invertebrate zoology or entomol
1'1e1equiaite: Permission of the department. Offered on demand .

/\ major in Chemistry consists of Chemistry 121, 122, 20 I, 202, 203,300,321 ,
1ind four additional units in Chemistry courses numbered 300 or abovt
Supporting courses consist of Physics 22 1, 222; Mathematics I 31 , I 32. T
lollowing courses are recommended for the student planning to pursue gradu
~, udy in Chemistry: Chemistry 322, 323, 420; Physics 340, 420; Mathematics 23 I
'1 2,

/\ major in Physical Science consists of Chemistry I 21, 122; Mathematics I31
f 12, 23 1, 232; Physics 221, 222, 340, 460; and six additional courses numbera
100 or above chosen from among the Departments of Chemistry and Physi4,
I hiN major is designed primarily for pre-engineering students and cannot b
tu ken us a dual major with a major in chemistry or a major in physics.

I .. 111 111d 1111 1•hy•k1I Hr1111urr•• (41 W)
, nl 1h, ·1111h'• ch11n11e• 11nd 1IN 1ne•en1 st, ucture, the availability or
1111 min'• uweN, 11nd the effects of pollution. Four hours lecture and one
1 11111
fll'I week.

ttd1mr11111~

ur

('heml11try (4F)
lple• of Ktructure, composition, and reactions of matter. This course is
111111111 the non-science major. While it may be used as a preparatory course
11, 1111 1 hemiKtry, it does not satisfy requirements for a science major. Four
, 1111111 und one laboratory per week.
111 1111

41hr Photoaraphy Techniques (31)
11 11lon or black and white and color photography processes from the
1111111 nm.I composition of a picture to its complete production. Picture
I lllnn, photographic equipment, darkroom techniques, specialized
, 1•• NUCh as photomicrography, uses of photography, and selling pictures
, "' 1•d Experiences include taking, developing, printing, and enlarging

,

I

1

1ph11.

11111 In Physical Science (4S)
pdnciples which describe the nature of matter and the physical laws
11111111 its behavior. Four hours lecture and one laboratory per week. Prell! Mathematics 110.

111,

c,,nrral Chemistry (4W, 4S)

rdnciples and concepts of chemistry, the properties of the common

• , nh, and a brief introduction to the more specialized areas of chemistry such

" 1111c, nuclear, and biochemistry. Four hours lecture and one three-hour
, 11ory period per week. Prerequisite: Secondary school chemistry or
1111 1111111 of the department.
IO\. Organic Chemistry (3F, 3W, 3S)
,, I11 al, synthetic, and practical aspects of the aliphatic, aromatic, alicyclic,
I 1111c1 ocyclic organic compounds. Experiments are designed to teach the
h11111ues of organic chemistry, general synthetic procedures, methods of
llh 11110n, and identification of organic compounds. Three hours lecture and a
n111111111 of three laboratory hours per week. Prerequisite: Chemistry 122.
1

tlfllllallve Analysis (4S)
1111

and practice of analytical separations and determinations. The

11 ilory work involves gravimetric, volumetric, and elementary instrumental

11
I

Three hours of lecture and a minimum of six hours of laboratory per

1h1nred Analytical Chemistry (4F)
I rhodH of chemical analysis using primarily electrical, optical, and
t •matographic techniques. Examples are taken both from inorganic and
, 1111c: chemistry. Three hours of lecture and a minimum of six hours of
h1111110ry per week. Offered 1982-83.
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111 )

U I, h111dam•nl1II l'hy•lul C'h,ml•try I U l

Hn-ic thermodynamicM with ilM relalionNh1r, to hrm1rnl equilibria. Eiectrolt1
nnd nonelectrolytic solution phenomena ure Mtudied with empha1l1
men~urement of their properties. Electrochemistry, reaction kintl
111.hoqition, colloids, and radio-chemistry are also introduced. Four ho
lect111e und three hours of laboratory per week. Prerequisite: Chemistry I
Mnt hemutu:s 131. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

\22 l'hrnrrlkal Physical Chemistry (4W)

K111et1c theory and the laws of thermodynamics. Symmetry methods, 11111d
t hrn1 y of the states of matter, phase equilibria, chemical statistics, and ah
-tlllltur , ure introduced. Prerequisites: Chemistry 321; MathematiCI I
l'hyNi1. 222 Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

'2 •

<'hrmlnl Rondlna (3S)

()u11ntu111 mechanical development of the valence bond and molecular nrh
theor1eN of chemical bonding. Molecular structure and its relationsllll
molecular spectra are studied by use of specific examples from inorganfa
nr111nlc chemistry. Four hours of lecture per week. Prerequisite: Chemisti
Alternute years; offered 1982-83.

IM. <'h•mkal Aaents and Biological Systems (31)

I lfect s of chemicals not normally found in biological systems on those syst
I he course includes classification of drugs in pharmacological categori.

htiel descriptions of their actions and therapeutic uses. Particular emph
111vcn tn dangerous drugs, pesticides, and other commercial chemicals us
loud production. The problem of drug abuse is also discussed . Prereq
Biology 20 I , 203 and Chemistry 20 I , 202.

,,no, Biochemistry (4W)
Chemistry related to living cells, including a study of general physioch
Hpccts; the chemistry and metabolism of carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, nuc
acids, enzymes, vitamins, hormones, and minerals. Four hours of lecturi
t hrcc hours laboratory per week. Prerequisites: Chemistry 20 I, 202,
Recommended: Biology 20 I.
,Ufl. Oraanlc Qualitative Analysis (4W)
Chemical, physical, spectroscopic, and chromatographic separl4I
purification, and identification of organic compounds. Prerequisites: Chern
20 I, 202, 203. Three hours lecture and a minimum of six hours laboratoitl
week.

4tl0. C'hemlstry Seminar (IS)

A special topic in chemistry culminating in the oral presentation of a resea
report. Library work and special current topics in chemistry are discu
outside speakers are sponsored, and field trips to industries, resea
laboratories, and scientific meetings are taken. The equivalent of three cl
periods per week.

111-11111 111 h 0111111m WONINI nl h·o1101111l'N 200, 210, lllll nnd live ndditwnul
1111111111 , ourNeN IIJ'l)'lroved hy the der,artment: BuNineNN 201, 202; and
t It Ill 111111 ll 200,

1

11111111 111 BuNineNs AdminiNtr11tion consists of Economics 200, 2 10, and three
h11111111nl economics courses; Business 20 I , 202, 370, 410, 420, two additional
1111 uiurMeN; and Mathematics 200.

111111111\ 200 is prerequisite to all other economics courses except Economics
1111 lluN111ess 100 or permission of instructor is prerequisite to all business
111
1111111hered 300 or above.
ECONOMICS

I 11t1d11ltN of Macroeconomics (3FWS)

I 1 11 1clutionships between income, money, prices, and selected related
1 1hh 111, fhis course meets the needs of the non-major who wishes to develop
, 11111h 11tanding of the fundamental concepts and methods used in the study of
111111111c issues and problems.

I 1l111lpleN of Microeconomics (3S)

I 1111 ,1 , 1 is on the economics of the firm, price and output relationships, the
, 1hlc III of distribution, and other related issues.

1

tunry
Banking (3F)
I 1 1, 1tl and contemporary theory of money, banking, and the economic system

1r,r,hed in the United States.

1 Hludy In Economic History: The Railroads (31)
I 111 ,merican railroad system-historical development, technology, contribu,, to the economy, government regulation, and current problems and pros, I Visits will be made to the corporate headquarters of a major railroad and
th, Smithsonian Museum in Washington, D.C., and/or the Baltimore and
1 11
, Mnilroad Museum in Baltimore, Maryland. Prerequisite: Economics 200 or
I 1111,m ics 31 0.
•

I , 11numlc History of the United States (3W)
I 11111mic growth and development of the United States from the colonial period
t lu present. Emphasis is placed on changes in agriculture, industry, commerce,
, I h1111nce.
I d111r Economics (3S)
I • lopment of the labor movement, the growth of the labor organization,
11111mic theories of the labor market, and related contemporary topics.
1111 n111 e years, offered 1982-83.

lulrrmedlate Microeconomic Theory (3)
II I l l concepts of conventional price theory. Emphasis is placed on theoretical
,mcptualization of microeconomic phenomena such as theories of demand,
1,, determination, income, and market behavior. Offered on demand.
I , 111quisite: Economics 210 and permission of instructor.
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.

41 2. Intermediate Macroeconomic Theory (3)
Theory of money and income in the analysis of policy questions. Included ar
determination and behavior of consumption, savings and investment affeC'
the total level of income and employment. Offered on demand. Prereq
Economics 210 and permission of the instructor.
420. Development of Economic Thought (3W)
The histo ry of economic theories from earliest times to the present. Em ph
on the important concepts and contributions of the various schools.
430. Comparative Economic Systems (3W)
Analysis of alternative systems of political economy. The mechanism of mar
economics is compared with the organization and administration of comm
economics. Mixed variations of each system are evaluated.
440. International Economics (3W)
Theory of international trade and finance. Emphasis is placed on mo n
aspects of international relations including proposals for reform of the syst,t
Alternate years; offered 1981-82.
450. American Industrial Structure and Public Policy (3W)
Microanalysis of theoretical and actual competitive structure m
industry as affected by existing legislation.

BUSINESS
100. Introduction to Business (3F)
Survey of business organization and management: its
methods and their implementation.
201, 202. Principles of Accounting (3F, 3W)
First term: Accounting for a sole proprietorship, accounting cycle, jour
ledgers, working papers, and preparation of financial and operating statem
Second term: Accounting for partnership and corporations; analysis of fi n
statements and budgets. Business 201 is prerequisite to 202.

62

Ill

lnt,rmrdlalr Accountln11 (3W, 3S)
I , . I' 11 111011 11nd analysis of special financial statem,ents, and an advanced
, , 111111 nl 111 11ccounting for corporations. Prerequisite: Business 202. Business
•ii 1 111 1e4uisite to 302.

t , 11,,al l'n Accountln11 (3F)
I, 111111111 111 federal taxes and the federal tax structure. The application of basic
1 111, lr,h to specific problems. Prerequisite: Business 202. Alternate years;
111 I·" lc.lK2 83.

1111111111& ( lS)
11 1 11 ol auditing. The standards and ethics of the public accounting profession.
I, 1, ~UlNite: Business 301. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.

~ccountlng (3F)
11111 lr,lcN of process and specific order cost accounting as applied to specific
, , 1hh lllH. Prerequisite: Business 202. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.

1 11 t

1h111rrd Accounting (3S)

1111n1ing for partnerships, consignments, insurance, and consolidated state-

nt• J'rerequisite: Business 30 I. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

llu~lnr-~ Communications (31 )
I 11111111 experience in written and oral expression related to business subjects
11111 111 utilizing com mercial formats.

II

nuilnr-- Law (3S)
I 11111l11mental principles of American law, contracts, negotiable instruments,
, , 111

y, partnerships, corporations, and sales.

h11roduction to Data Processing (3W)
, 11111bilities a nd limitations of unit record equipment and electronic computers,
,h, 11 clperating principles, and the problems inherent in their operation and use.
1

l'wuinal Finance (31)
1'1111dples of managing one's income with emphasis on budgeting, saving,
• ,111owing, insurance, home buying and taxes.

l\brketlng (3FS)
I tnciples, policies, and practices in the distribution of goods.
11

~1n111ement (3FS)
l'ilncipies, policies, and practices of management. Emphasis is placed on
I llll'lure, o rganization, decision-making, control, and personnel management.

111 lnvr~tments (3S)
I aluation of the investment characteristics of the various types of securities with
11mc emphasis on stocks and bonds.
1

I urporate Finance (3W)

111-111utions, problems, organizations , and analytical procedures particular to
l11111ncial management of business.
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111

I he I >rri11111111mt of hfurnt1011 r,111vl1h n ,tnh i\1111111v11d l'ro11rn111 1111 I
pr r,11111111111 of element111y 11nd secondary Nch11nl ll'111 her StudentK who succe11full
, 11111r,l1te thrN riro11111m rirwr to June:, 19K2, will 1e1l'1\lc: 11 <'olleaiate l'rofe11lc111
I , 1t rl 11111, und throuah reciprocal agreements among State Directors of 1 e11d1
c , r Ill" 111 rnn, the student may receive initial certification to teach in more than t WC'III
,111tc <'hnn11eh rn certification standards are under consideration by the State Boar
ol I durnt 11111 which may alter certification procedures in Virginia for graduatea 1111
111111 l!JH '

I he I lrmentnr y education program prepares the student for certification to tr•
11h1 r the Nu,my through Grade 3 level or the Grades 4-7 level. The Second
11111111 1111 rndud , the following areas of specialization: Biology, Chemistry, I>rl
I 1h1111111111 I n&IINh, English and Dramatics, French, General Science 8 & 9, GL· rrn
( 111\ 1111111111 lleulth, I lea Ith and Physical Education, History, History and Polit&
111111 1101111 Pconomics Vocational, Mathematics, Music, Physics, and .·p,umh
I 111111111 11r,ritic11tion for admission to the State-Approved Program should
1111uh to the l>eriurtment of Education no later than February 15 of the sopho
, 111 111111 rirr ~on~ expecting to major in Elementary Education should apply by I
1111 lllll I 1111 111 lhc freshman year. Upon admission to the Department of Educat111
1h1 -111de 111 mny l'III oll in the beginning courses of the professional education sequo
1111 , 1th 1111 UNC:d in evaluating an applicant are based upon the following:
A 4u11lity point 11ver11ge of 1.80 on all work attempted prior to the time of inlc
nprili1·11t ion,
1 I( ,, nmmend11tion of the department in which the student is a major.
I vidence of 1100d character and personal relationships.
I vidence of good physical and emotional health .
, I vidence of written and oral language ability.
t, I vidence of quality participation in college-approved co-curricular activlt1
l 111 ly 111 the student's junior year, and certainly by the end of the second term
1h1 11111101 yrnr, the prospective teacher must apply to participate in a student teach
r,1 1rrm , A Necond screening process is administered prior to the student teach
le 1111 whl'r l'lll the criteria used are the same as before except that the student must ha
111111111 d n 4uality point average of at least 2.00. As one of the prerequisites to studt
h 111 hlnj, the student must engage in a planned program of observation and teac
nldln11 rn n public school.
I 111 h ~l udent expecting to prepare to teach follows the sequential steps list

hclnw

I , -111111111 Ye11r:
< ounsel with faculty of the Department of Education. Persons planning to m11J
111 I lementary Education should apply for admission to the Departmerj c
I duc11tion by the Spring Term.
'-lnr,hnmore Year:
I All prospective 'teachers should apply or have applied for admission to t
teacher education program and be screened according to the criteria indica
11bove.
1 Begin education courses by enrolling in Educational Psychology
curriculum course at either the secondary or the elementary level.
Be involved in the observation and teacher aiding experience.

I

1

II

I

c 1111111111c with educutwn courHeH und wit h major subject field.
pply lrn udmiHHion to Htudent teaching and expect to be screened prior to the
1111h 111 teachina term according to the criteria listed above.
1111111 11dditicm11I work with young people in the summer.
I

Ill

I 11111 lflllte in student teaching during one of the terms reserved for that purpose.
flllllC tiH for a description of provisions for student teaching.)
I 11 1l11 ~tudent seeking certification in Nursery through
111 11 • I ducation consists of Education 300, 310, 320, 330,

Grade 3, the major in
332, 340, 350,360,415,
o\11 111 , 11 2, or Education 355; Health and Physical Education 425; Home
111111 400; Mathematics 315; Music 412; and six courses in a single academic
, 11111
I 11 the Htudent seeking certification in Grades 4-7, the major in Elementary
111 111 onsists of Education 300, 305, 310, 320, 330,332,340,360,415,471; Art
11 111 I ducation 355; Health and Physical Education 425; Mathematics 315;
11 plus six courses in a single academic discipline.
rl11 endorsement requirements further specify that the student complete
11111 ZOO, English 300, History 20 I or 202, Speech 200, and an additional
11 1ducation activity beyond the general education requirement.

I 11111ional education requirements for certification at the secondary level
1
c)b1c:rvation Teacher Aiding; Education 300, 310,366,410,416,430, 481 ;
11 fl 111d l'hysical Education 200 and a third activity course; and History 20 I or 202.

OBSERVATION AND TEACHER AIDING EXPERIENCE
1)h , 1vat ion and teacher aiding is an important part of the teacher preparation
1111 I his program involves the student in observing the teacher and pupils and in
11111 with individuals and small groups under the direction of the teacher.
men ts for the observation and teacher aiding experience must be made with the
, 11111 nt of Education. Some students are able to pursue this program during the
, 11111 year while others do so in cooperating schools in the late spring or late
1 when college is not in session. In the case of summer experiences, applications
111 l1led by May I.

1

I ht1ty hours of observation and teacher aiding experiences are prerequisite to
111 I caching. In addition, certain courses at the College include visitation in

hools as a regular part of instruction. The prospective teacher is encouraged to
1111 ther experience working with children and youth in recreation centers, day care
1 1nd the like.
\1linission to the Teacher Education Program is prerequisite to all courses in the
1ttnent except 250, 300, 305, 310, and 340.

1

I lrld Experience in Education (31)
three-week experience in the public schools in observing and aiding in teaching
11111 learning activities. A project which relates the student's experiences to
r, 1dings in the field is required.
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I II

11111 I· clur•lle111•I P,yrhol111y ( 1WS)

l\rrlh 11111111 ol l'"Y' holoaical rrlnc irlc ,, of dcve lorme nt, leurniny, and cvalu•t11
tu the edu,·utional riroceHH. Special 11ttc:nt1on IH 11ven to the use of heh11vlc11
te , hnoloay 111 the clunoom.

I>

11141 c;rowth 11nd Development In Late Childhood and Early Adolescence (JS)
l'hy~11 nl, pHychological. and social development of the older child and
111lolr-1 cnt

I

l•mmd•llonN or 1<:ducatlon (3FS)
l'hllu-ophical, 1ocial, end historical foundations of education, with empha1ft1
, d11rnt111nnl thinkerM 11nd the development of concepts, ideals, and polici..
1211 I 111111111111r ArtN In c;rades NK-7 (3W)
I1111v11lc Ihe: HI udent with an understanding of the related factors which influt n
the 111111! lanauaac development of the child. Specific attention is given
tic v, lopmcnt ol communication skills handwriting, spelling, listening, etc

1111

I Ill

I r111hln1 or Readln&-Developmental (3WS)
M th, ,I techniques, and materials used for teaching reading.

Ill

or Readln&-Dlagnostic (3S)
I vnl1111t111n of reading progress, diagnostic techniques, differentiation of instr,
t lllfl t II lit needs, corrective methods for use in the classroom. Prerequ
I d111·11t111n l~O.

114

lh1dln11 In the Content Areas (31)
I< c111lin11 Mk ills and their application in the content areas with emphasis up
vornhulury, comprehension, rate, non-verbal material, and study skills. I
111111 , IN deAianed for students preparing to teach in Grades 8-12. Each stud

...... ,
....:.-.,~~.

I
.

"

I

Education
(Cont .)

11

11111•

with the application of reading skills in his or her discipline. Prerequisite:
11111 to the teacher education program.

I ltr ••lure for Children (3F)
111dy of standard, classic, and current books with aids and criteria for selec111 •nd with attention to problems of the reluctant and non-reader.

h Social Studies Workshop (31)
I 111 , ontent of social studies in the elementary school, methods of teaching social
111111111, appropriate materials and act ivities, and ways of organizing the group
I 11 , rrective learning experiences. Prerequisite: Education 320 or 330.
I ,•• hlnK In the Kindergarten and Primary Grades (3S)
1 t hc>ds, techniq ues, materials, and organization used in teaching in the kinder1h n and prima ry grades . Special consideration is given to readiness for
11 nm~ developmental characteristics of kindergarten and primary children, the
, 1h 111 play, and the activity program.
11 In Che Elementary School (3F)
I h, various art media utilized in the elementary school program. Student
I 1mtli11rization with drawing, painting, sculpture and graphic arts is emphasized.
I o three-hour studios per week.
,

11 l,nre in the Elementary School (2S)
1111ulu111 al and physical sciences as taught in the elementary school. Two three-

h11111

sessions per week.

I hr J:xceptional Child (2W)
I' I ,•hological and behavioral cha racteristics of exceptional children . Attention
1 11ven to leaning styles and the problems and potential of educating in elemen1 11 y 1chool settings. Problem solving and workshop approaches are emphasized.

I hr t:xceptional Student (IS)
I' , chological and behavioral characteristics of the exceptional student. Empha67

.... ,

1 IN r,h1u•d 11p1111len11111111 Nt yl, 111111 th, 111111111111 It 111 , d11111111111 hund 1111pflc ii
111t111t1hdd 1111111~ci:nnd111y~1hot1IN l'tohhm ••I 1111111111l workNhop11ppt11111
1111 ,•mpluyed

llclll

-400

I r1chln11 of
Lanauages (3F)
I •111 h11111 methodology, materials, and laboratory
11d1111111~t1111ion lor prospective foreign language teachers.

technique•

-41 O Suondary Education (3W)
Oh1r111veN, i:u1 riculum practices, organizational patterns,
, ond111 y Nchool.
11

,,mlmu In l'eachlna In Elementary School (IF)
1'1111111111 p1 nhlems of the beginning teacher in elementary school. Co-ro4111 I
I 111111lme111111 Fducation 461,462, or 471.

II ti

rml1111r In Teachlna in the Secondary School (IFS)
1'111111ml p1ohlems of the beginning teacher in the secondary
1 411t~1t• I 11lllllment in Education 481.

, 10 l1 rlnclple11 of lfl11h School Teaching (3)
I mt 1111·111111111 principles and practices at the secondary
11111111111111.uven to educational media and their use.

I ABORATORY EXPERIENCES IN TEACHING
"ii udent teaching is offered for prospective elementary and secondary t1· 1~
1111111111 their Nenior years. Students are required to teach full days, and, while 11
,t 11dent te11chers may be placed in nearby schools, individual students may need tu I
nit , 11rnpu~ 111 the community in which student teaching is available. In either c111t
,twh 111 1s 1e1ponsiblc for travel and personal expenses. Thirty hours of observll
111d I ·11,·her uiding is prerequisite to student teaching.

,~o

SuptrvlNed Teaching in Elementary Physical Education (10S)

ln~t I ui:tional planning, observation, and teaching under supervision in 1,:lc 1
t111 y physical education. In addition to prerequisites and conditions stated 11
I leulth and Physical Education 425 is prerequisite to this course and the stu
11111st be enrolled in a program leading to certification at the seconda~ It

-4hl. Supervised Teaching in Nursery/Kindergarten (5FS)
Instructional planning, observation, and teaching under supervisic:11
prerequisites and conditions stated above.
4112. Supervised Teaching in Grades 1-3 (5F)

Instructional planning, observation, and
prerequisites and conditions stated above.

471. Supervised Teaching in Grades 4-7 ( ! OF)

Instructional planning, observation, and teaching under supervision. See
requisites and conditions stated above.

4H I. Supervised High School Teaching ( I OFS)

Instructional planning, observation, and teaching under supervision. See
requisites and conditions stated above.

English

11,,
1

t "

I

111 1101 in English consists of 33 units including one course from 20 I, 202, 203;
, nurses from 341, 351, 361, 371; one course from 40 I, 402; and one course
111 I nalish 330, Drama 300, 320, 370. English majors who seek certification to
It nrc: also required to complete English 300, 310, and Speech 200.

11-11 120 is a prerequisite to all courses in the department numbered 200 or
I I

I "•11-h Composition (3FW)
t •nd•mc:ntals of composition. This course is recommended for all students who
11 below a designated point on the English Placement Test.
llllpoNltion and Literary Forms (3FWS)
, lllpment of the student's ability to write clearly and forcefully, with special
1•h I I!. upon the preparation of a research paper. The course includes study of
, , literary forms of the short story, drama, and poetry.

t

I

",tttl'rn Thought in Literature: The Greek Foundation (3WS)
1 1mination of the thought and literature of the early Greeks that is foundatnnl to western thought and culture, including Greek mythology, Greek drama,
Htl ,elections from the works of Plato .
" ttlrrn Thought in Literature: The Renaissance (3S)
I 111111).!S in some of the basic works that express the world views of Renaissance
11 1111~m and reveal its influence on later literature.
\\,-trrn Thought in Literature: The Modern World (3WS)
I adings in works that express the major concerns and views of man in the
1111111teenth and twentieth centuries, with emphasis on the latter.

, ltnce Fiction ( 31)

ll'nce fiction from the standpoint of its scientific accuracy, its prophetic nature,
, niue as social criticism, and its viability as an expression of man's basic needs.
, 111 r attention is given to the history of the form.
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ll11h
Ill )

11111 Adunred (;r11111 11111r ( lS)
A h111•I wnNidc:1111wn of the h1Nt111 y ol the: I n11liNh lnn11ut1ae, 1111,I
,1111l111tul hn11uiNIICN und iic:nc:rnllve 1111nNlorm11tion11I iirumma1,
11 11 ,\d\'llll'l'd C'ompoMltlon (lW)
lndudc:N the: writing of 111 leust one theme II week and examination ol 1111 th
t,·111 hin11 w, 111ng. l'his course: is required of all prospective teacherN ol I 11
1111 Nh1kt11peare ( l F)
A 11111,·nl cxumination of Shakespeare's development as a dramatiNI nnd
h1ut1 themeN, Approximately seventeen plays are considered. Alternnl
ollr1 er.I I9H2 H3.
1.e I • 11111111h l. ltrn1ture to I!100 ( 3 F)

11oc:t1y und prose of the Old and Middle English periods with special ult
111vr11 to Ihe: Beowulf poet, the Pearl poet, Langland, and Chaucer Alt
1rn1 ollered 1981-82.

l~I

Nnenlrl'nlh Century En11ll1h Uterature (3W)
I mphllNiN upon the work of major writers including Spenser, Donne, II
M111vell, Jonaon, and Bacon. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.

ltil t:tahtl'l'nlh Century English Uterature (3W)
An , xnminution of the works of Defoe, Swift, Addison, Pope and Johnac111
1m h111ion of II few minor but significant writers. Alternate years; offered I
lt,,e

Tour of En gland (31)
A locUN on places of literary interest (many of them in out-of-the-wa.ispc11 I
i,11111llcl 1e11ding assignments (to be coordinated with the tour).

171

Nlnl'll'enth Century English Literature (3S)

I he poetry of the major Romantic and Victorian poets, with some att rnll
the critical theories of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, and Arnold. All•
yc:111 1; offered 1982-83 .

.eo 1 American Literature to 1880 (3F)

I mphasis on Hawthorne, Melville, Emerson, Thoreau, Whitmall
Dick ins on. Alternate years; offered I 981-82.

4111. American Uterature After 1880 (3W)
Major writings of several outstanding authors, beginning with Twain, Allrr
yeurs; offered 1981-82 .
.eoK. Thl' Front ie r in American Thought and Literature (31)

Sisnificance of the frontier as historical and literary works have expressdj II
course begins with Turner's famous thesis of the frontier as the key to Amft
history and includes as representative works Smith's Virgin Land and Roi\
Ciiants in the Earth.

.e 111, Modern Poetry (3W)

f'he works of major British and American poets of the twentieth centUl'JI f
Yeats and Lawrence through contemporary poets. Alternate years: of
1981-82.

71)

Noni• 1111d Shorl SlorlrN or l•:rnr~I
( '1)
I( , r1c:Hc:n11111ve llc11on by ll c:min11wuy wllh c:mphaaiR upon his role us un author
111 lhe yc:1us nfler World Wu, I, the impacl of his fiction upon American culture,
rnd his response to World War I and its aftermath.

I hr Nm•el (3F)
I n or eleven major novels illustrating the development of the English novel
I, 11111 ils beginning through the nineteenth century. Alternate years; offered
IVH2 83.

RELATED COURSES: SPEECH AND DRAMA
.., Public Speaking (3FWS)
I 11entials of effective speaking and the principles of delivery and of speech
,om position.

ta (iroup Discussion: Theory and Technique (3F)

I 11entials of effective use of the small group discussion as a method for reflective
thinking and problem solving. Practice in small group deliberation is provided.
t\lternate years; offered 1981-82.

•11

lllahlights in Theatre History (3S)
'lelected periods in the development of the theatre and of its relation to its
1 ulture; emphasis is on theatre practice, and theatrical personalities including
playwrights, and designers. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

1111 Urments of Play Production (31)
Introduction to the theories and techniques of the modern theatre and of theatre
i,1 oduction in particular. Fundamentals of directing, lighting, make-up, and
, 01tuming. Alternate years; offered I 982-83.
1

Modern Drama (3W)
I he dramatic literature of selected playwrights from 1850 to the present.
~lternate years; offered 1982-83.

1111 ~ctlng (3F)
I)evelopment of acting skills through both classroom and laboratory experiences
In acting. The course includes a brief examination of the historical development
11f various acting theories and techniques. Alternate years; offered I982-83 .
l'raching and Directing Drama (31)
Designed for the teacher of drama in the high school, the course examines
methods whereby drama can be taught in the classroom and used as a teaching
medium for other subjects. Over-all direction of an extra-curricular drama group
IK also examined including organization of such a group, activities, play selection,
and other considerations not including actual play production techniques. Prerequisites: Consent of instructor.
, ,U

English Drama to 1800 (3S)
Origins of English drama and representative plays from the Medieval and Tudor
periods through Sheridan, exclusive of Shakespeare. Alternate years; offered
1981-82.
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Enillsh
(Cont.)

I I
I'

A major in French, German, or Spanish consists of not less than 30 untl
courses numbered 200 or above and participation in Brethren Colleges Ahrt
(See page 31 for a description of the Brethren Colleges Abroad Program)., In I
case of a student who elects a primary major in another department and punut
major in French or Spanish as a secondary major, the student may apply lor
exception to the BCA requirements. Courses numbered 30 I and 302 are r,r
requisite to all courses of a higher number unless the department determinei I
a student is otherwise qualified.
FRENCH
101, 102. Elementary French (3F, JS)
Introduction to the structure and practice of modern French. Prerequis,11 I
French 102: French 10 I or one year of high school French.
72

Ill' lnt,rm,dh1fr 1-'rtnch ( H W, lS)
IC 11 w of hnxic principle•. nnd pruct1cc III xpc11k1ng. hen ring, and writing simple
I, , m h l{cRding of modern culturn l and literary texts is included. Prerequisite to
I 1, 1wh 20 I: French l 02 or two years of high school French. Prerequisite to
I , , 1wh 202: French 20 I or three years of high scho ol French.
\111 Adva nced French (3W, 3S)
I omposition, conversation, a nd reading designed to improve these skills and
1I\ inHights int o F rench life a nd culture. French 30 I surveys the major cultural
11111vcmcnts of the pas t, and French 302, the contemporary scene. Prerequisite to
I 11nch 30 l and 302: French 202, four years of high school French, or satisfactory
1111formance o n the placement test.

c unversafion and Diction (3F)
l11tensive practice, designed to promote fluency in speaking correct and idiomatic
I 11nch. Alterna te years; offered I 981-82.
~dvanced Grammar and Composition (3W)
~nalysis of structure and style. Practice in direct and free composition. Given in
I ,,nch . Alternate years; offered 1981-82.
11

1llfrature and Life of the Classicial Period (3F)
1t and ideas of the significant classical writers and the social and historical
..ckground. Given in French. Alternate years ; offered 1981-82.

411 1 lterafure and Life of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance (3W)
I II Chanson de Roland, Le Roman de la rose, Villon, Rabelais, Montaigne, Du
Bcllay, Ronsard and others are studied in modern French . Their historical and
10cial background are included . Given in French . Alternate years; offered 1982KI

II I he Age of Enlightenment (3W)
I he literary works of Voltaire, Rousseau, and other pre-Revolutionary writers.
Social a nd historical background of the French Revolution. Given in French .
Alternate years; offered 1981-82.
till C'ulture and Civilization (3W)
Summary of historical development of France; political, social, and educational
Institutions; and movements in art and music. Emphasis is on the life customs,
and c haracter of the people of today. Given in French . Alternate years ; offered
1982-83.

U

French Africa: Past and Present (31)
Description of the formation of the French colonial empire in Africa and the
process of decolonization in l 950's and I960's.

011 Literature and Life of the Nineteenth Century (3F)
fhe Napoleonic period; Romanticism, Realism, and other literary and artistic
movements; social and historical background. Given in French. Alternate years;
offered 1982-83.
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Foreign
Languages
(Cont.)

,410 I ,ll,r1t11r, 111d Thought of lht I w,nll,lh ( ,nlury ( II )
An11111lc I 111nce, ProuNt, <ilde, <'amu•, ..,11,11 , 1111d other rrre Ntudied to I"
the lrternry und phi101ophic1l current• ol modern I 111nce. Oiven in Ir
,\ltc 11111te ye1111; olfered 19112-83.

111

GERMAN
1111 1112 •:1,m,n11ry German (JF, JW)

11111111111, Iron 10 the Mlructure and practice of modern German. Prerequl11t
11111111 102: Oermun IOI or one year of high school German,

(o

JIii, 1111. l11ll'rmrdl1tr German (3S, JF)
I( vrc w of h11Nic principles, and practice in speaking, hearing, and writing 1111
<1111111111 ReudinJ or modern cultural and literary texts is included. Prere11111
111<1111111111 20 I· German 102 or two years of high school German. Prereq111•II
<,, 11111111 202 Ciermun 20 1 or three years of high school German.
1111 , 1111. Adnnr,d c;erman (JF, 3W)

< 11mp1m11on, conversution, and reading designed to improve these ~kill
111v ln•IJhtN 11110 Cierman life and culture. German 301 surveys the major, 11111
11111v, ment of the pa~t, and German 302, the contemporary scene. Prerequlllt
<1111111111 101 and 302: German 202, four years of high school Germ11
u1tl•fll1 tory performuncc on the placement test.

1111

('onnn1tlon and Composition (3F)
Int, n•1ve 1,r11c11ce, designed to promote fluency in speaking and writing (11 r
1111 1111 11dv11nced level. Prerequisite: German 302, or permission of instru,t
I lilt 1ed on demand.

(,N111N11

SPANISH
1111, 1112. 1,:1,m,nlary Spanh,h (3F, 3S)
l11trod11111on to the structure and practice of modern Spanish. Prerequltu

"ip1111•h 102 Spanish IOI or one year of high school Spanish.

JOI, 1112, lnlrrm,dh1te Spanh,h (3F, 3WS)
l(ev1ew ol b11Nic principles, and practice in speaking, hearing, and writina 1111
""1111niNh l{eadin& or modern cultural and literary texts is included. Preroc1111
lo Sp11111Nh 20 I: Spanish 102 or two years of high school Spanish. Prerequlllll
'-i1111ni•h 202: Spanish 20 1 or three years of high school Spanish.
IOI , 1112. Advanced Spanish (3W, 3S)
< ,,mpo1ition, conversation, and reading designed to improve these skill•
111v, in•iJhts into Spanish life and culture. Spanish 30 I surveys the major cullur
11111vements of the past, and Spanish 302, the contemporary scene. Prerequl1IW
Spani•h 10 I and 302: Spanish 202, four years of high school Spanlall
-11tlNl11ctory r,erformance on the placement test.

C
1111d l>ktlon ( H )
l11te11N1ve pructice, deai11ned to promote lluency in 1peakin11 correct and idiomatic
111nni1h. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

o\clnnced Grammar and Composition (3W)
nnlysis of structu re a nd style and practice in directed and free composition.
t 11ven in Spanish. Alternate yea rs; offered 1982-83 .
'1111niNh Culture and Civilization (3F)
I h1 historical development of Spain and Spanish America; political, social, and
1lucational institutions; movements in art and music. Emphasis is placed on the
llh customs, and character of the people today. Given in Spanish. Alternate
11111; offered 1981-82.
M,dleval and Golden Age Literature and Life (3W)
1p11nish masterpieces dating from the epic, El Cid, through the works of
t rvantes, Lope de Vega, Calderon, and others. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.

Hl. Spanish American Literature and Culture (3F, 3W)

IC I presentative authors from the discovery of the Americas through the

nineteenth century. Modern Spanish writers of the Americas are studied and

m 1111 and historical background is included . Given in Spanish. Alternate years;

11lfcred 1981 -82.

1 lttrature and Life of the Nineteenth Century (3F)
I he principal peninsular writers of Romanticism and Realism and the society in
h1ch they lived . Given in Spanish . Alternate years; offered I 982-83.
1 llt'fllture and Thought of the Twentieth Century (3W)
tulstanding writers of the Generation of 1898 and of contemporary Spain,
1111 luding Unamuno, Baroja, Lorca, Jimenez, Cela, and others. Given in
lpanish. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

C

RELATED COURSES: LINGUISTICS
c,,neral Linguistics (3S)
Introduction to linguistic science. Descriptive linguistics: phonemics,
ll'lorphemics, syntax; comparative-historical linguistics. Prerequisite: Foreign
l11n11uage at the intermediate level or permission of the instructor.

I
of Foreign Languages (3F)
I "r Education 400.)
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Foreign
Languages
(Cont.)

I\ 111111111 111 11 •ulth 1111d l'hy1i111I I dm11111111 , 111uM ol 1w1 leo thun 4 1 111111
1111lud111111111 , 1 1n11v11y com I ont' nl whkh 11111Nt he II NW111111111111 l'Olll ~•
11111 , 1111111heml 100, 110, 120, no, 140, 150, 160, 165, 36H, 425, 440 111111
l 11111
Ir 0111 171 ll!O

"

I\ 111111111 111 l knlth Fducution consists of not less than 39 units and in'111d
11111 , n11mhe1cd 100, l 10, 320, 330,340,440, Chemistry 103 or l 2 1, BiolOIY Ill
\1111nlo11v 100 11nd either 260 or 410, Home Economics 3 10 and either ftdulllllf
IO~ 111 II 11111c I conomicN 400.

'Hill de vclopmcnt III physical activity is a part of the general ed ucation prnjtlllll
I 111 h 111 tlvrty course meets three hours per week for a term and carries one 1111111
11 L1l1t ,\11 nctrvity may be repeated for credit only at a higher level ofproficlt111
No 111111, thnn lour unitN of credit in activity courses may be applied tow t
11111d1111t1011 I he uctivities offered are listed below.
11111-!il.
11 ~W

I ZIIW

Archery
Badmlnlon-HquBHh
Rowllna

ll~W
U1111rr
I 1111•,
I•ll'lcl Hockey
••~Mi. c;o1r
1-IIIW, Ciymn1NllcH

1-l~W,

I~OS.
I ~lW,

I~~,.,
l flllS,

zoo

ll 111clb11 II
I ,u'roNHl'
Snow Skiing
Soccer
Soft h11II

I90FS.
210FS.
21 SW.
220W.
225W.
235FS .
240W.
245W.
252W.
262WS.
265FS.

Cycling
Intermediate Archery
Intermediate Badminton-Sq
Intermediate Bowling
Intermediate Dance
Intermediate Golf
Intermediate Gymnastics
Intermediate Handball
Intermediate Snow Skiing
Intermediate Swimming
Intermediate Tennis

1"2 1 WS, Swimming
I fl~I• S. T,nnlH
1711W, Volleyball
I ?~W, ( 'ondlllonlng and Weight Training
1771• S, l-'ltne11-Jogglng
IIIIIW, Fltnu1 and Weight Control
lll~f,'S, ll orHehack Riding

lll'lllth (IF)
A14u11ints the student with principles and practices of healthful living.
11 l11tlon1hip of physical fitness, mental hygiene, and common ailmentl
1u•1No1111I het1lth is emphasized. Three periods per week for five weeks.

lllfl A Hldlna C'llnlc (3 1)
l '11rc und function of the horse and development of riding skills. The studellll
lent ns to handle and manage a horse in a day-to-day routine and to see his rolt
with hiN horse, in context with the horse industry as a whole. The course is con
ducted in an in-door riding ring near Staunton where all skill levels can
111·1·ommodated. Field trips are taken to places of interest such as a tack sholl
hur ncss shop, blacksmith shop, breeding farm , and veterinary clinic.
1011. l'rnonal and Community Health (3F)

,,,

l 'ontemporary health problems: mental health, exercise and weight control
"t1111ul11nts and depressants, communicable diseases, and marriage and famil}"r
Int 11,nahips.

Health and
Physical
Education
(Cont.)

1111

1

lli.tory and Principles of Health and Physical Education (3S)

Relationships of fields of health, physical education, and recreation to each other
11nd to general education. Study of historical and philosophical backgrounds.
Analysis of objectives of physical education based on the principles of
physiology, psychology, and sociology.

111 Klnesiology (3W)

11 uman motion including the mechanical, anatomical, and physiological

principles that govern the moving body. A review of selected body structures and

nn analysis of simple movements is included.

1111 Introduction to Human Anatomy and Physiology (3F)

Structure and function of the human body. Skeletal, muscular, nervous, and
circulatory systems are emphasized with concentration on their relationships
during exercise.

I 11

Physiology of Exercise (31)

Basic physiological concepts of the nervous, muscular, and energy systems.
Included is the effect of exercise on such functions as circulation , respiration, and
temperature regulation. This course is taught on an individualized basis by
appointment. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.

ltll. Health Education Concepts (3W)
Administration of school health programs, including health instruction, environment and services. Methods and materials used in teaching health and available
resources in the field are also covered. Experiences in unit structure and
application of teaching techniques are provided . Prerequisite: Physical
Education 300 or consent of the instructor.

,~o.

Tests and Measurements (3S)

Methods used in finding the abilities and ratings of students in health and
physical education. Tests and measurements of physical fitness, social efficiency,
and motor and physical skill.
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1h11 Or11nl11tlon 1md Administration of Health and Physical Education (31 )

I >u1r11hlc Ntundards and policies in the organization, supervisic,4
11dmin1Nt111tion of health education and physical education on all school IC'
1111d 111 ull phases of the program.

111>

1

(IFS)

°'kill development leading to examination for Red Cross Certificatioll
hie 1111111 d I he class meets three periods per week . Prerequisite: Permissiod of I
111-IIIILIOI ,

lfl~ lncll"ldmll and Dual Sports (3S)
I >e,iained to increase the knowledge and skill of the student in nu mer

111d1viduul und dual sports. Readings from noted authors, constructial
ti IIL hing units, and experience in teaching several activities increase the studtnl
krrnwledge and skills in the field.

lflN P•ycholo&Y In Teaching and Coaching (2W)
llow b1:11ic psychological learning principles apply to the acquisition of mot
•lullN in teaching and coaching situations. Motivation, discipline, aggressivef
v111 mus approaches to coaching, the problem athlete and other psycholo.11

Implications emanating from athletic competition are discussed.

I I \HO. Teaching and Coaching Techniques

I echniques of teaching and coaching popular sports from basic fundamental I
dctuilcd strategies. Organizational methods and administrative concer1
r,111 ticular to the specific sport are included.

14

lle11lth 11nd
Physical

I I C 111chln1 l<'ooth11II (' I )

,,

I

I

f

I

I

IIN

I'

11111

( 1111chln1
C 111chln11
C 01chln11
< 01chln1
C'01chln11
<'01chln11
<'111chln11
<'01chlng

Track and l<'ltld ( I S)
Ha~kl•th11II (2W)
Hiurhall and Sorthall ( I W)
Hockey ( IF)
Volleyball (I F)
Gymnastics (2W)
Soccer ( IF)
Wrestling ( I W)

Education
(Cont.)

••11tl\'t Recreation (31)
I rm111e to the recreational needs and capabilities of the physically and
, , 1111ll y handicapped, Orientation to wheelchair sports and practical experience
, thl'lr leadership comprise a major part of the course. Opportunities for
11 I toll in art, crafts, drama, and music are available for persons qualified in
,111 11, eas. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
I ,1d,r11hlp in Recreation (3S)
I , ,,•ution in the home, school, church, youth and other community organiza11111• Practical work in social and recreational activities. The course is designed
1111 those who wish to specialize in recreational leadership and arts and crafts.
llnlth and Physical Education in the Elementary School (31)
I rer iences and techniques of teaching health, physical education, and
, r utional activities in elementary school. Emphasis is placed on movement
dllllltion, and practical experiences are gained in actual teaching situations.
I II rtquisite: Education 300 and Education 320 or Physical Education 340.

\to\'rment Experiences for Elementary Children (3W)
II t• 11 concepts and techniques in movement education, including elementary

mnastics and rhythmic activities. Opportunities for practical application of

mu~cment education teaching techniques are provided. Prerequisite: Phys ical
I ,luc11tion 425 or consent of the instructor.

l1fety and First Aid (3S)
I 11ndamentals of administering first aid in all its aspects with attention to the
I"' vention and treatment of athletic injuries. Special emphasis is placed on
, neral safety procedures surrounding activities of school, college, and
,tmmunity environments.
111 l\'er Education (3IS)
I >111igned for the student who plans to teach driver education. Included are
, ttical analysis of traffic accidents, relation of attitude factors to safety,
111mtials of automobile operation, and traffic laws and regulations. Experiences
11wlude the use of psychophysical and psychological tests in the development of
,hiving skills and practice in driving instruction. Prerequisite: Admission to the
,1condary education program or consent of the department.
II

Nr•earch Techniques in Health and Physical Education (3S)
l(c1earch of a special interest to the student in a fi eld of health and phys ical
llucation. Each student administers tests, evaluates the tests, and writes in
r, 1earch form the results of the study. Prerequisites: English 120 and Health and
1•hysical Education 350.
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/\ 11111101 Ill II l~lor y u>nNINI • of Clllll t 10 1 20 ' 10 I 10 , HO, 1~(), 1(l(), 170 41
I 'O or 410; 11nd ti llnllN nf elel'IIVeN Ill ll 1Ntory 1•rere4uiNiteN to II 111111,
ll1~1111v ure ll 1Ntory IOI, 102, 10~.
/\ 11111101 111 lliNtory 11nd Political Science consists of 18 units of credit in 11 1 I
111dudin11 II iNtor y 20 I, 202, 30 I, and 302; 12 units of credit in Politica l Smm
111111 ~ ul uedit 111 either ll istory or Economics; and 6 units of credit 111 II
11111it1l ul Science or Geography. Prerequisites to a major in H istory und Polll
'i111m 111 ll istory IOI or 102, and History 103.
/\ 111111111 111 lnternutional Studies consists of History IOI , 102, 103,201 , 20 •
10 111111 ol credit in appropriate courses with at least one co urse selectocl 11 1
1111 h 111 the lnllowin11 are11s: Economics 430,440; History 350, 380, 41 O; II I I
t
410: Politica l Science 4 10, 430; R eligion 340, 350; Sociology 4 10
.\1111111rir111t t c11urses from l nterterm offerings m ay be included in thi1 wn
t11111nn, und 1111rticipation in Brethren Colleges Abroad is strongly recommtmf

mo. zo.

HISTOR Y

1111

w,~t,rn ('lvlll111tlon to 1500 (3F)

I he wnt11hutions to our present-day civilizatio n of the ancient Near F111I

(11 ,

I • nnd the Romans, the early and medieval Christian Church, nnd

){l'JllllSSlll1CC ,

1111 w,~trrn ('lvlllzatlon from 1500 to 1815 (3W)
I he I ontr ihutions to our present-day civilization of the Protestant R eformllt
the Divine Right of Kings, the scientific revolution, and the political revolulu
111 I njl11nd, America, and France.
Ill \ W,-t,rn ('Mllzation Since 1815 (3S)
I he contrihutions to our present-day civilization of rapid political, milll
Cl nnomic, scientific, intellectual, and social changes in Europe and the l 1111
StuteN
101

l lnltrcl Stales Civilization (3W)
l)evelopment of a new civilization which resulted from European settlem1•
the American wilderness. The course includes winning independence hy I
IJ111ted States with the fo llowing national and sectional problems which re111
11 climax in the Civil War and Reconstruction.

2112. 1lnltrd States Civilization (3S)

I he late nineteenth a nd the twentieth centuries including the Industrial
A11ricuitural Revolutions, the conquest of the Western frontier, the two Wnt
Wur 1, the depression, and the impact of technological development on life in I
IJnited States.

111 1, Modern Europe Prior to 1870 (3W)
I I om the French Revolution to 1870 with emphasis upon the consideratlcil
lhe forces of nationalism and liberalism. Prerequisites: Two of the followl
lli~tory IO I, 102, 103; or permission of the department.

\112. Europe Since 1870 (3S)
Fvents following the Franco-Prussian War and leading up to the First Worltl
Wur. Cultu ral a nd economic factors as well as international, domestic, polit1~ .a
und military history are considered. Prerequisites: Two of the following: H i~tn
I() I, I 02, I 03; or permission of the department.

HO
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and
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(Cont.)

c ontemporary Europe (31)
I umination of the reconstruction of Europe after World War II and its cont mporary civilization and culture. Prerequisite: History IOI , 102, or 103.
II Ntnelssance and Reformation (3F)

I h&manism, Renaissance art. the development of modern statecraft, and the
nw,gence of a capitalist economy . The sixteenth-century religious upheavals,
t hl' emergence of the modern European state system, and the economic impact of
t ht overseas discoveries.

II I· n11land and the British Empire (3F}

.

,,,cial, constitutional, and diplomatic developments in England, with special

1

mphasis upon the effects of the industrial revolution.

Ill War and Peace in the Modern World (31)
Military history with emphasis on European developments of the past 200 years.
ti l>lplomatic History of the U.S. (3F)

,\merican foreign policy with reference to political, social, and economic
development shaping that policy. Prerequisites: History 201, 202.

111 ( onstitutional History of the U.S. (3W)

I volution of the Constitution resulting from the rise of Modern America.
J>rerequisites: History 20 I, 202.
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170 Sod1I 1111d lnlrllr,·h11I lll11111ry or 1hr II
( 11,)
i\11111111111 ult 111, 1111111 rnrlreNI Nt'lllrmt•nl\ to i,rt•Ncnt d11y l'rcrc,1111~11
101 !(l' Alternute yeur
ollcred l',!K2 K1
II'

1hr <'h-11

In 1hr ~:a,it (ll)

t 11i,11111i,eN ui,on the 11111ny scenes of dramatic interest associated with th

W111 111 V111,1111111 nnd neighboring states. f'he resources of the C'ommc,nw
'V 11~111111 und of the National Park Service are utili1ed at such places 11, M 111
i\11111111111, CicttyNbura, New Market, and Petersburg to reconstruct the C I I
1111 II r,l11v1•d out its tragedy in the adjacent countryside.

17

I hr .\11• or ,lrlTerson end llamllton (3S)

l10lrt1111I und Nocial history of the Republic from 1789 to 1809 with

t

lllfl

11111111 the or 11(111~ of American political parties. The trouble helw
I 11h trdlNI nnd the Jeffersonian Republicans, the ideologies of the c111 h
11111h r und the imi,act of the party system on our society's later develop
, nnNidrred Prerequisites: History 20 I , 202.
INII !'\tmh11r In lhl' Twentieth Century United States (3F)

I >l~1111ent historical interpretations of selected significant developi4'n1
l lr11trd Stutes history since 1900. Prerequisite: History 202. Alternatt
11llt1ed l9K2 Kl

•on

IIMory or H11~sh1 (3F)
1'11lrt 11 al, wocial, and diplomatic activities in the Russian sub-contlntnl
,i,c1111I emphasis upon twentieth-century developments.

,410 l,1lln America (31)
< ol11111c~ ol I utin America, their struggles for independence, and the trend

1h , elopments since independence.

,4ZO I• 1111 ANhl (JW)

..,11,

, of East Asia (China, Korea, Japan), exploring the traditional s11ur

tlN 11vili111tion: political, socio-economic, and cultural. Emphasis is

upc111

1mp11ct of the West and the consequent evolution of modern East Asia. Altrt
vc1111 : olfered 1981-82.
410 Soulheast Asia (3S)

111storical development of mainland and island Southeast Asia with part"
stress upon the traditional societies of the area and the sources of its ci\"111 111
I he impact of and response to the West provides a focus for the study ofpr
day Southeast Asia. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

442. ('nllectlng Folklore (31)
Subject matter and techniques of gathering folklore. The first several day
devoted to class study, the next week and a half is spent in collecting folklor .
the remainder of the time in writing papers. Included in folklore are beliefu
mutters of health and everyday life-planting, sewing, etc.-folk stories, lep
aongs, superstitions. Students are encouraged to collect in their own communll

1'01 I I IC A I S( II N< I

I nltrd Shat•~ (;overnm,nt 01 )
1111 ,111c~ underlying the state, the formation of the Federal Union, the functions
111 departments, and the duties as well as the relation of the several states to the
I dem i Government.
0111', City, and Rural Government (3W)
' 11tcs in the nation, their constitutions, problems of administration, depart1111111 . officials, and their duties, and some present trends from states' rights to
, , nt 111li1ation.
\m,rkan Political Parties (3S)
l'ohtical parties and elections in the United States. Alternate years; offered 1981lll1tory of Political Theory (3S)
1111lytic survey of political thought from Socratic principles to modern
11lc10logies. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.
111 ( omparative Government (3S)
1-.1criptive analysis of the major European political systems of the current
111 tlod. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.
Ill lnlrrnational Relations (3S)

11.i ,~ issues and areas of conflict among the states in the contemporary world,
111d organizations for the conduct of international relations with particular
,1ference to the United Nations. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

( onRressional Law Making (31)
',t udies of selected problems in government. The course requires the study and
valuation of the forces and factors in law making and in administrative policy
making. Students attend legislative sessions, committee hearings and interview
1t11islators, members of their staffs, administrators, and representatives of
pressure groups. Prerequisite: Political Science 300.

11

1

I he United Nations (31)
llistory, background, and structure of the United Nations, charter provisions of
the U.N., political and functional roles of the six major organs of the U.N.,
Iunctions and decisions of the General Assembly, the Security Council, and the
Secretary General.
RELATED COURSES: GEOGRAPHY

fll Hegional Geography (3W)
Geography of the major geographic and cultural regions of the world. Impact of
physical environment upon culture and civilization of the regions. Alternate
years; offered 1982-83.
1111 Physical Geography (3W)

fhe importance of land forms, weather and climate, natural vegetation, soils,
minerals, and their impact upon man's cultural development. Alternate years;
offered 1981-82.
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/\ 111111rn 111 I lornc l·conom1c~ lc11din1110 lhe B.A. degrceconsistH ofn 1111111111111"
10 111111 ol co111 Mes including the core courses und others approved by the I h I'
1111111 (excluding courses in professional education).
I\ 11111101 111 II omc 1,conornics leading to the B.S. degree consists of a m i 11 111111,
111111 , including the core courses plus additional courses approyed h\ I
I kr,111 tmcnt. I his general llome Economics program may include an ·1111•h
111 nny ol the following areas: Clothing, Textiles, and Home Furnishina1; I 11
11ml Nut11twn: ll ousehold Equipment and Housing; Family Services.
I\ ~tudcnt desiring certification in secondary school teaching complete• tht 11
wu,~c~ pluN six units in each of the following areas of Home Econom14
I 111111ly 11nd Child Development; Housing, Home Furnishings, and Equipn1r1
1 mldN und Nutrition: Clothing and Textiles; Family Economics and 11111
Mnn1111ernent, In addition, certification requires Home Economics 340,
HI , und 48 1; Education 300, 310, History 201 or 202, and Health and Ph~ 1
I ducntion 200.

IOI

l'ntlll' Study (3W)
I 1•x I ile Ii bers , tests for identification, yarn and fabric construction, method
liniMhing, characteristics, uses and economics of textiles . Three hours lectur,
t h1 t ' hours laboratory per week.

1112, <'lothlnR Selection and Construction (3S)
l·uctors influencing fas hion, including the sociological and psychologica\aMpt
ol clothing, wardrobe analysis, and basic construction. Two hours lecture and
ho111s luboratory per week.
2111, Food for the Family (3W)
Busic cookery, nutrition, and principles involved in food selection, prepar1111
and preservation. Two hours lecture and six hours laboratory per week.

202. Mr11I Management (31)
Application of foods and nutrition, time, and money management princip. I
meal planning, preparation, and service. Emphasis on management pract1\
Prerequisite: Home Economics 20 I or consent of professor.
210. Art and Design (3S)
Consideration of the principles of design, art, and color, with application in I
l'ields of home decoration and clothing design.
220, Flat Pattern Design (3F)
Development of dress designs, utilizing the principles of flat pattern design 1111d
fitting. An original garment is designed and constructed as becoming to th
individual. Three three-hour laboratories per week. Prerequisite: H111n
I conomics 102. Alternate years: offered 1981-82.

2!10. Food and Culture (31)
The importance of food and nutrition in individual lives, comm'u nitied nnd
nations. This course develops an understanding of food customs and th
influence of culture and religion on food habits. Problems in nutrition 1111d
solutions currently being tried or projected through national, internatiom. und
84

11l11111111y 111,1cnc1cN 1111 ~,ut11ed
111H111 IH'CN on loodw11yN

I nh111111,11y t'Xr,cr1t'm

c:mr,haN11c cultu111I

t uurl•hlp, •:n11a11ement, and Marrla11e
, , , Sociology 260.)
I 1llorl1111 (3F)
I ohlt'lllN in fitting and tailoring techniques as applied in the construction of
1111 11nd suits. Prerequisite: Home Economics 102. Alternate years; offered

IVK ' Ht

I amlly C'lothing (31)

I l111hing needs throughout the life cycle and construction of selected projects

1 q11111ng advanced techniques. Prerequisite: Home Economics 102. Alternate
, 11 offered 1981-82.

I ahrk Design (3 W)

1111dy of methods of fabric construction and design both structural and applied .
1111lication of principles of art and design to designing fabric or original pattern
11111 constructing a garment from that fabric. Two lectures, 6 hours laboratory
111 r week. Prerequisites: Home Economics IOI, 102, and 210. Alternate years;
11lhrcd 1981-82.
t

I 1,hlon Merchandising (31)
11n1ideration of the major factors involved in buying and merchandising
I uhlon products. Discussion of the dynamics of fashion: consumer buying
I' 1ll erns, fashion buying, and fashion makers and retailers. Prerequisite: Home
I , onomics I 02 or Business I 00.
I

I

Promotion (3W)
lnvHtigation and application of effective promotional procedures of retail
111111nizations including display, publicity, fashion show production, and various
modes of advertising. Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory per week.
l'1 1requisite: Home Economics 304 or consent of professor. Alternate years;
11frered 1982-83.

Ill Nutrition (3 F)

I ,,nsideration of current problems in nutrition , adequate diets for individuals

h11~cd on age. size, occupation, and relationship of food selection to health and
cl1velopment of habits for functional nutrition. Three hours lecture and three
hours laboratory per week.

Nutrition in the Life Cycle (3W)
Nut ritional needs of individuals during the life cycle with emphasis on the
,levelopment and maintenance of the body and food habits. Alternate years;
offered 1982-83. Prerequisite: Home Economics 310.
Advanced Foods (3W)
Physical a nd chemical changes occurring in food preparation and factors
lnnuencing those changes. Time is given to methods of elementary food research,
methods of food demonstration, quantity food, food service productions, and
food for special occasions. Alternate years; offered 1981-82. Prerequisite: Home
l·conomics 20 I.
1

I !louse Planning (3W)
Aesthetic and economic factors and current problems in planning for family
housing needs. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.
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11111

I UI

It!'!

111111-l'hold I• c111l11111r111 ( 11 )
lple 111vol\ll'd 111 lntellljcnl d10111 , 1111 und cfl1111:111 opt'tnl 11111 111
1111111 111 lht' h11111t' C 11n~i<lc111111111" 111\lt'II 1111cse111ch lind11111~ 11ml trl hnult
11dv111111 I ht , hm11M lectur, 1111d three ho111s l11ho1111rny per week
1'11111

'22 1111111, Furnl-hln11 ('W)
I he 1111r11111 environment ol the home; selection, use, 11nd c111, 111 h
lu1nl1hln11• Altcrn11tc years; offered 1982-83. Prerequisite: Homo I 111111
' I() Ill Art 111
1411

l\11'1hod- or Teachlna and Communicating Home Economics (3F)
<>hie 111v, nr1111ni111tion or materials, planning, special methods and tc, hll
ol, 11111111u1111·1111ni llomc Economics. Consideration is given to current 11 1
ll11111r I 1nnomicM c<lucntion and to presenting Home Economics to thr
p11hll1 Prt'1c4ui1ite: .Junior classification.

jllll ( hllcl (jrowlh 11nd Development (3WS)
l'hv-1111, p1ycholoaical, and social development of the child in the fumllw
\11\11111~ ure made for observing and working with preschool childr 11
1, q111-11 , Sophomore, Junior, or Senior classification .
.jll I 1•,r-onal Finance
( ',1°1 HuNiness 403 . )
('hlld Relationships (31)
d1ild interactions through the child-rearing years. The roles of p11
1h1 , hnnjini nature of the parent-child relationships throughout lilC'
-11111c-. nn<l chanaes in contemporary family structures with concomitatd II
1111 p111t'nl •child relations are considered.

4011 l'1mnl

Nlld

l'111t'III

11

o.

Hoclolo&Y or lhe Family
(See Sociology 410.)

U~. ( 'un-umrr t:conomics (3S)

1111-•c piinciples of economic systems in relation to standards in selectu,11
11011ds nnd services and sources of reliable consumer information. Prerequ
I I onnmics 200.

• Ill. llomr Management (3F)

Mnnujement process and its significance on the quality of life experienlil
l11111ilics with consideration of values, goals , standards, decision makifll
1t'~ources. Prerequisite: Junior or Senior classification.

4411. Hr-ldrncr Home Management (3WS)
RcNidcnce in a home management apartment, a laboratory for the appliC11111t1
the principles of household management. Prerequisite: Senior major in )1 11
I conomics and Home Economics 202.
4~0. Vocationa l Home Economics (3F)
I nws aoverning vocational home economics, its management, and vocat111
jUidance. Problems in teaching home economics, organization and adminlllt
I 11111 of vocational home economics programs in high schools, and the relatioi
"1111c and national programs. This course is taught concurrently with 11 111
Fconomics 481. Prerequisite: Home Economics 340.

Kt1

II l'rorr,,1111111 1 llomr •:ronumk, l'rll·lkurn ( I 111 C1S)
, I 1dd exper1c:ncc:H 111 occupatwn~ 1c:lutcd to home econ11mic1. Opportunities,
'lllNlificntionN, HkillN, und profcuion11I Hl11nd111d~ nnd ethics ure studied. Two
hu111 pc:r week in cluss 11nd 11 mi nimum of 80 (3 units) or 160 (6 units) hou rs of
111 Id experiences. Prerequisite: Junior or Senior classification.

' Home
Economics
(Cont.)

I h eupatlona l Home Economics (3W)
1 •thods of developing, teaching, a nd su pervising programs in occupational
hmnc economics. Human relationships and career opportunities in home
1111nomics ure included.

•I

'4upervlsed High School Teaching (8F)
t' , Education 48 1.) Prerequisite: Home Economics 450.

,\ major in Mathematics consists of courses numbered 131, 132, 216, 231 , 232,
420, 460, and nine additional units chosen from courses numbered 300
11ml above.

too, 4 10,

IH I· lnlte Mathematics (3 FWIS)
t\laebraic problem solving, functional relationships, probability, linear
r11oaramming, mathematics of finance, and logic. This course emphasizes
rwactical mathematics for the non-mathematics major.

1111 College Algebra (3FW)
Addition and multiplication of signed numbers, factoring, linear equations,
11uadratic equations, graphing, and exponential and logarithmic functions. A
ludent may be exempt from topical portions of the course by examination.

I JO Precalculus Mathematics (3FW)
A precalculus course for students continuing in mathematics. Includes topics in
nlaebra, functions and relations, and trigonometry. Prerequisite: Mathematics
110 or satisfa cto ry performance on placement tests.

I Ill Survey of Calculus (3S)

I )ifferential and integral calculus for the student who needs a working knowledge

of the subject but does not plan to pursue more advanced study in mathematics.

Includes theory and application of limits, derivatives, and integrals. Prerequisite:
Ma thematics 120 or satisfactory performance on placement test.

111,132. Calculus I, II (3W, 3S)
A unified course in analytic geometry and calculus of two dimensions .
Prerequisite: Mathematics 120 or satisfactory performance on placement test.
11111 Introduction to Statistics (3FWS)

Rasic descriptive statistics, probability, hypothesis testing, correlation, and
regression. Prerequisite: Mathematics 108, 110 or satisfactory performance on
placement test.

lfl, Set Theory and Symbolic Logic (3F)
fhe first part of the course is devoted to naive set theory and includes the algebra
of sets, relations, functions and orders. The second part is devoted to logic,
includ ing truth tables and first-order predicate calculus. Prerequisite: Mathematics 120 or satisfactory performance on placement test.
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II, 1'2 ('1kulu, lll, IV (II lW)
1'11111111 d11fere11111111on, 111hn11e Nern
multlr>le 11ue1i1rnl1, nnd tllltc, 111 I
, q111111011~ ,,rm:qulNile: M111hem1111c~ 112
1011 Modrm Ci1ometry (lW)

I 11111lumcnt11I conceptN of geomelry, including projective and non cu, 11,h
111111111111e1, with emr>hasis on the axiomatic method. Prerequisite: M11th1 mut
11 nnd ' 1'1 or conNent of the instructor. Alternate years, offered 19K2 KI

110 Multlnrh1hlt• C'akulu!! (3S)
V , 1111 111111ly1l1, vector calculus, differentiation and integration of funct11111
1111111 thun one \/Uliuble. Prerequisite: Mathematics 232.

II II M1lhr1111tk- for the Elementary School Teacher (3S)
< ,m1111t 11nd methods designed to give the prospective elementary teachtr I 11
h11-11 11111themu1ic11I understanding and skills needed for teaching gradoa I\
< 1111111111op1cs include deductive reasoning, set theory, whole numbers, inti 11
11111111111111, nnd relations, numeration systems, rational numbers, elemenC 11
1111mhcr I hemy, Mathematics laboratory experiences are included. Prerequ,-11
M111he11111t1cN 108, 110, or consent of the instructor, and admission to the l 11 h
I tl11111t11m Prnt,trum.

110 lll•tnry of Mathematics (31)
"-1111\1 • ot the hiatory of mathematics from ancient civilizations to the mod11
111111 hcm111ics of the nineteenth century. Prerequisite: Mathematics 132. Alter 11111
vc·111 offered 1981-82.

1111. l.lnru Alaebra (3F)
I 1111tl11mentals of linear algebra, including vector spaces, matrix algebra, lint 1
I111nsl01 mations, and bilinear and quadratic forms. Prerequisites; Mathem1l11
' I ti und 232 or consent of instructor. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.
1,eo M1thrmatlcal Statistics (3S)
I undamentals of mathematical statistics including probability. probablll
dcnNity functions, moment generating functions , estimation theory, 1111d
111tisticul inference. Prerequisite: Math_ematics 232 or consent of instrucC111
t\l1ern11tc years; offered 1982-83.
1110. Numerical Analysis (3W)

I opics include iterative techniques for solving non-linear equations, numeri< ti
dilfcrentiation and integration, and differential equations. Prerequiall
<'omputer Science 110 and Mathematics 232. Alternate years; offered 1981 H

,fllO. Modern Algebra (3F)
Ahstract algebra, with emphasis on algebraic structures such as groups, rinaa.
integral domains, and fields. Prerequisites: Mathematics 216 and 232 or consent
of instructor. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.
,flll, 420. Introduction to Real Variables (3F, 3W)
Real number system, topology of Euclidean Spaces, theory of limitl
differentiation, integration, and infinite series. Prerequisite: Mathematics 21 fl
nnd 232. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

KK

f II ,"41m•hll ToplcN C'S)

I h•voted tn II subject chosen Imm umnng the various fields of mathematics in
whu:h, eaular courses 11re not offered. Possible topics include complex variables,
1111111her theory, topology, probability, and applied mathematics, as well as
ol hers. A student is allowed to take the course more than once, provided different
111r,1cM urc covered. Prerequisite: Mathematics 232 or consent of the instructor.
Cll lercd in 1981-82.

fllll S1'mln11r In Mathematics and Physics (2W)

I >l•cussion and presentation of papers by students and faculty on problems of
interest in mathematics and physics. Prerequisite: Senior standing with a
major in mathematics or physics, or consent of the instructor.

1 1111 cnt

Ill'

RELATED COURSES: COMPUTER SCIENCE
BASIC' Programming (I W)
I undamentals of a computer language. Simple programs are written in BASIC
nnd processed on the computer. Two hours lecture and laboratory per week.

110 FORTRAN Programming (2F)
I mphasis on program writing. Experience is given in computer operation and
processing procedures. Three hours lecture and laboratory per week.
11rerequisite: Mathematics 120 or equivalent.
11

<'OBOL Programming (2S)
Program writing with emphasis on business applications. Three hours lecture
and la boratory per week.

UHi Computer Technology (3W)
An analysis of the computer as a tool for business and scientific purposes. Topics
include programming, programming error analysis, systems design with
emphasis on disk systems, and an introduction to the use of other peripherals
such as magnetic tape, paper tape, and plotters. Prerequisite: Computer Science
110. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

110. Advanced FORTRAN Programming (31)

It

I

1,

,o.

•no.

Program writing and problem solving. Problems are varied to incorporate the
use of the computer as a "number-cruncher" and as an information-processing
device. Prerequisite: Computer Science 110, Mathematics 130, or consent of the
instructor.
Programming Techniques (31)
Programming of an interesting variety of problems. Such topics as handling
geometrical shapes and manipulation of alphabetic data are included. Emphasis
is placed on the use of structured programming when solving problems, and an
introduct_ion to the MORTRAN language is included. Prerequisite: Computer
Science 110.
·

Introduction to Assembler Programming (3S)
Designed to acquaint the programmer with the facilities offered by the PR! ME
Macro Assembler. Students learn to write (I) specialized subprograms for use by
FORTRAN and Assembler mainline programs, and (2) Asse_mbler mainline
programs. A study is also made of the coding generated by the FORTRAN
compiler. Prerequisite: Computer Science 110. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.
Introduction to Data Processing
(See Business 400.)
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I\ 111111111 11111111-11 11111_1_1 1111·11111 1 1111111he1e1I I 20, I I 1 1 '. '20, 'Ill '11
'11 111 11 '1111111wc:lve 111111N 111 npr,lied 11111~11 I he 1e4u11cmcnt 111 nr,r,llocl 11111
111d111lc _,,11d"t1111y completwn of 1wo yeRtN of keyboard 1nHt1uctlll11 111 I,,
11rnd1111111111 I he rnncentrntllln 11!10 ineludeN n 1e4111rement of perlor11111111 111111
, not mhlc 1111 e11ch yc:111 the student i~ in residence. In addition to the yr111 1111
, 11~1 mhlc 101 which credit ia aiven, other c:nscmhle opportunities ure 1no\11f
whh h 11111•1 rhiN 1c4uircmcnt.
III he 1 , c:1111t1111111n 1e4uires 1,ne year of voice training: courses 211, 21 '
I
11 100 4 •t1, 471 nnd 481 for ull prospective teachers; and, in addition, I Ill ,11
~' ' for , h111 nl vmce teachers: 362 for keyboard specialization: and 320 nnd
1111 111,11 umcntnl teachera. Alao,all students wishing certification must rnmr,I 1
the lnllnw11111 r:ducntion 300, 305, 310, and 365 or 366; Health and Phy 11
I 1h11"t11111 ZOO nnd II third activity course: and History 201 or 202.

I

100 \iok, C hm (One unit credit per year. FWS)
I h v, loprm:nt of the ainaing voice; posture, breathing, scales, vowels consonlM

plat• ment, diction, pitch, intonation, intervals, vocal resonance; and choral 1
,11111 lite 1111111, 111 several styles. One hour per week.

1211 'tl1hl Sln11ln11 (21 )
I 1111111 ""d I hythmic development through exercises in sight singing 11nd
I 1"11111111 Sulfe11e, part singing, rhythms, scales, intervals and other fundamtnl
of 11111-11
Ill Ill B,.lnnlna Theory (2W, 2S)
1
H uh•,, rnlervuls, and melody writing; primary and secondary chords; and 111111
111111 w11t11111 Dominant seventh chords and inversions; nonharmonio ton
le 111ent111 y modulation (to the dominant and relative major keys); and keybCtRI
h1111111111y
J II

llrrm Mt•lhod~ (IS)

t1 rn,11rnl methods in the teaching, playing techniques, and care of brass in1U1
1111111- 111 lhe public schools. Three hours per week.

'I J \\ 1111dwlnd, Methods ( I W)
111111111·111 methods in the teaching, playing techniques, and care of woodw111
111-1, uments in the public schools. Three hours per week.
JI I f'llrl1111 Mt'lhods (IF)

111111 t11•11! methods in the teaching, playing techniques, and care of string in1U u
1111 nh 111 the public school. Three hours per week.

1

1

P..rt'UNNlon Methods (IF)
111111·t1rnl met hods in the teaching, playing techniques, and care of percussie>11111
,11 umcnts in the public schools. Three hours per week.

UO Introduction to Western Music (3FS)

I l1tenin11 1111d learning to recognize forms, styles, composers, and work, 111
Wc:Nle111 music from 1500 to 1870.

110 Introduction to Twentieth Century Music (3 WI)
I l1tenina and learning to recognize forms, styles, composers, and work tn
WeNtcrn music since 1870.

\tu,h' or till' l lnlted SCufeK (3 1)
\1m rn·1111 muMical life from colonial times to the present. Samplings include
111m11 following hoth the European classical tradition (operatic, choral,
mi,honic, etc.) and America's popular tradition (ragtime, jazz, rock, etc.).
1,, 1l1c topics in these general areas will be treated in detail by individual
nrch.
\111,k of Sub-Saharan Africa (31)
h1011d perspective of the musical cultures of Africa. The history of tropical
11111.it·, the importance of music in tribal life, the. musical instruments, the levels of
11111,,r, musical professionalism, and the common musical denominators such as
1hvthm, tempo, polyphony, scale and melody, form, and style of performance are
1udicd.
lnt,rmediate Theory (2F)

I 11111inuation of Music 122 with the addition of modulation to closely related

I, Y less common chord progressions, realization of a figured-bass line, diatonic
, H'nth chords and borrowed chords.
I urm and Analysis (2S)
I III m and a nalysis of the large forms of master compositions.

• ,dvanced Theory (2W)
I nnti nuation of Music 242; altered and augmented sixth chords, other
, h1omatic alterations, and twentieth century techniques.

Mu~lc and Culture in Western Europe (31)

I our of musical and cultural centers in Western Europe: London, Amsterdam,

l'uria, Vienna and Rome. The course includes the study of various European

,1 hools of composition and composers with visits to homes, monuments, musical
tn,citutions, and churches.

I onducting (3W)
I 'horal and instrumental conducting. Elements of conducting, use of the baton,

ore reading, instrumental transpositions, the organization of choral and instrumental ensembles, and the application of conducting suitable materials for these
111 ganizations.
11 Music History (3F)

~nalytical study of the history of Western musical style from the codification of
I II egorian Chant to 1750. Listening and reading assignments focus on specific
,,mposers and works as they relate to historical trends in musical style.

Music History (3W)

~nalytical study of the history of Western musical style from 1750 to the present.
I l1tening and reading assignments focus on specific composers and works as they
relate to historical trends in musical style.

t,

If

lll1tory and Literature of the Organ (31)
11 istorical survey of the eras and national schools of organ building and their
Infl uence on organ composition. Field trips to outstanding organs are included.
Htudy of Literary Works Adapted to Music (31)
An examination of attempts to integrate literature and music to achieve an
11rtistic unity that maintains the integrity of both forms. A study of creative,
1t ructural, dramatic, and formal problems in such works as Peer Gynt (Ibsen(irieg), War Poems (Wilfred Ow.en-Benjamin Britten), West Side Story
( Shakespeare-Bernstein).
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1111 lti-lrut11&'lll1tl1111 ( 2W)
ln-11111111111 nf the Ill~ he~t111 nm.I hnnd IIN to their cl11uilirnt1on, 111111i1e, 1111, u
111111 , ollll nnll 1i1cnerul use I he cou1Hc rrovideN lor writlna nnd 11r1nnt111•
11111~1, lot 1010 tnNtrumentN, ensembleK, hand, and orcheNtra, J>rere4u1Ni11 t 1
1l I wo I wo ho111 scsswns rer week. Alternate years; offered l911 I H

1!7 Mu1hh11& IIM111l TechnlqueN (2F)
I( udlrm 111 UNed in muching hands and the study of a curriculum plan 1111111
11,-11111 t101111I r• ocedurcs uHed in the presentation of u marching band 11\ow C I
1111 , h 1h1 1, hours per week.
llN Or111111 l'rd11g11u (2F)

01111111 11·111 hln1i1 techniques, methods, and graded music literatu!'e 1111,
11111ll111i1. d1~~·u~sllln und practical experience. Various practical topic• 1111 httl
1u11h --lllnnl ethics nrc discussed. Class meets three hours per week.

1111

( honl Arranging (2S)
I\ -1111ly 111 depth of the various choral styles, forms and voicing• 1111111
1(111111~~11,wc to the twentieth century, and the practice of arrangin1111 I
-1yl1 I wo I wo hour sessions per week. Alternate years; offered 19H I K•

l,tll ( hurl'!, MuNk (ll)

c'hu11·h muNic, with work in the areas of history, hymnology, admini111 II
11rnilrd I hoin, chorul techniques, choral literature, and worship.
,
11lf1ned 19111 H2.

ltil

Nhl"""'h ('enlury Counterpoint (2W)
',1 teenth century contrapuntal techniques . Class meets three hours rcr
1'11•104ui1ite: Music 243. Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

1,tghlrrnth Century Counterpoint (2S)
I l1i1htecnt h century contrapuntal techniques, including fugue. Class meet
111111'~ rcr week. Prerequisite: Music 243.
ltiN < horHI l.ller11ture (31)
',111 vey ol choral literature form the renaissance, baroque, classic, romantu
1011temroru1 y periods. Historical considerations and performance praot•~•
&11-, UINed , und u criterion for selection of music for choirs of various llllf
111te1 , I jlroUpM ure developed. Three days spent in Knoxville, Tennessets. to I
nil v11nt111i1e of workshops and concerts at the American Choral Directors 1 11
111111 unnuul meeting. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
ltll

'"" 1'111111 Pedagogy (31)
"itudy ol (I) qualifications for piano teacher, (2) principles of piano teachii,t I
rr oleNNional ethics, (4) appropriate material. Piano courses are com par..
methods of planning recitals are discussed. Prerequisite: Consent of instl'II I
-&110 C'ompoNltlon (2S)

I he study and practice of musical composition, both traditional and modtr
I wo two-hour sessions per week .

.tl J, MuNk Education for the Classroom Teacher (3W)
Int I od uction to the melodic and harmonic instruments used in the elemcnl 1
,·hool. Selection and presentation of rote songs, activity songs, creative 111 II
t teN, rhythmic trai ning, and listening program of grades K-6. For the non•mll
m11Jo1 ,
IJ

I

07 , Mu,k 1-:dul'atlon In thr •:lementary School (3S)
Introduction to the melodic and harmonic instruments used in the elementary
-~ huol. Selection and presentation of rote songs, rhythmic activities, creative
m tivitiea, 1:1nd listening program of grades K-6. Credit may not be received for
both Music 412 and 422. Prerequisite: music major.
4 I lh111d Organization and Administration (3S)
I )eaigned to prepare students to develop methods of teaching and supervising
rnHtrumental music programs in the public schools. Alternate years; offered

19112-83.

4 Ill Mui1lc Education in the Secondary School (2W)
I he methodology and philosophy of teaching music in the secondary school. The
1ole of performance and nonperformance classes and the supportive elements in
11 music education program. Class meets three hours per week.

411,481. Supervised Teaching of Music (SF, SF)
Supervised observation and teaching of music in elementary and secondary
1chools of nearby counties and cities. Two hundred hours of observation and
teaching (minimum of one hundred twenty hours teaching) are required.

ENSEMBLES
Ensemble members are chosen by audition and must attend a minimum of two
rehearsals per week for the entire academic year to receive credit. Students
engaging in interterm studies involving off-campus work are excused from
ensemble participation while they are away. A maximum of four units of credit in
ensemble participation may be applied toward graduation.
HI, Concert Choir (One unit credit per year FWIS)
One may be a member of either the Oratorio Choir or the Concert Choir, but to
receive credit, one must be a member of both. An oratorio is performed in the
Winter Term and Concert Choir tours are made in the Spring Term.

U2. Chorale (One unit credit per year FWIS)

A number of campus and off-campus appearances are made throughout the year.
Participation in a music camp in September is required.

44 I, Symphonic Band (One unit credit per year FWIS)
Several concerts are given each year. Serious literature of both large and small
dimensions is used.

U4. Stage Band (One unit credit per year FWIS)

Playing contemporary arrangements as well as the revered "charts" of the big
bands from the 1940s and I9SOs. The band performs for many campus functions,
and it tours in the Spring Term.

UII. Chamber Ensemble (One unit credit per year FWIS)
Sonata, trio, and quartet ensembles are composed of piano and instrumental
students. An ensemble practices three hours per week each term.

APPLIED MUSIC
A student may register simultaneously for one or two applied music courses with
the approval of his adviser and the music faculty. Two units credit are earned
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only th111u11h r,111111 lr,11w11 111 nr,r,lled 11111-,, 1111 the 1•1II, Winter, 1111d '111t11
I ""' 11111 1111ol1 11,•1de1111i: ycur W11h the 11r,r,rov11I ol the dep111tme11t, 11 _,,ultt
111~\I -1111ul111111•ou•IY c11111 4 umtN ol crc:drt III one 11pplied lllllNtl'
I 01 1 111 w •l'l'lic:d lllllHtl' student, the numhcr of his couuc: iR determined h\
1u1llt1on hcl111 11 mcmher 111 the: mu~ic faculty, l'he numher designation• nl I

nr,r,llul 11111~11 uHIINC:N utc: us follows:
I00 le v, I llr1111111111Jl Ntudent .
1
• 1HI le v1 I Sc:rnnd yeur lor beainnina student.
l'rc1cqui1ite: 100 level in sume ure11 or consent of the music flu 1111
IOO levil I 11~1 yeu, lor 11dv11nced students.
l'rcrequiaite: Consent of the music faculty.
l~O hv, I Second yenr for advanced students.
l'rcl'equiaite: 300 level in same area.
1110 h v
I hud yc11r lor advanced students.
Prc1e4uisite: 350 level in same area.
I ourth yc:11r lor 11dvanced students.
1,0 In
i>rcrc:4uisite: 400 level in same area.
I he 111111 di111t III upplied music course numbers designates the specific uppl
11111-11 I 111 rll11mple:
IOI llq11nn1n11 piano
10' !11•111nn1n11 organ
IO I ltr11mnm11 voice
I04 ll1•111nn1n11 woodwind instruments
I0~ lh 11mnm11 brass instruments
1111, He11innin11 percussion instruments

,\ 11111101 ,n Philosophy and Religion consists of not less than 30 units with 111111n
mum ol 12 units each from Philoso phy and Religion, the remainint 111111
, 11rnr,0Ned of courses approved by the department.
I n11l1Nh 120 or the equivalent is prerequisite to all courses in the Departrn

PHILOSOPHY
1110

lnlrodu,•tlon to Philosophy (3FW)
11 htlosophical inquiry into selected problems facing our age and our self-undl,
-111ndtni1, l'opics include the new morality, knowing what is true, technolo
11ml ~cicntific interests, and religious understandings. Prerequisite: opl111 1111
dUNNilicution or permission of the instructor.

211~ ( ontemporary Moral and Political Problems (31)

I 1rnmin11tion of pressing moral and philosophical questions which have hc,111
111111m political issues of our day. Problems considered include abortion, scx1
1111d the: I RA, racism, drugs, privacy and censorship, civil disobedience. 111
111 hers of interest to the group.

2111. t.uak (3W)
I xamination of the logic of everyday thought. Common fallacies and val
, ~u,onina in the argumentative process. A brief introduction to symbolic lo ale 1
rndudcd, Alternate years; offered 1982-83.
VI

l'hlhm1phy or Sclenr• ( lS)
lnh 111L turn ol philoNophy nnd Ncience which 11llcctN mun'N underst11nding ol the
r,hv,1c11I universe, life, the mind, llnd h1111111n values. Investigations llre made into
1111 lhods of research, physical evidence defining our universe, the principle of
1 l111ivity, the uncertainty principle, predictive knowledge, and related topics.

II I hr {'IHslcal Mind (3F)
L111 eful

examination of some of the primary works of Plato and Aristotle. The

development of certain issues into the Medieval era is traced and the original

nnt I ibutions of major Medieval thinkers, especially Augustine and Aquinas, are
, ,ctl. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.

1

1111' Evolution of the Modern Mind (3W)
I he primary works of certain major philoso phers who have shaped our
Intellectual history. Emphasis is placed on Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, Hume,
I ,>eke, Kant, and Hegel. The basic philosophical turning-points in the modern
hl"tory of our civilization are highlighted. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.

I I Contemporary Philosophy (3S)
I xamination of the outstanding philosophical concerns of our milieu through
the primary works of certain influential thinkers and schools of thought.
Included are analytical philosophy, language analysis, existentialism, and
~rocess philosophy. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.

I he Culture and Philosophy of Russia (31)

philosophical analysis of Marxism, socialism, and a socialist culture. One week
ul 1tudy on the campus is followed with two weeks of travel in Russia, principally
Moscow, but with sightseeing trips to at least four other Russian cities. Emphasis
1 aiven to a comparison of United States culture with that of Russia, including
1uch elements as values, historical interpretation, and political philosophy.
l{eadings include Marx, Lenin, and some of their Russian and American critics.
II •·,dstentialism (3 W)
<'ontemporary literary, philosophical, and theological existentialist writers.

1•rimary authors include Kierkegaard, Camus, Sartre, and Heidegger. Alternate
years; offered 1982-83.

t lU l'hllosophy Seminar (3W)

Intensive study, research, and discussion in an interdepartmental field of current
Interest. The Departments of Psychology, Sociology, Economics, History, and
others cooperate at times with the Department of Philosophy and Religion in
presenting this seminar.
RELIGION
Religion 200, 2IO, or 220 is prerequisite to all other courses in Religion .

1111

Hlblical Studies (3FS)

fhe content of the biblical materials, the revolution in biblical studies, and the
resources available for further use and study of the Bible. Various interpretations
of the materials are explored . Credit may not be received for both Religion 200
and 2IO.
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Ill Old I r•t1111rnl ( H WS)

II t•t 111 y htc:111111" , 11nd 11111 h ol the I le brew peor,lr 111 the Old I C:Nt11111c 111 111 ti
1111 Ohl IeNt11111cnt liternt1111• IN cxumincd 11tili1in11 the inNi&htN of 11rchool1111
lite'"' y 1111d hiNtoncnl crit1c1sm. I he impact of llebrcw history ur,011 W
111111111 und the contemporary l'elevance of Hebrew theological 11111lahl
, 11n•tdr1ed <'rcdit muy not be received for both Religion 200 um! 2111

1211 N,w I ••t1m,nl (lFS)
<'hri.turn heainniniN with emphasis upon the literature and thought ,11 tht
<'hrt•llnn c<>mmunity.
UU l'rr11p,r1lvt11 1111 Pe11cemakln(l (31)
I\ •111 vcy of co11temrHJrnry circumstances contributing to the instability 111
01 th r to11cthe1 with u consideration of some theological and philosoph~ itl
II t w11hin which world order and peace may be sought.
HU J,-u, or lll111ory (3W)
"itudy ol the Ooapels, with concentration on the Synoptics: Matthew, M111
I uke I he teachings and life of Jesus and the world in which he llv ii
, ,uuuincd 111 lijhl of the tools and findings ofrecent scholarship. Altern111
l!JH I HI
111

lhllalon 1111d C'ulture In the Near East (31)
I he: , ulturn l expression of Judaism and Islam in Israel and Egypt are c:x1u111
1111 reel both to their long historical development and to their present cunlr
tntwn An on cum pus briefing on Judaism and Islam precedes visits to lmtrl
I IIV('ll

11 2. Au•httolollY

1111d

the Bible (3 I)

A I cheology us it related to biblical materials, especially in the Old Testa mt nt
< 111111111111tion of findings and discoveries of the past two centuries 1111d I
1ch11ion~hip to biblical religion and faith, and to the history of the II ht
r,cople.

\211. Hrllalon In Life (3FS)
l{eadinas in, and discussion of, the nature and dimension of the religiou1111,
rnntemr,orary man . Includes examination of the nature and language of r. hJI
Ihe r,roblem of evil, suffering, secularization, doubt, disbelief, dimen1lc111
deciMil>n•making, commitment, and criteria for a mature faith.
I \II. ('ontemporary Religious Thought (3F)

Critical reading and discussion of writings of representative contempcll•
theologians and writers in the field of religion with a view to developltl
uwurencss of basic issues and patterns in present theological thinking. Alt1111
yc11rs; offered 1982-83.

\40. Hellalons or the Near East (3F)
An encounter with the major living religions of the Near East stres1lftt
1ympathetic understanding of the illumination which is provided the adherenl
e11ch for daily living, as well as some of the cultural expressions of each in the
N<>cieties where they flourish. Religions studied include Judaism, hlM
/.o,oastrianism, and African religion. Alternate years; offered 1981-82,

or

0 lhllalonN
1hr F11r 1<:11~, {3W)
i\n encounter with the major living religions of the Far East stressing a
1 rnr11thetic understanding of the illumination which is provided the adherents
111 1•11ch for daily living, as well as some of the cultural expressions ofeach in those
,1111ct1es where they flourish. Religions stud ied include Hinduism, Buddhism,
I hinese religion, and Shinto.

Philosophy
and
Religion
(Cont.)

ll••k C'hrlstian Beliefs (3S)
i\n introductory course in Christian theology. The central doctrines of the
I hristian fai th are exa mined and various interpretations of those doctrines are
, v11lu11ted. The course is taught in a seminar format.
II I 'hrll1tlan Ethics (3S)
l'crsonal a nd social ethical issues from the perspective of contemporary writings
111 Christian ethicists. Normative and contextual approaches are discussed.
I opics includ e war, race, sex, and poverty.

lll1tory of the Church of the Brethren (31)
l·rom its beginning to the present day. An emphasis is placed upon understanding
I he church today in light of its historical development, and attention is paid to
111 ethren doctrine and ideals. Field experiences include visits to significant sites
111 Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia.
In C'hurch History (3F)
Social and political structures of the Church, issues in theology and ethics. A
1urvey of the history of the Church from the Apostolic Age to the present time.
Alternate years; offered 1981-82.
PHYSICS

A major in Physics consists of courses numbered 221 , 222,305 , 311 , 331,340,345,
and 460, and 6 additional units from courses numbered 300 or above. Supporting

courses for a major in physics consist of mathematics courses through
Mathematics 232.

A combination major in Physics and Mathematics consists of 27 units in mathematics and 21 units in physics above 200 including Physics 345 and 460. This
major is designed primarily for students wishing to certify to teach physics and
mathematics at the secondary level and cannot be taken as a dual major with a
major in mathematics or a major in physics.
A major in Physical Science consists of Chemistry 121 , 122; Mathematics 131 ,
132, 231 , 232; Physics 221, 222, 340, 460; and six additional courses numbered
lOO or above chosen from the Departments of Chemistry and Physics. This major

ls designed primarily for pre-engineering students and cannot be taken as a dual
major with a major in chemistry or a major in physics.

1111 Introductory Astronomy (4FS)

Designed to help the student appreciate and understand his physical environment
nnd the methods of physical science through the study of basic astronomy.
Topics include motions of celestial bodies; stellar masses, sizes, and distances;
stellar structures and evolution; galaxies ; and cosmology. Four lectures and one
recitation or laboratory per week.
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I, •22 <,l'lll'rlll Phy•k• ( IW 4~)

11

I 1111 tu 111 11111 h11ntt1, pr oriert i, of 11111ttr1 he11t, 11nd rnund Second tc 1111 II
, l11tmlly mnllneltNm, 11ntl modern phy1lcN Pre1e4uiKite: M11them1111 I UI
I If 111 1111u111ent enrollment 111 M11them11ticM111. Four hourN lccturenncl th
'111111 lnhorntory rier week,

I I

Ill" Hr,·tronk• (41 )
< 1111111 1n1lyNiN, I hevenin's theorem. diodes, tubes. transistors, ,1111,.111
rinwc r ~11pplieN, oricrational amplifiers. and digital circuits. Prer q111
11 hy,1l I I. 7 22 nnd Mathematics 132, Three hours lecture and NIX tu
lnhorntory rier week. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.
Ill

Ml'1'h1111k, I (H)
it11111 ,11nple hnr monic motion. central force motion, Kepler's laws, 1111111
11111~~ nnd l enter of mass coordinates. Prerequisites: Physics 22 1, 2''
Mnth, 11111trl 112 Alternate years; offered 1982-83.

II'

Mr1h111!11·• II (1W)
I r , ii 11 ,~ n10t1on, rotating coordinates, coupled oscillations, and Laarnn
1111 L h11n11 Prcre4uisitc: Physics 311 , Alternate years; offered 1982-83,

I 11

I• l,i•lrldly 1111d Maanetl!!m (3 W)
I lu tr llNln t1cN, Ciauss' l11w, magnetics, circuital law, and electromagnetl, II
up to M1111 wcll's equations. Prerequisites: Physics 221, 222 and Mathematrl I
i\ltr11111te yeurR; offered 1982-83 .

I 11 I· ltdrom11netlc Theory (3S)
Mn well'N e4uations, electromagnetic waves, dielectric properties, radl111,
wuv auidcH, 11nd relativistic electrodynamics. Prerequisite: Physics 331, Alt
11111 , yeurs; offered 1982-83.

140 M111lrrn Phy!!lc~ (3F)
l{elutivity, wave-particle dualism, Schroedinger equation, wave functtm
1pect111, nuclear physics and elementary particles. Prerequisites: Physics 221
11111I Muthematics 132. Alternate years; offered 1981-82.

\4~. \4f1, 1-:xperlmental Physics (3W, 3W)

< •lnNiNts of certain classical and modern experiments designed to give the st udt
11 hnNic understanding of experimental methods. One hour lecture and 111
hotrrN laboratory per week. Prerequisites: Physics 221,222, and Mathematic=- 11

UO Quantum Mechanics (3S)
Schroedinger equation, square well, harmonic oscillator, hydrogen, atc11
1111111 rx methods, angular momentum, spin, and approximation methods, l'r
requisites: Physics 340 and Mathematics 232. Alternate years; offered 191!1

4"11 Speclal Topics (3F)

I hermal, magnetic, conduction, and other properties of solids as predicted hy th
structure of materials. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Offer I

L'IYKt11l

l'IH2 83,

•1'111. Seminar in Mathematics and Physics (2W)
(Sec Mathematics 460.)
IJH

A major in Pyschology consists of 30 units in Psychology courses including
Psychology 200. Mathematics 200 is also required.
Psychology 200 is prerequisite to all other courses in the department.
ZOO. Contemporary Psychology (3FWl)

The main streams of thought and basic data in contemporary psychology.
Emphasis is given to the understanding of individual and social behavioral
phenomena experienced by the student in terms of basic learning and
development. Laboratory experience is given in systematic observation and
manipulation of critical behavioral variables.

llO. Abnormal Psychology (3)

Symptoms, dynamics, treatment, and prognosis of the various forms of behavior
pathology. Offered on demand.

"10. General Experimental Tactics (3F)

Laboratory methods of investigating human behavior with emphasis upon instrumental control, response quantification, utilization of digital logic equipment and the PRIME 550 computer. Laboratory work encourages individual ·
initiative and creative approaches to behavioral problems .

.llO. Group Research Methods (3W)

Experimental control through complex group research designs. Laboratory
work utilizes groups of human subjects with K-sample, factorial, and least square
designs. Special emphasis is given to appropriate analysis and interpretation of
experimental data. The PRIME 550 computer is utilized in statistical analyses .

.l20. Individual Research Methods (3S)

Research problems requiring extensive data gained from a small number of
subjects. Experiments involve sensory and perceptual thresholds and steadystate performance utilizing normal and psychotic human subjects and animals.
Experience is gained in on-line, real-time computer use in behavioral research
with emphasis placed on validity and reliability of experimental data.
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,..o M111lln11111111 or ll11hnl11r (' W)

1111-11 , 1111u•pt wil hln I eNpondent 1111d opern 111 le11rn 1111,1 1elut 1111i1 to the devd111•
1111111 111111111 1111nt 1111d ch11,nae of hurnnn heh11v101 P111ticulu 11ttcnt11111 •-11,1\ ,
1,1 htl111v10111I development 111 educ11tion11I NetlinJIN 11nd heh11vior modif1rnt11,11
1111111111111 he111lh Nett1111i1s .

Ul\ Hrhnlor1I Ttrhnnlnay (' Summer)
-1udy of heh11vwr recordina procedures, record keeping, chartina 111111
11111phln11, I mphuiN i1 aiven to the utili1ation of araphic data in pl 1111111
1
, 11h111tll1'1 11ml 1ede1ianin11 beh11vioral programs. Consideration is 1•11, 11 1,
, 111111m 11n1i1, rnntlnaency management, 11nd precision teaching. Prerequ,-111
I' , h11lo1i1v ,40
l~O

.\•.,••1111•111 or Rt'hll\'lor ( 3W)
I he 111 y nnd r,111t:IH:c of observina and assessing the behavior of an individw1l
' ,,, L 1111 , mphuiN 1s aiven to the use of observational data in the development nl
111 , 1111 live -1111erncnts concernins behavior. Several standardized individual ti 1
1111 IIIL luded

UU 1',v,h11phy,l11I111ll'III Methods (3F)

II

.. zu

l1• L hnphy•iolo'11c11I methods and approaches to the physiological baNII 111
h, h11v101 Speciatl nttention is siven to motivation and arousal, learnina 11111I
1111111111 y I 11hm111ory experience is gained in bioelectric recording, interc111111nl
-11111ul11t10n, lilllNtiic f1stuli, surgical procedures with animals, and instrument I
ht h11vio111I ev11lu11tion techniques.
M11rl11r A11ln11ll Heh11Vlor (31)
vu 11cty ol heh11vioral processes commensalism, mutualism, and parasit•-111
It 1111111111h1y, Nocial aaaression, and defensive behavior; sensory discriminat11111
11p11111111111d 1e1pondent learning in marine invertebrates and ve rtebrates huth
111 l11h11111tory nnd ocean reef settings. Experience is gained in field study 11• h
111411eN UNed in studying marine fauna. Five days are spent on campus in lectur
111111 l11h11111101y projects; ten days are spent at the West Indies Laborat111
1111cluct11111 controlled aquarium experiments, field observations and exp111
1111•111 on 1eel animals. Prerequisite: Psychology 200, swimming skills, CN<
111cd1ull x11min11tion .

Hrhll\'lnr l'rohltmN (3W)
11hy-1oloaic11I paychology with special emphasis upon current technique, t111
v11l111111r11,1 hehavioral phenomena resulting from surgical intervention, pharffll
1 nlo1,11rnl 11aents and chronic indwelling cranial electrodes. Laboratory wor•
111111,cN Inst I umental reward training, avoidance training, discriminat11111
11111n1n1i1. nnd threshold determination with rats, pigeons, and cats.

1111 ~11d11I Hthll\'lor (3S)
I perimcntul analysis of interpersonal behavior, with particular emphasi1 on
~m11ll 1,1roup processes.

,~11

l'hlh1,ophy or Rehavloral Science (3F)
I he phllo•ophical issues which have guided the development of behavio111 I
1 1rnce, Specific attention is given to the historical development of such issuea 11•
n1111d hody, me11surement and operationism, reality and knowledge, inductivt
nncl clcdu~·tive thinking, levels of explanation, and theoretical constructs.

,riu ~,ml1111r In ('ontemporary Psychology (3S)
I-

11,

p1ohlems, and concerns in contemporary American psychology.

,o ,,m111 l'uplc, ( 1)

llt~otcd to II NUbjc,t ,•ho\Cll lrom 111111rn1i1 the v11111111~ lield~ of i,sycholoay,
l'oNNible IOfllCN include f>Nychnln111c11I l>cvcloi,mcnt Percci,tion, Motivation,
I motwn, Consciousneu, nnd Personality, us well ns others in which regular
, 0111~cs nl'c not offered. A student is ullowed to take the course more than once
rirovidcd different topics are covered. Prerequisite: Permis.sion of instructor.
Offered on demand.

P'lycholoRY

(C'ont.)

o I l'r11ctlcum in Behavior Modification (3S, Summer)
Supervised practicum experience in behavior modification in clinical and educational settings. Prerequisite: Psychology 345.

A major in Sociology consists of 21 units in Sociology including 200, 340, 350,
420, 450, and 12 units in supporting fields including Mathematics 200.
Sociology 200 is a prerequisite to all other courses in the department except
Sociology 260 and 300.

lOO. Principles of Sociology (3FS)
Study of man as a social being and the significance of the group concept in better
understanding human behavior; how sociological knowledge is accumulated and
systematized through theory and social research. Consideration is given culture,
socialization, personality, social stratification, social institutions and
associations, community, collective behavior, population and ecology,
urbanization, industrialization, social change, and social disorganization.

IOI

Sociology

21'111 ( mn1-hl11, I• 1111111emenl, 1111d M11rrl1110 ( H,)
I mr,1111 111 hwln,111, nl, , , 111101111, l""Y' h11h111" ul , ell1&i1111N, und ~ncwlo1&i, nl I ,, 1
hdor und niter 11111111uge. Included rue toprcN Nuch us rnurt11hip, cholc1 111
mute en1&U1&ement, role1, rnmmunicntwn, se"uulity, se" educution, 11d111•t111
nltrr 1111111111,11c, und mme basic principles in child reuring.
100. ( irntrrll Anlhropoloay ( W)

I )(111111111\lwn of man's biology and evolution as seen through genetic,, r,11
11" h11eolo11y, and prehistory: and the diversity and uniformity of man•• heh1 I
ru ,•en 1h1ough cross cultural studies. The growth and spread of cultur1· in 111
1111d Npoce ure reviewed: the impact of urbanization, industrialization 11
IH hn11lo11ic11l trends on the nature and quality of man's life are e"amintd

10'

.\n,·h•nt 1111d Modern C'ultures of Mexico (31)
Bnd,111 ound , euding on Mexican archaeology and prehistoric culture, til 11
Olmr,, Muyun, I eotihuacan, Toltec and Aztec civilizations is combined wHl1
1wo week personuli1ed tour of famous archaeological sites in and around M
"11 <'ity < ,mtcmporary urban and rural life are studied by means of obserYull
111 Mcxrco C'lty nnd visits to several Mexican towns, native markets, the lJ Ill\
~lly 111111or museums, and bullfights.

IIll. C'rlmlnoloay ( W)
< 11111c u~ 1111ocial phenomenon with particular attention to causes and trealrn
of I llllle
I Ill Minority c;roup Relations (3F)

flreNentution of results of investigation by anthropologists, economl t
hi~torrrrns, social psychologists, and sociologists. Included are race; fact 1111
rnyt h: sou, ces of prejudice and discrimination; intergroup relations wllhl
Americu in terms of conflict, segregation, stratification, and assimi1111111
mrnority reactions to dominance; and techniques for bringing about chan1t
l,tO, l'hr C'ommunlty (3W)
I xplo111tion of variables important to an understanding of the structure 11
I unctron of urban and rural communities. These variables include demogra6
~ocrul ecology. value systems, social stratification, leadership, economN
pnlillcs, and organizational structure. Emphasis is placed on the urh 1
uimmunity including such concerns as urban decay, housing, crime, pollut111n
t111n1portation, poverty, minority problems, and urban renewal program•

11111. •:1ementary Research Methods (3S)
Contributions of theory to research, of reseach to theory, and of both to th
~YNlematic accumulation of reliable knowledge. Included are how to select
"enerul topic and a specific research problem, development and testina c
hypotheses, collection of data, sampling, coding and storing, and a limit ti
number of statistical measures used in the analysis of data. Prerequlal
Muthematics 200 or permission of instructor.
,t 10. Soclolo11y of the Family (3 W)
I xamination of the human family historically in several ancient societie1 111111
comparatively in various contemporary cultures with major emphasis pllC cl
upon the modern American family. Included are such topics as the family 11111
per10nality, emotional interaction in the family context, expectations and rol1
, hild rearing, family life cycles, family conflicts and accommodations, fumll•
, 11Mes, and the family in transition.
10 '

WI Sorl1I Slr1llnr1tlon ( lS)
Pnttc:rns of socuil st111t1lic11t11111 nnd rmportnnt thc:1mc:s of the class structure,
Stress is placed upon nnnlysis of the: Amcmcun class system; acquaintance with
major reseurch in the field is emphasi1.ed. Prerequisite: Sociology 350 or permisNion of instructor,
4111 C'ulture of India (3S)

Survey of the racial, social, and cultural history of India in ancient and modern
times, Attention i.s. given to the impact of industrialization and urbanization

upon Indian culture, and to the interrelation of Western and Indian values and
institutions. Contemporary political and socio-economic trends and problems
are examined. Prerequisite: Sociology 300 or permission of instructor. Alternate
years; offered 1982-83.
Ufl. Cultures of Africa (3S)

Survey of the racial, social, and cultural history of Africa in ancient and modern
times. Attention is given to the impact of urbanization and to African responses
to Western values and institutions as carried to the continent by the colonial
powers. Contemporary political and socio-economic trends and problems. Prerequisite: Sociology 300 or permission of instructor. Alternate years; offered
1981-82.

•~o.

Sociological Theory (3W)

The relation between theory and research with contemporary theoretical and
research developments. Theory is treated as empirically based statements which
explain the relationships among complex social variables. Prerequisite:
Sociology 420.
RELATED COURSES: SOCIAL WORK

4611. Introduction to Social Welfare (3F)
Traces the origins and development of current social welfare institutions and
points up the philosophical and ethical considerations undergirding social welfare. The student is introduced to the various settings in which social work is
practiced, the different roles played by the social worker, the values and activities
of social work as a profession, and the methods employed by the social worker in
providing services.
471. lnterventive Methods in Social Work (3W)

Designed to prepare students for general problem solving activity in various
social welfare settings. Orientation is given to methods employed in casework,
group work, and community organization. Insights are developed whereby the
student may relate observed behavior to psychological and socio-cultural factors
affecting the individual. Prerequisite: Sociology 460 or permission of instructor.

481. Field Experience in Social Welfare (31)

Provides social work experience through placement in some type of social
welfare agency on a full-time basis for the three weeks of the Interterm under the
careful supervision of both the agency and the Sociology Department. The
student's interests influence the choice of an agency whenever possible.
Approximately 120 hours are involved in agency work. Prerequisites: Twelve
hours in sociology and/ or psychology including Sociology 200, 460, and 471.
103

Sociology
(Cont.)

H rl(Wra11r111 Student 111 , r,e,·tcdt111 iit•tc1 r,111n1r,tly1nther,c1111ddC'vu1edto
1 111-111111011 111 the heainninii of cuch tc1111 I 11111111 111 1 1 1, 1 111 the r,ror,cr lllnc will
1 111lt 111 the usscssmcnt of II lutc 1egiHl1nt1on fee, I he C'ollegeaccepts no responsibility
1111 hc,ldina room reservations or r,roviding living accommodations for students who
I11I tu reaister on the days designated for that purpose,

Hy permission of the Dean of the College, one may make adjustments in his or her
11111111 nm of studies during the fi rst week of classes. While a new course may not be
IIIC'red, one may be ca ncelled after that time, provided permission is obtained. In this
,•nt, 11 grade of W, F , o r U will be shown on the permanent record.

Class A ttendance. Regular class attendance is expected of all students and attenilnnce records are kept. Responsibility for protecting the academic interests of the
,tudent and the College rests with the student and the instructor. A student who
j1111ists in being absent from class will be reported to the Dean of the College and
h mporarily withdrawn from the course. To be reinstated, the student must have a
1 onference with the Dean of the College. At the discretion of the instructor and the
I >eun of the College, the student may be withdrawn from the course with a failing grade
111d may possibly be withdrawn from the College.
Excuses for unavoidable absences must be reported to the instructor at the first

,·ling following the absence. Absences which occur because of college activities ap111 r>ved by the Dean of the College will be reported in advance to the Dean of the Col11 ie by the instructor sponsoring the activity, and the Dean will notify the instructors
111,

ol the excused absences involved.

Classification ofStudents. A student who has earned 25 units or less is classified a
II eshman; 26 to 59 units, a sophomore; 60 to 89 units, a junior; and 90 units or more, a
Hnior. A student who is permitted to carry less than six units in a ten-week term is
dassified as a part-time student.
The classification of each student is determined at the beginning of a session, and
II does not change throughout the academic year. An exception to this procedure is
made in the case of students who achieve senior status within the year and plan to
111 aduate by the end of the following summer session.

The Unit of Credit. The basis of credit is called a unit . A unit of credit is equivalent
to o ne semester hour. A three-unit course meets four 60-minute periods per week for
ten weeks. Two hours preparation are expected for each hour of lecture or recitation. A
two-hour or three-hour laboratory or studio per week for a term receives one unit of

credit.

In continuing education programs, Bridgewater College records one continuing
education unit for ten hours of participation. Continuing education units are not
applicable toward a degree.

Quality Point Average. Quality points are applied to work taken at Bridgewater
College as follows: For each unit of credit with a grade of A, four quality points are
assigned; with a grade of B, three quality points are assigned; with a grade of C, two
quality points are assigned; and with a grade of D , one quality point is assigned. Grades
of W, F, S, and U receive no quality points.
The quality point average is computed by dividing the quality points achieved by
the units of credit attempted at Bridgewater College. All units for which a student
en rolls are counted as units attempted except those units for which a grade of W or Sis
received . However, a student may repeat course work in which he or she has received a
105
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111 ,ti 111 ll 111 I 111111 111 tlu rn~c 111 1 •prntcil w111k 1111 hl11hrNI 11111de
111111pu111111 tlu •tudc nt'• qunllty 11111111 11vcru11c:

IN

1m1I 111

W111k 1111,,pted Im t11111Mler to Hiidaewater ('olleae cnuntH us unilH e11111rd 111111
lite rnpted 1111d quulity fllllll!N achieved 111e not tranHfer,ed, Hence, 11 Nludent'1 q1111III
11111111 11v, 111111 hnth c11mul11t1ve und in the Htudent's major concentrution, IN 11111
,I 1u ndc 111 u1rn11 wo1 k uttempted ut Bridaewater,
/11, c,r111llnN ,'fr.,1,m. A arade is assigned at mid-term and at the end of the ler 1111111
h 111hje, t lor which one iN officially registered. Only the grades assigned at the 1·1111111
the le 1111111, 1, w1dcd 1111 the permanent record. One of the following grades i1 ,~~11111
1111 • 111 h , m11 , ullemrted 011 the campus: A, B, C, D, F, I, or W. For student teuchlnt
111 uh 111 , 111 ll 1111, u1ianed. Courses carrying grades of S or U do not contribute 111
1111111 1111< mrted or quality points achieved nor do they figure in the quality r111111
11 •1111,11 hut llflfllllflrillte units earned are credited to the student's permanent rcc:11111
I II h 1111111c I inter rrcted us indicated below:
11

"

•upc:r 1111 achievement.

II

11h11ve 11ve11111c achievement.
11vc:rn11c: achievement.

Il

11111 or below average achievement.

1111 omrlete achievement. This grade may be given when the student has he, n
111111hlc to complete the course or has failed the final examination becau11111
1lh1c:~\ or emergency situation which is beyond control. The time and condl
lion• tor the removal of an I must be approved by the Dean of the Coll,
when 11 is assigned.
W w1thd111wn. This grade indicates that the student withdrew from a course 111
which he or she was officially enrolled. In order to receive it, the student mual
h11ve the approval of the professor of the course and the Dean of the Colleat
r,11111 to the end of the sixth week of the ten-week term, the end of the second
week of the lnterterm, the end of the fifth week of the Summer Session, 111
rcrmisHion to withdraw from College. In determining the quality point
uvcruje, units with a W grade are not counted as units attempted .
11nN11ti1factory achievement. A grade of F carries no credit. Once this grade i1
auianed it will remain on the permanent record; however, the course may ho
1created for credit.
,

~11tiNf11ctory achievement.

l J 111m1tisfactory achievement. A grade of U carries no credit.

C,rrulr Rtports. Grade reports are made twice each ten-week term to students and
111 them r,urenlH, Parents are furnished special reports at other times upon request,
M111111111111 Scholarship Standards. Every student who is permitted to enroll ut
Iii 11!11ow11ter College is expected to make continuous progress toward his or her
1d1111111111111 I II bjective. At the end of each ten-week term a careful evaluation of the
111 hie wmc:nt of each student is made, and a student whose quality of performance i1
In low the: minimum scholarship standards as outlined below will either be placed on
11 udt 11111 probation or suspended. The Council on Education is responsible for
1111< 11111111111 these standards and for hearing appeals concerning them.

10(1

Academic
Regulations
(Cont.)

A student who does not achieve a term quality point average and a cumulative

,1uality point average equal to or greater than the standard appropriate to the student's

lassification will be placed on academic probation. A freshman must earn a quality

1

L

point average of 1.60; sophomore, I. 70; junior, 1.80; and senior, 1.90.

While on academic probation, counseling by the Deans and his or her faculty

advisor may result in curtailment of co-curricular activities. The academic probation

ltatus is recorded on the student's grade report, permanent record, and transcript of

credits.

Furthermore, at the end of the academic year a student who is classified a
Ireshman and has a cumulative quality point average (computed on all work attempted
11 Bridgewater College) of less than I .40, a sophomore with less than 1.60, and a junior
with less than 1.80, and a senior with less than 1.90 will be suspended. With permission
of the Dean of the College, a student may attend Summer Session to attempt to raise
his or her quality point average above the minimum required for continued attendance.
Following academic suspension, one is ineligible for readmission until one
11cademic year has elapsed. Also, a student who withdraws from college at a time when
his or her cumulative quality point average is below the standard required for continued
uttendance is ineligible for readmission for one year from the date of withdrawal. To be
readmitted, a student must present evidence sufficient to convince the Committee on
Admissions that he or she can meet the minimum scholarship standards. Failure to meet
this standard of performance in one academic year will normally result in dismissal.
Overload Policy. Students are permitted to enroll in a maximum of 11 units
without paying an overload fee. Only students on the Dean's List may apply to the
Dean of the College for permission to enroll in an overload (more than 11 units of
credit including courses audited). Students who are permitted to enroll for an overload
must pay the overload fee. An exemption to the assessment of the overload fee is made
in the case of a student who enrolls in three four-unit courses for a total of 12 units.
Also, the overload fee is not assessed when applied music lessons cause the student to
be registered for an overload.
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I h< 111111culum of II liberal arts college, considered in the broadest sc:nNI 1

nl Ntudy r,la nned and organized for the purpose of leading a student to II dr t 111
1h1< 11111111111 objective. fhe curriculum, however, is only one of several vital p1111 1
hl11hc r ,•,hrcnll<ln: the other important constituents are the student, the teachtr ti
llhrnr , the: Ntudc:nt body, the co-curricular program, and the physical and intelh h
11\1111111 mc:nt I he good liberal arts college so organizes these vital elements of II hi I
11lurnlion 1h111 they interact and give the student as much ofa liberal education UN ht
1111 ,_ 1111rnhlc of acquiring.
11111 ,

I he: cur I iculum at Bridgewater is divided into three parts, with each part 1111 1
ii own requirements and objectives. The first part is composed of General Edu<11h
< 11111 , A few of these courses are required, but in most areas the student has or,t111n
1111 11•411ircmc:nts in general education have been patterned to insure the studenl
111111< ,_11111ding of persons and their cultural, social, and natural environment 1111d
1h \ 1 lor,mc:nt n[ proficiencies, techniques, and understandings to enable 0111 1
11111 ul ully r,ursue higher educational goals and life in a highly developed econc1111
1111I , 11 ml order.

I he: Nccond part of the curriculum forms the Field of Concentration, or ti
1hp1111111c:ntal major. Its purpose is to add depth in one field to the breadth
I 1111wlcd1i1c the student gained in the General Education Courses. It enables the stiuh
111 worJ.. c:lfectively in a major field after graduation or prepares one adequateJI I
1,1111d11111c: or professional study.

l lcctivc courses form the third part of the curriculum. A student is encouraatd I
, II 11 1 our ses which will increase skills and understandings in a major field, which~ •
111 II 111 lic:ldM in which the student has an avocational interest, and which will adequaN I
111111 prolcNHional and graduate school requirements. The Dean of the Collea• th
111d, 111 counselor and the department head of the student's major field can help th
,1111h 111 choose appropriate electives.

,\ , Oener11l lt e4utrements
I A minimum of 121 unitH of credit must he enrned, l·orty,ei11ht units must be
chosen from junior-senior level courseH.
2. A quality point average of 2.00 must be earned o n all work attempted.
3, A minimum of thirty units and twenty-seven of the last t hi rty units of acade mic
work must be earned in residence at Bridgewater College, In addition, at least
nine units of the concentration must be completed at Bridgewater.
II

Requirements in General Education.
THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

Development of Western Culture
Six Courses
The six courses which meet the requirement in Development of Western Culture
must be chosen from the courses listed below and from appropriate lnterterm
stud ies so that a minimum of one course is selected from each of the following:

English 20 I, 202, or 203
History IOI , 102, or 103
Religion 200, 210, or 220
Philosophy or an additional course in Religion from the list below.
In addition, these six courses are chosen to include at least two courses from the
Ancient and Medieval Period, one course from the Renaissance and Early
Modern Period, and one course from the Contemporary Period. Those marked
with an asterisk are especially recommended.
Ancient and Medieval Period
*Art 231 : Art History
*English 201 : Western Thought in Literature: The Greek Foundation
*English 341 : English Literature to 1500
*History IO I: Western Civilization to 1500
*Philosophy 311: The Classical Mind
*Religion 200: Biblical Studies
*Religion 210: Old Testament
Religion 220: New Testament
Religion 310: Jesus of History
Renaissance and Early Modern Period
*Art 232: Art History
Drama 370: English Drama to 1800
*English 202: Western Thought in Literature: The Quest from Faith to
Humanism
English 330: Shakespeare
English 351: Seventeenth Century English Literature
English 361: Eighteenth Century English Literature
English 401 : American Literature to 1880
French 301 : Advanced French
French 330: The Classical Period
French 350: Age of Enlightenment
German 301: Advanced German
German 420: Classicism
*History 102: Western Civilization from 1500 to 1815
109
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lll•t111y 101 llnllrd "ilntc l'lv!ll111111111
IIM111y l 'O l(r11111--11m1 und l(d11111111t11m
M11-1l 111 M1ml ll1Ntory
• M11-1l 'W l11t1odu,·t1011 to I rudilion11I Music
'l'htlmuphy 11' I he I volution of the Modern Mind
·,punl•h 101 Advunced Spanish
,1,i,nl•h 4 20 Medieval und <lo Iden Age Literature and Life
,r,111tlNh 411 SpnniNh American Literature and Life
< 111111 mr,01111 y Period

1>11111111 lW Modern Drnmu
'I 1111ll•h Wl WeNtern l"hought in Literature: The Quest: Science and the
M11dcrn Wnild
I 1111ll•h 17 I Nintccnth Century English Literature
I 1111ll•h rn' Amer1c11n Literature after 1880
I n11ll•h 41 0: Modern Poetry
I 1111h•h 4 20: I he Novel
I rrm h 250: Comparative Culture: French
I 11 1ll'h '112: Advanced French
I 11 11d1 420: I iteruturc and Life of the Nineteenth Century
I 11Ill h 410 I iteruturc and Thought of the Twentieth Century
<,rr 1111111 '<>2: Advanced German
( 11'I 1111111 410: Ocrman Literature of the Nineteenth Century
• II l•tmy IO\: Western Civilization Since 1815
ll1~1or y 202: llnited States Civilization
II t•lliry l0 I: Modern Europe Prior to 1870
lliNJory 102: Europe Since 1870
M11Ntl' 210: l'wentieth Century Music
Mum· 112: Music History
• PhilOlophy 200: Introduction to Philosophy
• l1 hilornphy 313: Contemporary Philosophy
l<cl1111on J20: Religion In Life
l(cli111011 165: Basic Christian Beliefs
• I( cllaion 420: Christian Ethics
Sp11niNh 250: Comparative Culture: Spanish
"ipaniNh 302: Advanced Spanish
Sp11niNh 440: Literature and Life of the Nineteenth Century
SpuniNh 450: Literature and Thought of the Twentieth Century

< 11111

, which ure not applicable to a single time but may be applied to ti
1, 111111cmcnts in Development of Western Culture are:
Art 14,: l"he Visual Arts
l>r 1111111 100: Highlights in Theatre History
l·ducatwn 310: Foundations of Education
I n11l1Nh 430: Tragedy: Studies in Tragic Vision
l(ellaion 430: Church History

\.\ nrhl ( 'ullurl'N

ll1 •1t11y 400:
I li•t 111 y 410:
Ill•tor y 420:
II 1•!111 y 410:

110

ll istory of Russia
I.atin America
East Asia
Southeast Asia

Two Cour,t

Degree
Requirements
(Cont.)

Hclialon 140: HelliilonN ol the Neu , I 11~1
Heliaion 1.~0: Reli11ionN ol the l•ur I 11~1
Socioloay 300: Cienc:1111 Anthropoloay
Sociology 430: Culture or India
Sociology 440: Cultures of Africa

Three Courses
I h1· Individual and Society
Of the three courses required in this a rea, one course must be chosen from three of
the following disciplines:
Economics 200: Principles of Macro-Economics
Political Science: (Any course)
Psychology 200: Contemporary Psychology
Sociology 200: Principles of Sociology
I hi• Natural Environment
Two Courses
Of the two courses required in this area, one must be chosen from biological
science and one from physical science.
Biological Science:
Biology 100: The Nature of the Biological World
Biology 20 I: Introductory Biology~Life at the Sub-cellular and Cellular
Level
Physical Science:
Chemistry 102: The Earth and Its Physical Resources
Chemistry 103: Fundamentals of Chemistry
Chemistry 120: Concepts in Physical Science
Chemistry 121: General Chemistry
Physics 110: Introductory Astronomy
Physics 221: General Physics

111

PIWI I< 'II N< '\' 1(1 01111(1 Ml NI S
I· 111IM1 ( 'ompo•lllon

Om C , ,,,

M h,111 lo

Ont< 11m

I n11IINh I 1 11 c'nmpllNilllln nnd I ileru,y h>r111s or exemption by ex1111111111111111
, 1p1111 d 111 nil Nludents In 11dd111nn, sludet11s who do not rnhmil properly w, Ill ,
w111 k lht nu11hnu1 1he11 colle11e cureer s muy be referred by profesHor nl 11
llq,n,11111•111 111 lhe Compo1ition Proficiency Committee. f'his commitlc• 111
, 11h1 1emed111I work which may include enrollment in English 110. A 11111h
who,, l •'lvc 11111 ude of "I)" or "F" in English I 20 is required to repeat the, 11111
111111 Ill lmve II pu1ina arade.

Two Ac•tf\111

~,11tht11tc 1111 lhe BaC'helor of Arts Degree complete the above General Educ 1111,
111 &11£111111 11nd the following foreign language requirement in lieu of the mathem1111
,1111 , 11•111 1 , e4111rement for the Bachelor of Science Degree.

<

I 11rtl111
Zero to Four Cour
111111 •ment Ill loreign language is dependent upon the student's secondary Nl hn
wnr k A yeur of high school language is considered equivalent to a t 1111r
111 1·nlle11e A placement examination is given for advisory purposes. Succt hi
1 omplet10n of the intermediate level is required.
I 1111d1d11leN 1111 the BaC'helor ofScience Degree complete the above General Educ1t1 11
111 &11£111111 und the following requirement in mathematics and science in lieu of ti
1111111111 lanau11iie requirement for the Bachelor of Arts Degree.

M1th,m11tlc11 ,ind Science
Two Cour
I he R11chelor of Science Degree is offered with concentrations in a number 111
d1mplines (sec page 11 3). In addition to the mathematics and science cour
, hnNen ubove, candidates for the degree must complete either one mathem111,
t nurNe und one science course or two science courses from courses numbered I II
111 nbove in the Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, and Phy1l1
l(e4uirements in the Field of Concentration.
A departmental major consists of a concentration of not less than thirty 111111
11nd not more than 48 units of credit, including all prerequisite and suppor1111•
t·ourses specified by the department. Exceptions to this limitation are made in th
111ses of the following interdepartmental majors: Elementary Education, lntern11
twnul Studies, Medical Technology, and Physical Science. A minimum of I
units of credit must be chosen from a single department with related cour
~ullicient to bring the total to at least thirty units.

,,,

Near the end of the sophomore year or before the beginning of the junior year
u pt oiirum of courses in the major department and related courses comprisin.thr
1 oncentration is developed for each student by the student and his or her majc11
i,rofessor, A copy of this program must be filed in the office of the Registrar. Any
1 h11n11cM in the proposed concentration after it has been started must likewise havt
lhc approval of both the major professor and the Dean of the College and hr
te1:111ded in the Office of the Registrar.

I nch .~tudenl muNI ,·11111 411nll1y r,111111 quul 101w1~ • the number ol unitN or
,edit comp1lHlnll the rnn~cnt111t1011 1111d ~how MtliNlustory achievement on n
comprehensive cxuminutwn cover1n1& the major. Suitable concentrations from
which the student may choose ore liNted below.
Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts degree may elect any of the following
majors: candidates for the Bachelor of Science degree may elect any of the majors
marked by an asterisk: Art, Biology"', Business Administration"', Chemistry*,
Economics*, Elementary Education* , English, French, General Science*,
German, Health and Physical Education*, Health Education• , History, History
and Political Science, Home Economics•. International Studies, Mathematics•,
Medical Technology* , Music, Philosophy and Religion, Physical Science*, Physics*, Physics and Mathematics*, Psychology•, Sociology*, Spanish.
A student who wishes to achieve a major in two fields must recognize the
possibility that more than four academic years may be required to complete such a
program. A student who pursues two major fields declares a primary major and a
secondary major and must complete both programs, including satisfactory
performance in each comprehensive examination. Candidates for graduation
with honors and with two majors must meet the comprehensive examination
criterion in each major as stated on page 32.

Comprehensive Examinations. A candidate for graduation must pass a
written comprehensive examination over the student's major field of concentration.
The examinations are selected or made, administered, and graded under the
direction of the student's major professor. This examination is administered prior
to March 15 of the year in which the student is expected to finish the work
for graduation.
A candidate for graduation whose written comprehensive is unsatisfactory is
required to take an oral comprehensive as a check. The oral comprehensive, if
required, is administered prior to May I by the student's major professor with the
assistance of two other professors appointed by the major professor and the Dean
of the College. In case the achievement of the student is found unsatisfactory on
the oral, the chairman of the committee reports immediately to the Dean of the
College who, with the asistance of the Council on Education, proposes a program
for remedial action.

D. Electives.

In addition to the courses required for distribution and concentration,
elective courses sufficient to bring the total to at least 123 units are required. A
minimum of forty-eight units must be completed in courses numbered 300 or
above.

Approximately ten courses, or 30 units, will normally be electives. These
should be selected with care to fulfill needs for certification to teach, to enter
graduate school , or for other special purposes. Students interested in teaching in
the public schools should read the requirements for certification stated on page
64, and confer with the teachers of education. This should be done not later than
the end of the freshman year.
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f 1'1111 f '(fl/I• • f WW

II{ N I ~ I W AlJS II I R MAN ......... ., , , . , .... , .. , I rcdcrick, M11ryland

<ti ORC il I . BR YAN ., ...... , ............................ Dayton, Virginia
11 SI I R H. Ill RS III Y ,,,, .... , ,,,,,,, ,,,, ...•. ,, ... , .• Staunton, Virginia
<'I I rus E. IIOlJFf ................................... Mt. Sidney, Virginia
IOC II A RD R. MacN A BB ... , ........• , .. ,., ...... , ... Kensington, Maryland
<iAR LAN D F. MILL E R ............•............ ...... Bridgewater, Virginia
I{ LOWELL WIN E ... , ...... . ............ .... . ... . .... . Roanoke, Virginia

Term Expires 1981

WI LLIAM L. BROWN .. .. .... . ... . ........................ Johnston, Iowa
Al VIN E. CONNER . . . .... .. . ......... . .............. . . Manassas, Virginia
VOi LET S. COX .. . .... . .. . ............. . .... . .... . .. Harrisonburg, Virginia
I. MANLEY GARBER ... . ... . .. . ......... .. .... .. .... Woodbridge, Virginia
ROBER T D. ROYER ....... .. .. .. ... . ............. . ... Richmond, Virginia
I RNEST C. SPOERLEIN ..... . . . .. . . .. .......... . ..... Oakland, Maryland
I, PAU L WAMPLER (Alumni Representative) ............. Manassas, Virginia

Term Expires /982
ABRAHAM J. EVANS (West Marva)* .............. New Creek, West Virginia
RAY E. GLICK (Shenandoah)* .. .. ..... . ..... .. ...... McGaheysville, Virginia
f>A UL L. GROFF (Mid-Atlantic)* . . .................... Finksburg, Maryland
PA UL J. HARTMAN . . . ............. . ... . ....... . ..... Nashville, Tennessee
PA UL W . PETCHER (Southeastern)* . ... . ................ Chatom, Alabama
J . CARSON QUARLES-(Virlina)* .............. . .......... Daleville, Virginia
WINSTON 0 . WEA VER ...... . .......... . ........... Harrisonburg, Virginia

Term Expires 1983

G. ARNOLD CRONK ................ . ...... . .... . ... Princeton, New Jersey

W. WALLACE HATCHER (Alumni Representative) ........ Broadway, Virginia
AR LENE R. MAY ..... . . . .................... . ....... Timberville, Virginia
FRA N K C. RITTENHOUSE . ...... . ........ . .......... Timonium, Maryland
LO REN S . SIMPSON ............... . ......... . ..... Westminster, Maryland
BARBARA C. STONE ..... . .... . ......................... Bassett, Virginia
0. WALTON WINE, JR .. . ........................... Harrisonburg, Virginia

Term Expires 1984

WI LLIAM H. GROSECLOSE ................ . ......... .. ... Dayton, Virginia
JA MES L. KEELER ... .. .. . .... . ....... .. ... . .. '....... Timberville, Virginia
IRA D . LAYMAN .. .. ......... . ..... . ..... . ..... . .. . .... Daleville, Virginia
HA RVEY H. SCOTT .................. . ... . .. . .... . .. Harrisonburg, Virginia
P HILLIP C. STONE . . ............................... Harrisonburg, Virginia
NELSON T. WETSEL .............. . .. .. .. . .. .. ... . .. Harrisonburg, Virginia
A RTHURJ. WOLFE(Florida, Puerto Rico)* . .. . . ........ . ... Sebring, Florida
*

* * * *

WAYNE F. GEISERT . ............. . ........ . ......... Bridgewater, Virginia

*The geographic name in parentheses after the name of a particular trustee identi fi es the district of the Church of the Brethren which nominated the trustee prior to
electi on by the Board of Trustees.
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W'\\'NI I <,I ISi l~I
•• ,,,,.,,,,.,,,,, .. , •••••• , •••..•••.. ,, l'r, ,.t,
I MI I Ir,. I I I I I( , , , , , I tee• C'huirmun fi,r /) rvrlopmrnt und Puhllc lfr/111/1,
I'll II I II' < S I ON I , , , I,,.,. C'huirmun /cir f.'clut'utlonal PoliC'I' uncl C'umpu, I
W W '\ I I A< I I IA I ( 111 I( , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . , , • , , , • , . , , , , , , , , , . .\'C'c re 1,111
I 1 '\ I I \I II I I( I< II ................ , .... , .... , .... , .... , A,1·s/,1·1ant 1 " ' 1,11
Ill 11h11 Wlllr.'t
I <>WI 11 A MI i iii( ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ......................... /'rc•r1111,
II, 111111 wntr:r
( 1 '\

1lonorary Trustees

Cd <>l<<d S Al l>III ZI R, II ........................... .. Broadway, Vitllllll
< '\I( MAN <i Ill Ol1Cill .................... ........... Bridgewater, V11111111
11 '\l(l("r I IIYl<I ), .IR, .... , ............. ................. Washington, I> c
WII Ml I< M Kl INI , .. , ........................ ........ Manassas, Yir111111
Life Trustees

I I< I I >I IU< K I>. l>OVI ................ .. . .......... Hagerstown, Mar yland
11 '\l(I( 't' A l>l<IYI I( ..................... ........... Weyers Cave, Yir111111
W .\I 11 I( S I I ORY, .m. , , . , .............. .. Winston· Salem, North Carolin
I> WII Ml I( <lAl(ll l l( ...................... .......... Woodbridge, Yir111n1
I> Cd ll K ....................... .................. Bridgewater, Yir111n1 •
f<>II N M Kl INI , .11( . , ........ ..................... Mt. Crawford, Yir1111111
c 11.\1<1 I S I> I ANTZ ........... ....................... Broadway, Yir1t1tll
M '\I C'OI M A I ONG .............. .................. Baltimore, Marylanl
1(11111 I< I M McKINNEY ...... ..................... Westminster, Maryland
,\ I> MI I I I R , , , • , , ....•.••........ ................... Roanoke, Yiralnlot
1<11'"111 MIi ii R ................. ................... Arlington, Viu•1111 1
I 11 I MIii 11 NDORE ................... .... ...... Hagerstown, Maryland
II <ilJS MIJN' I /. ING .......... ................... Moorefield, West V1 1 11111
I( I >Oll(il AS NIN INGER, Chairman Emeritus ............... Salem, iH•1111
Meetings of the Board

I 11 ,t S111111day of November (Annual) . .. .......... . ......... November 7, l~KI
I 11-1 Suturday of April (Spring) ... ... . ..... . ................... April 3, l~K'

II h

CHfkr

or thr

l'rr~lclrnt

Wuyne I . Gei~ert, A. B., Ph. I), , , • , . , , , , . , , •• , , , , , , , . , , , . , , .• , . , .. , President
lkn I , Wade, B.A., M.D iv,, S. I ,M. , M.S., Ph . D . ........•. . Executive Assistant
to the President
l(uth N. Sensaba ugh , . . . .. , ... .. . . ... .. . ........... Secretary to the President

Office of the Dean of the College
l>nlc V. Ulrich, B.A. , M.S ., Ph.D......................... Dean of the College
A. Bess, B.A. . ................... Registrar and Director of Placement
lunet S. Stepp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary to the Dean
l'ntsy K. Campbell .... . ....................... Secretary in Registrar's Office

<'lement

Admissions and Financial Aids
Vern Fairchilds, Jr. , B.A. ..... . .. . .. . .... Assistant to the Dean and Director
of Financial Aids
I inda F. Glover, B.S................ . .. . ............. Director of Admissions
Martha A. Armstrong, B.A. ................ Assistant Director of Financial Aids
Ro bert C. Brockman, B.A...................... . . . ..... Admissions Counselor
Ellen M. Burkholder, B.A. . . ....... . .. .. ............ . .. Admissions Counselor
l'o ny R. Davenport, B.S . .............................. Admissions Counselor
Cindy Lou Hoff, B.A. .. . .............................. Admissions Counselor
Susan R. Lyons ...................... . ........ Secretary in Admissions Office
Alice F. McConville ... . .............. .. ....... Secretary in Admissions Office
Louise C. Newell ........................... Secretary in Financial A ids Office
Alexander Mack Library
Orland Wages, B.S., M.S. in LS............................. Head librarian
Lisabeth A. Chabot, B.S. , A.M.L.S .... ... . . . Assistant Librarian for Cataloging
Buu Duong, B.S., M.A. , Ph.D................ Assistant Librarian for Reference
Glad ys E. Erbaugh ................................... . .. . .. Clerk-librarian
Shirley D. Johnson ......................... . ... . ....... Secretary in library
Karen S. Haney .... . . .. . . ............ . .................... Cataloging Clerk
Career Planning
Martha B. Thornton, B.S., M.A., Ed.R.D....... Coordinator of Career Planning
Dale E. Mekeel, B.S., M.S ................ Director of Internships and Associate
in Career Planning
Sandra L. Hale .......................... Secretary in Career Planning Office
C. E. Shull Computing Center
Theodore W. Flory. B.A., M.C.S . ... Manager of the C.E. Shull Computing Center
Dean Royce Neher, B.A., M.A., Ph.D ....................... Faculty Associate
Leona C. Mumper*, B.A. ..........•............ Secretary in Computing Center
Reuel B. Pritchett Museum
Jacob F. Replogle*, B.A., B.D...................................... Director
*Part Time
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Arndrlllll St l ll 111111 nm! ANNINtnnt
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . Sc•cr,'lur,
lloJU 1nr,•nn•
, , , . , . , .. , , , , , , . , , , . , , ... , , , , , , , , , , , . , , , ~.,,.\'l.,·tt1nl 111 /Jr,,
I 1111111 II. "il111nk , , , , , , , , , , • , , , •••• , , , •• , , , ••••• , • Stl'rttan• In Found,r

llunnu M I , knut

Offlc1• or thl' De11n for Student Development

Wllll11111 I> Mrrnde, AB., M,Ed., F.d.D.,,, .. ,,,,
'1111111111 I 11.ncl'hcl, B.A.. M.Ed.,,, .•... Assistant
,t r,lu II O M11Non, B.A,, M . Ed. , , , • , , , , Assistant
11111 h11111 /\ I 1111111 • , , , , , , , , , , • , , Stcretary to the

Dean.for Student /111 •1 /,,,,,,
Dean.for Student D,v,/c,111111
Dean.for Student I,, 1·, I, 'I'"
Dean.for Student On·,·f,, "'

Chaplain's Office

l>11v1d

<, Met,ler, Ii.A., Ii.I>., S.T. M., Th.D......................... (I,.,,
Kline Campus Center

llr 11111 < 11 lldehrand, Ii.A.. M.A. .................. .. Dean for Counull,.a
Director of Campus l'r, 1~1,1
he rrv /\ St 111, Ii.A., M.Ed ....... Assistant Director of the Kline CampUI 1 ,, ,
Ile le II II Sillmun , , , , •. , .... Switchboard Operator and Campus Center Ster 11
Health Service
1(11111- I lluflrnun, M.D.; J. Douglas Smith, M.D... .. .... . .. College Phy1/c111
I 1nct11 S Rowers, I.. P.N.•............ ... .... . ............ ..... Co/leg, Nu,

Residence Hall Staff

M, n'• ReNidence Halls
l111m·- M I berly, Jr, ...... ................. Resident Director of Heritalf /11

I 111 r y I I hompson, B.S . ........... Resident Director of Wardo/ Wakemalt 111
M1d111el I), Beckler, B.S . .... ................. Resident Director of Wright /111
I 11111k I Si1er. Ill , B.S . ....... ..... ... ... ..... .. . Substitute Resident D/r,ct

Women'N Residence Halls
I 1111111 I , Davis, B.S...... ........ ..... ... Resident Director of Blue Ridgt l/11
1111 ndn J>. Wood's, B.A., M.S....... .. . ...... Resident Director of Dalevillt /111I
I vnthin M, Lamm. B.S...... ......... .. ...... R esident Director of Dillon 1/11/
I 11.\nn Bergstrom, B.S. . ..... ........ . ... . ..... .. Substitute Resident Dirtlll

Office of the Business Manager and Treasurer

I nwell A. Miller, B.A... ................ .. .. . Business Manager and Trea.,w,,.
Mc•lvin D. Wampler, B.S., M.Ed .. ................ . Assistant Business Manallf,
~my M. Michael ... .. . . .. .... .. ... ....... . ........ Assistant to the Treaswr,
I clwrn I , Will. B.A., M.A.. .. .. .. .... .. .. . . Sta.ff Assistant for National Dir,, 1
Student Loan Pro!ffll/11
Iii I Ihn I), Phibbs ... . . .... . ... Secretary to the Business Manager and Treasw,11
lh lvn M. II ill• ...... .. .......... .... ... ......... Secretary in Business Q[flr,
I m Ille I Robertson ... . .... .... .... ... .... .... .. ... . . ... ...... PostmistrH
V1111111 Nutter , , , . , .......... ... ............................ Night Wat chm. .
111111 I 1111~

IIK

llook

S1011

I con W, Rhod eK, B.A. , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . Munal(er <if /he College S1ores
lklly W, Vandevender . , .•.... , • , •... , , ...• , ... , , , . , .. , . Clerk in Book Slore
Fdna C. Shicket• .. , . , . , , , . , , , , •... , .. , , ... , , , , , , , , , .... Clerk in Book S1ore
Buildings and Grounds
Paul V. Phibbs, B.A . ... ..... , ....... Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds
Harry W. Shank ..... ...... Assistanl Superintenden1 of Buildings and Grounds

Office of the Director of Development
Brydon M. DeWitt, B.A., M.F.A. ..... . ......... . .. .. Direc/or of Developmenl
Garth A. Mills, B.A.......... .. ............ Assistanl Director of Developmenl
for Annual Giving & Alumni Affairs
J. Roddey Jones. B.S.. .................. . .. Assistant Director of Developmenl
for Deferred Giving
Judith S. Ruby, B.S., M.A.. .. . ................. Direc1or of Public Information
Pat Albright Dellett, A.B .. . ............ Secretary to the Director of Development
Sibyl V. Coakley ................. .... ....... Secretary in Development Office
Leona C. Mumper*, B.A........ ..... ......... Secretary in Development Office
Sandra H. Shiflet ... . .................. . ..... Secretary in Development Office
•Part Time
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I <,e1-r1 t , , , , , , , , , , •.. , , , . , . , Prc-.1·/clt'nt uncl Prc~(t',r.vor ,~/
t\ II M, l'hetN1111 <'olh:ac:: Ph.I),, NorthweNtern lJni venity: Bridgewater (
IIJti I

1Yll1

11111

I In h V 11 Ir II h , , , , , , , ••. , •.• , •••• /)1•an of the College and Professor o.f Ph 1111
II t\ 1 n Verne ('olleae: M.S .. University of Oregon: Ph.D., Universiiy ol Vu
11111111: lldd1i1ew11ter College. I95!!- 1961 : 1964 W 111111 11 llowmnn ..................... ................ President f.int'1ft11
II t\ llrld1i1ewuter College: M. A., University of Chicago: Ph.D., ibid.; I> II
II, thunv ll1hlic11l Seminary: 1.1..D., Bridgewater College; Bridgewater C'nllt
IIJ41J IIJM

W llnltnott ,,,.,,.,,,,, ..... , ............ Dean of the College, Eml'l/111
II t\ llrldac:wuter College: M.A., University of Virginia; Ph.D., ibid.; I., II II
llild11c:w111er ('ollc:ge; Bridgewater College, 1947-1967.

l11h11

,\ 011~111 (

II t\

,wl , , , , , , , , .. , , . Associate Professor of Piano and Theory, Emer/lW

llrld11ewater College; Teachers Certificate in Music, ibid.; Student, John•

I lor,k111, IJniveuity: Peabody Conservatory of Music; M.Mus., American ( ,111

1•1 v11101y ol Music: Summer Student, Ithaca College: Bridgewater College, IIJ 1 '
1,, ,0, JIJ,' IIJ76.

II I I>unl11r, , , . , ......... .... . .. Associate Professor of English, Emer(tU,
11 S, Slir,pery Rock State College; Litt. M., University of Pittsburg; Gradu111,
Study, University of North Carolina; Bridgewater College, 1964-1977.

I( uuc

I llorn . , , . , .. .. .. Professor of Political Science and History, Emer(tU,
II A , Bridaewater College; M.A., Duke University; Ph.D., ibid.; Bridgew11c:1
< ,,lleae, 1967-197 1.

11 111111111

It 11th I I owe , , . , ......... . Associate Professor of Home Economics, Emer//U,

II A. Manchester College; M.Sc. , The Pennsylvania State University; Gradua&t
Study, Columbia University, Syracuse University; Bridgewater College, 1941
IIJ71,

Ne 1-1111 I . lluffman ......... Professor of Voice and Director of Music, Erner/tu,
II A., Bridgewater College; Graduate Peabody Conservatory of Music, Voi,·
( 1 1 tificate:

B. M., Cincinnati Conservatory of Music; M. M., Northwestern Uni
ve1Nity: D.Mus ., Bridgewater College; 1925-1965.

1•111

V. Kline , ..... ................................... Librarian, EmerltUI
II A., Bridgewater College; B.S., George Peabody School of Library Science,
Hrldaewater College, 1930-1969.

( 11111•1we I . May ... ........................... Professor of English. EmeritUI
II A., Bridgewater College; M.A., University of Virginia; Graduate Study,
( 11lurnhi11 University; School of Extra-mural Studies, University of Birmingham,
"ii III t l'ord-on-Avon; University of London; Bridgewater College, 1946-1968.

I 10

Rut h W. Stuufh:r, , , ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, lu/.1·1,mt /'r,ift.1·.1·0r '!I Mu.i·lc·, f.'mt'rltus
Graduate, Blue Ridge C'olleae, Deriartrm:nt nl Music: Clniduate, Peabody Conservatory, Piano Certificate: Student, Johns ll opkins University; H.M ., Cincinnati
Conservatory of M usic; Graduate Study, American Conservatory of Music;
Organ Student, Virgil Fox, Chas. M. Courboin, and Nies-Berge r; Bridgewater
College, 1927- 1970.
*

* * * * *

Raymond N. Andes . ..... . .... . .... .. . . ....... Professor of Foreign Languages
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.A., University of North Carolina; Ph.D ., ibid.;
Summer Student, University of Paris, Institut d'Etudes francaises de Pau; Bridgewater College, 1946 John G. Barr ..... , ........ . .. . ................. Professor of Organ and Piano
B.S., Manchester College; S. M. M., Union Theological Seminary; D.S. M., ibid.;
Bridgewater College, 1968 Emmert F. Bittinger ... .. .......... . ........... . ...... Professor of Sociology
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.A., University of Maryland; B.D., Bethany Seminary; Ph.D., University of Maryland; Bridgewater College, 1963 Hugh N. Emerson .. ........ .. ........... Professor of Business Administration
A.B., Johns Hopkins University; M.B.A., Ph.D. , University of Pennsylvania;
Bridgewater College, 1980 Lowell V. Heisey ..... ... ....... .. ...... . .... . .. . .. . . Professor of Chemistry
B.A., Manchester College; M.S ., Purdue University; Ph.D., ibid.; Bridgewater
College, 1950 -

L. Michael Hill ........ ... . . ...... ... ...... . ....... . ... Professor of Biology
B.S., Alabama College; M.S., Tennessee Technological University; Ph.D., University of New Hampshire; Bridgewater Co liege, 1972 Harry G. M. Jopson .... . ...... . .... . ........ .. ......... Professor of Biology
B.S ., Haverford College; M.A ., Cornell University; Ph.D., ibid .; Bridgewater
College, 1936 Frederick G. Keihn ...... . ........ . . . ...... . ....... . . Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Randolph-Macon College; M.S. , Lehigh University; Ph.D., Syracuse University; Bridgewater College, 1967 Thomas M. Kinder ... . Professor of Physical Education and Director of Athletics
B.A., Morris Harvey College; M.S., Marshall University; Ed.D., George
Peabody College for Teachers; Bridgewater College, 1978 James J. Kirkwood . . .... . ............... . .... . ...... . .. Professor of English
B.A., Wake Forest College; M.A. , ibid. ; Ph.D., Duke University; Bridgewater
College, 1968 M. Ellsworth Kyger ......... .. ....... . ..... . . . ...... . . . Professor of German

B.A., Bridgewater College; B.S. in Music Education, ibid.; University of Maryland; Ph.D., Catholic University; Bridgewater College, 1955 -

Bernard S. Logan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Professor of Economics and Business
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.S. , University of Wisconsin; Ph.D., ibid.; Bridgewater College, 1959-1967; 1978 121
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l11h11 W M1111111 Ii
l'ro/1'.1·.wr of C'hrml.,111
II ,\ Ill ld11c w11tr1 < 111leje, II S, Metl11nl < ,11leje ol V11111n111: 1,h I>, IJ111vr1-11
111 NIll I h ( ·•rohn11: llridJCWll(CI <'olleae, I cu, I
W 1(1111111 M, l•ndden,,,,,., Prrifts.wr of Rell1<lm1 and /)/recwr of Convo,·atlc•m
II .\ Mum heNter <'olleae: H. I),. Hcthany Hihlicul Seminary: l'h . I),, Roston IJ 111
, ,-11 "idw11l ul I heolo11y: Bridaewater College, 196 I W11l111111 I M, njehier ......... ,,,,,, ... ,,., ...... , ...... Professor qf '/Jtr,!11u1
II , 1111 < 111,del: M.A.. Oberlin College: Ph.D., University ofTennessee; Bri dllt
wnll 1 ( 'nllr11e, 19ti8
I In 111

<, M tiler ,,, , , , . , • , , .. , , ..••..•.. Professor of Philosophy ·and Reflxtc,11

and College Chaplal,t
M, Phermn Colleae; H.D., Bethany Biblical Seminary; S.T. M., Har v1u d
J 11 11111y S,·huol: I h.D., Roston University School of Theology; Bridgewat 1
< 111lq1r, I9~H 1962: 1966 •

II ,\

1111111

,\ Mumper,,.,.,,, •....•............ ............ Professor of Hi.1·ru11
II/\ Sw1trthmorc College: M.Ed., M.A., University of Virginia; Ph.D., ihid
11111l11rw11tcr Colleae, 1962 -

I >i 1111 l(oyu Neher,,,,, ...•................ ...... . ...... Professor of Phy1lc
II , M, Pherrnn College: M.S., University of Kansas; Ph.D., ibid. ; BridgewaN 1
< nlle11c, I 9ti I

I S11ppin1&ton , ............. . ..... ......... . ... .. Professor of Histon
II /\ MnncheNter College; M. A., Duke University; B.D., Bethany Biblical Semi
11111 y Ph I),, Duke University; Bridgewater College, 1958 -

1(11111 t

M111th11 II I hornton , ................. ......... ... . Professor of Religion and
Coordinator of Career Plann/'11
II S, Schaufner College (merged with Oberlin); M.A. , Hartford School of
l<dl1&iouM Education; Ed. R.D., Hartford Seminary Foundation; Bridgewater
< ,,llejC, 1968 I, 11 v I

I yeryar . .......... ....................... .. .... Professor of Eng/131,
II /\, WeMtern Maryland College; M.A ., Rice University; Ph.D., University of
Wl1consin; Bridgewater College, 1968 -

lh 11 I W11dc ............... . ..... ............... . Professor of Religion ancl
Executive Assistant to the Presidmt
II A,. Bridgewater College; M. Div., United Theological Seminary; S.T.M
Umton University; M.S., Columbia University; Ph.D., Hartford Seminary
hiundution: Bridgewater College, 1979 Wampler .......... ........ .... ....... . ...... Professor of Educat/011
II A.. Bridgewater College; M.A., George Washington University; Ed.D., Uni
vcrNity of Maryland; Bridgewater College, 1957 -

I ,1 d I

I l111111ld I<. Witters .................... . ... ...... . ... Professor of Psycholog,,
11 A,, Eli1abethtown College; B.D., Bethany Theological Seminary; M.A.,
/\111011u State University; Ph.D., ibid.; Bridgewater College, 1968 -

* * * * * *

Wlll111111 I , Burnett ...... .. . ................. Associate Professor of Socioloa,'K
II/\ , University of Richmond; M.A., University of Virginia; Graduate Study,
North Carolina State College; Bridgewater College, 1955 I

I

-

Charles J, C'hurchmun , , , , •••••• , •••• , , , , • , , , , , 1.v,wiC'late Proft.uor of l:.'nl(llsh
B.A .. University of Vir11ini11; M.A., ibid, ; Ph. 0., University of rennessee; Bridge-

water College, 1967

Robert B, Houts, Jr....... , ...... , ............ Associate Professor of Spanish
B.A., Bob Jones University; M.A., University of Tennessee; Graduate Study,
University of Kentucky; Bridgewater College, 1963 - ·
Robert L. Hueston* ............ Associate Professor of Business Administration
B.A., Bethany College; M.B.A., University of Wisconsin; Certified Public Accountant; Bridgewater College, 1953 George Webster Kent ..................... : Associate Professor of Psychology
B.A., Franklin College; M.A., University of Oregon; Graduate Study, University
. of Wisconsin; Bridgewater College, 1954 Paul M. Kline ................. . ................. Associate Professor of Art
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.F.A., Richmond Professional Institute; Bridgewater College, 1959 Dale E. Mekeel ........................ Associate Professor of Social Science;
Director of Internships & Associate in Career Planning
B.S., Nebraska State College; M.S., University of Michigan; Graduate Study,
Boston University; Bridgewater College, 1968 Anna Mae Myers* ..................... Assistant Professor of Home Economics
B.S., Bridgewater College; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Bridgewater
College, I963-78; I980 Lamar B. Neal ......... . ... Associate Professor of Political Science and History
B.S., Mississippi State University; M.S., ibid.; J.D., University of Mississippi;
LL.M., ibid.; Graduate Study, Tulane University; Bridgewater College, 1971 Robert E. Purvis ................................. Associate Professor of Art
B.A., Lynchburg College; M .F.A., Richmond Professional Institute; Bridgewater
College, 1968 Thomas R. Thornley, Jr. ............ ...... ...... Associate Professor of Music
B.A., University of South Carolina; M . M., ibid.; Ed.D ., University of Virginia;
Bridgewater College, 1972 W. Steve Watson, Jr. ...... .. ... Associate Professor of Philosophy and Religion

B.A., Furman University; B.D., Southeastern Baptist Seminary; Ph.D. Candidate, Emory University; Bridgewater College, 1970 -

John E. White ..... .. .................... Associate Professor of Mathematics
B.A., Bridgewater College; M .S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Bridgewater
College, 1960-1963; 1965 *

*

* * * *

William P. Albright ..................... ..... .. Assistant Professor of En!(lish
B.A., McPherson College; B.D., Bethany Theological Seminary; M.S., University of Omaha; Bridgewater College, 1967 M. Ellen Bailey ...... .. ..................... Assistant Professor of Education
B.S., Longwood College; M.Ed., University of Virginia; Graduate Study, ibid.;
Bridgewater College, 1967 123
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, I uM11111 l'ro/r.mir of M11thr111atl1,
II '• ,\lh1111h1 <'ollc,11c, MS, Oh10 l/111vcr~11y, Ph I>, 1h1d, lliid11ew11ter ( '01111 1
19 ,,,
1

11111111 I W Ulv
, , , , , , , , , , ......•. , ....... , , .. A.vsl.vtant Pr<~(ts.wr <~f /II.II"' 1
II ,\ Iii ht11rwntcr <'olle11e: M.A., l'emple University: Graduate Study, Carnc,111,
Mdlo11 I li11verNily; I emple University: Bridgewater College, 1965- 1967: IIJMI
,\111111 ll11w1111111 ••• , , , •• , •• Assistant Professor of Education and Mathemoth,
II ,\ llridaew11ter College; M.S., University of Pennsylvania; Graduate S1111h
,11 v, 11" l11~t11u1c of I echnology: Western Maryland College, University of Penn
1~1111111 11111vcrKity of Maryland; Bridgewater College, 1966 11111 I I ll•llell, ,,,,,,,,, ....•..........•.. Assistant Professor of Mathematic,
,\ II I orl lluyK Kunsns State College; M.A.L.S., Wesleyan University: M ,
New Mc,m:o Stutc University; Bridgewater College, 1972 I I llthclt .• , ..• ,, .. , ..• Assistant Professor of Business Admini.Hratlc111
II.., l/1111cd Stutes Naval Academy; M.B. A., Harvard University; Bridgewattr
< ollc,11c, I 9t,5

111111111

M111 I 111m lleiNhman .............. Assistant Professor of Physical Educatl1111
II I\ ll dd,11ew11tc1 College; M.A., Madison College; Bridgewater College, 19711
Iii 11111 (

II lldch111nd ......•.............. ... Assistant Professor of Educatloll
Dean for Counseling, and D irector of Campus Pro!(ra,,.,

II,\ lldd11ewater College; M.A., M.Ed., Madison College; Graduate Stud~

I l11lvl'1"1ty
II

I

o(

New Mexico; Bridgewater College, 1967 -

I llopkinK, .Ir.,,., ............ ... . . .. . .. ... Assistant Professor of M11111
11.., llrid,11ewater College; M. M.E., Madiso n College; Graduate Study, Univ, 1
"11\1111 lllinniM; Bridgewater College, 1977-

1 11,nheth I Kyger• ....... .. .... . ..... ........ Assistant Professor of Biole111
II,\ , Winthrop College; M.A., University of North Carolina; Bridgewater Col
lc,11e, 1954 I 958; 1966 l<11l('lh I MncPhail, .Ir...... . Assistant Professor of Drama, Speech, and En!(IIJ/t
II A, Bridgewater College; M.F. A. , Virginia Commonwealth University; Bridge
wnter College, 1972 -

I 1111111 SuNan Mapp ......... ......... Assistant Professor of Physical Educatlo"
II S, Westhampton College; M.S., University of Tennessee; Graduate Study
llniversity of Oregon; Bridgewater College, 1961 Mt lv1n I . Myers , ........ . . .. . ...... Assistant Professor of Physical Educatlo"
II A., Bridgewater College; M.S. , West Virginia University; Bridgewater Collegt
I ~t,2
11111111 111 Anne Whitlock Nielsen* ... ... . ......... A ssistant Professor of BiolORI
II S., M .A., The University of North Carolina; Bridgewater College, 1978 I >11 Ihe I huycn Phiet ... ... . . . .·.... . . . .... . . . .... Assistant Professor of Pian"
I>1111011111, l·cole Norma le de Musique de Paris; First Pri ze in Chamber Music,
< 011,c1 vutoire International de Musique; Bridgewater College, 1975 I I

-

John S. Sr,en,~,, , , , , , , , , ... , , , ... As.tl.ttant Pr<?fts.mr of Phpslcal Ecluc·atlon
H.A., H.S .. Shepherd College; M.A ., Appalachian State Teachers College;
Bridgewater College, 1967 •
Janet W. Stevens .. ................... Assistant Professor of Horne Economics
B.S., University of Maryland; M.Ed., James Madison University; Bridgewater
College, 1978 Carlyle Whitelow ................... Assistant Professor of Physical Education,
Assistant Football Coach and Assistant Basketball Coach
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.Ed., University of Virginia; Bridgewater College,
1969 * * * * * *
Kathryn Reid Bowman* ........................ ... ... Instructor in Education
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.S., Madison College; Bridgewater College, 1974 Margaret J. Courtney ........................ Instructor in Physical Education
and Director of Swimming
B.S., Delaware Valley College; M.S ., University of Georgia; Bridgewater College,
1980 Bruce H. Elliott* ................................... Instructor in Accounting
B.A., Bridgewater College; Certified Public Accountant; Bridgewater College,
1978 Theodore W. Flory ........................ Instructor in Computer Science and
Manager of the C.E. Shull Computing Cenrer
B. A., Bridgewater College; M .C. S., University of Virginia; Bridgewater College, 1970Carson C. Good* .................................. Instructor in Social Work
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.S. W., Virginia Commonwealth University; Bridgewater College, 1977 Lynn K. Hoff* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Instructor in Special Education
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.Ed., James Madison University; Bridgewater College, 1980 David C. Huffman ........... .... .................... Instructor in Economics
B.A., Bridgewater College; M.A., University of Virginia; Bridgewater College,
1980 Sandra B. Keeler* ...... ..... ........ .. .................. Instructor in Music
B.A.. Bridgewater College; Bridgewater College, 1972 Ann M. Klotz* ...... ....... . ............. . ... . Instructor in Home Economics
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; M.S .. Kansas State
University; Bridgewater College, 1980 Ellen Kay Layman* ...................... .... ....... Instructor in Journalism
B.A., Bridgewater College, 1979 Carol D. Newman ... .. . ....... .......... ................ lnstrucror in Music
B.A., Sweet Briar College, Ph.D. Candidate, University of North Carolina ,
Chapel Hill; Bridgewater, 1979 David A. Penrod* ................................. lecturer in Business Law
B.A. , Bridgewater College; J.D. , Ohio State University; Bridgewater College,
1973 *Part Time
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111111 It. 11v1 I', 11 y ,
.. , .. .. .. ,
, ln.1tt1111m 111 """'" / 'l'"n"mlo
II , lohn l1111wn IJ111verN1ty; MS, lJ111ve1NIIY ol Ark11nN11N; ll iid11ew11ter<'oll<t••

ltJ7H

11111 hntn M ltoherta• , , , , , , , , , , , , .. , , , , , , , , , . , , , , , . , , , , . ln.vtructur In f:nKll.1h
II A IJ111vernty of I exuN; M.A., Jumes Mudison University; Bridgewater Col
l1111 IIJHO
11111, ,_ M W11mpler• , , , , , , , , , , , . , . , .. , .......... , ... Instructor in Edu,cat/o,t
II
llild11ew11ter College: M. l.,S., George Peabody College for Teacher.;
II, 111111 wn1er <'olleae, 1970 I II I h 1111 W W1then• , , , . , , , , • , . , . , .. , ..... , .•.... . Lecturer in Art Educatlo"
II A I 1111111111 University: Bridgewater College, 1980 Adjunct Faculty
W II ll 11lth11uN,,,,.,,.,., .................... .. .. . . . .. Medical Techno/011
II A lln1verNity of Dubuque; M .D., State Universi ty of Iowa. Staff member of
l(ol k lnah11111 Memorial Hospital.

Ne

It S1mmc1N , , , , , , , , , , , .............. ............. Medical Techno /01,1
II~ WeNtern Illinois University; Certificate in Medical Technology, School of
M, d1rnl l'echnology, Rockingham Memorial Hospital; Graduate Study, Jamel
M11dlNnn University, Staff member of Rockingham Memorial Hospital.

,11

I 11111111 11 HlomNtrom,,,,., .......... . .. ... .. ......... . . .. .... . ... Forestr:,
II S I Jniver1ity of Massachusetts. Staff member of United States Forest Service,
1980-Sl

c 1111111 II

11n Administration: *Geisert, Ulrich, Bittinger, DeWitt, Martin, Miller,
M111H•le, I hornton, Wade.

A Committee on Budgets and Finance: *Miller, Geisert, Ulrich.
II

Committee on Computing Center: *Ulrich, Bess, DeWitt, Flory, Miller,
Neher, White.
Committee on Educational Program Grants: *Bittinger, DeWitt, Martin,
McFadden, Ulrich, Wade.

I> Committee on Institutional Research : * Ulrich , Fairchilds, Neher, Wade,
White, Witters.
Campus Center Operational Committee: *Hildebrand, Miller, Miracle,
Stitt, Wade.
Swimming Po ol Operational Committee: *Hildebrand, Courtney, Geisert,
Kinder, Miller, Miracle.
<i Committee on Faculty Social Life : *Heisey, Barr, Bowman, MacPhail, Neal,
Stevens, Wade, Wages, Pat Dellett (president of Bridgewater College
Women),
II 11n Education : *Ulrich, Bess, Geisert, Kirkwood, Logan, McFadden,
M, 11111 h1er, Wages, White.

C 111111,

I ,,,

-

A. <'nm1111tt I on< 'u1111111111 Development: Members of the Council on Education (see ubove), three students lrom Student Senate.
B. Committee on Teacher Education: *F. Wampler, Bailey, Bess, Kirkwood,
Map p, Mengebier, Miracle, A. M. Myers, Thornley, Ulrich.
C. Committee on Admissions and Student Aids: *Ulrich, Albright, Dellett,
Fairchilds, Glover, Miracle, Sappington.
D. Committee on Convocations: *McFadden, Barnett, Heishman, Keihn, Kent,
Mekeel, Miracle, Thornley, Ulrich, two students.
E. Committee on the Library: *Mumper, Bender, Bly, Churchman, Hill, M.
Myers, Neal, Perry, Wages, two students.
F. Committee on English Composition Proficiency: *Kirkwood, Churchman,
M.E. Kyger.
G. Committee on Health Professions: *Jopson, Keihn, Martin, Neher.
H. Committee on the Philomathean: *Sappington, Heisey, Kline, Tyeryar.
Council on Student Affairs: *Miracle, Andes, Heishman, Hildebrand, Hopkins,
Knechel, Mason, Metzler, Wade, four students.
A. Committee on Cultural Activities: *MacPhail, **Hopkins, Hildebrand,

McFadden, Metzler, Newman, Phiet, Purvis, two students.

B. Committee on Student Publications and Communications: DeWitt, Miracle,
Tyeryar, five students.
C. Automobile and Traffic Committee: *Mason, **M. Wampler, Miller, Mira-

cle, Phibbs.

D. Committee on International Students: *Knechel, Andes, M. E. Kyger,
Metzler, Miracle, Ulrich.
Council on Religious Activities: *Metzler, Andes, Barr, Hill, Houts, Judd, Perry,
Whitelow, four students.

A. Committee on Church Deputations: *Metzler, Barr, Heishman, Hopkins,
MacPhail, Stevens, two students.
B. Committee on Spiritual Life Institute: *Wade, Geisert, Judd, McFadden,
Metzler, S. R. Wampler.
Council on Athletics: *Kinder, Barnett, Churchman, Jopson, Mapp, Miller, Miracle,
Watson, three students.
Session
1979-80
Men Women
Seniors ......... 68
74
Juniors ......... 92
68
Sophomores ..... 129
160
Freshmen ....... 150
157
Totals ........ 439
459
Part-time
8
8
Totals ........ 447
467

.......

Enrollment

Total
142
160
289
307
898
16
914

Summer School 1980

Men Women
Resident
33
students ....... 40
Non-resident
students ....... 12...
26
59
Totals ........ 69

*Chairman
**Vice Chairman
Note: The President of the College is an ex-officio member of all committees.

Total

73
55
128
127

Faculty
Councils
and
Committees
(Cont.)

,\n l111r11rul r,111 t of llddyewnter'• 1n·11dem1l r,11111111111 1- the \ \ f \ culendm I he
1111111h11 , \ I \ icier to the 1111111her of c11111 • 11 ~tudent HllldieN 111 10 10 \ 10 week
111111- 1"pH t1voly 1·01 19K I K2, the 1pecific c11lendu1 IN 111ven on p1111e 129.
M 1111v 11dv11nt1111eN over trud ition11I colle11e calendarN nre gained through use of the
I I I I, 11h ml111 Some of theNe advantages uccrue because unusual opportunities ur

1llo1d1d ~omr of them reNult Imm u retention of proven procedures. Among the
111~1111111111 111 , the l'ollowina:
• ,tudrnt ' Ntudy fewer courses at one time, but study them more intently than
111111c 1 1he t I ud ition11I Nemester or quarter calendars. Classes typically meet four
11 IV 111111111c periodH per week giving ample time for instruction to be congruent
with 1111 l'redu aiven.
• 111nfeoor teach fewer courses at one time than under the traditional semester
111 411111 tcr culendurs.
I he unit of credit is equivalent to the semester hour. Thus, transfer of credits i1
hH illtnted.

•

I h1 , , und four unit courses, the same size as under the semester calendar, are
11 luincd

•

• Im ludcd iM II three-week lnterterm during which students study a single course
111 , 11111111c in independent study and research. Interterm classes, with a flexible
l h1NNIIH>m schedule, are able to engage in extended discussions, off-campu1
\llllNtonN, or extensive field work.

• s, hedulcd ut Ihe end of February and the first of March, the Interterm provide&
11

l)K

timely ch11nge in the routine in the long period between January and June.
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November 30
December I
December 18
January 4
January 15
February 4, 5
February 2-4
February 16-18

Winter Term
Registration
Classes Begin
5:00 p.m., Christmas Recess Begins
8:00 a.m., Christmas Recess Ends
Mid-Term Grades
Senior Comprehensives
Eighty-seventh Spiritual Life Institute
Final Examinations

February 22
March 12

lnterterm
Begins
Ends

March 22
March 23
April 2
April 23
May I
May 25-27
May 29
May 30
May 30

Spring Term
Registration
Classes Begin
Founders Day
Mid-Term Grades
May Day
Final Examinations
Alumni Day
11 :00 a.m., Baccalaureate Service
3:00 p.m., Commencement
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Fall Term
Meetings of the Faculty
Faculty-Student Planning Conference
Freshman Orientation Begins
Registration
Classes Begin
Mid-Term Grades
Final Examinations

e 10

1982
>

September 8-9
September 10-11
September 11
September 14-15
September 16
October 16
November 18-20
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-\1111111111111111
-\il1111111-1111t1v, Ott11c1N ••.••••• 117
-\ii 1111111-1111111111 11nd
I d1111111011u l 1-ucilitieH
Alumni <iymn1tHium.. . • • • 15
ll11w1111111 lfull ••••••..••• 14
<'11mrrnN <'enter • • • . • . • • . . 15
< 11h !lull ............... 14
l o11nderH 11 11 11 ........... 14
l111m111 I ield ............ 15
I 1h1111y ................. 14
Mcm111ml !lull .......... 15
M110111uw ll ull .•..•...... 16
< ,11Ieiie S11cct Church ..•. 15
Mu~c:11111 •.••••....•..... 16
-\tl1111••11111 Re4uirements •...... 37
-\,l.,11111 cd Placement and
( II d1t •••••••..•........... 39
-\h1111111 ANMociation ......... .. 35
-\11rillrn110n Procedure ..... .... 38
-\11 I 1t•r1111mc:111 ............... 54
i\thlit11 •••.•••••.•••.... .... 25
ll111l1111v I >erartmcnt ........ ... 56
1111-1111
' ' ' ' • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 51
Hu-Inc•• Administration
I h J'lllrtmc:nt •••.••... .... ... 62
< ul111du1 ••••••.•.•... . ... .. .. 129
< 1111•1 l'lunning ....... ........ 29
( 11111•1 <>rrortunities .. ........ 51
I, 1t11l~·u11nn of Teachers ....... 64
< hl'11m11y Department .. ....... 58
< h1111 h Affiliation.... ......... 9
< l,1 Attendance ......... ..... 105
< l1101licution of Students ...... 105

< nmrrehensive
I x11minations ...... ........ 113
< 11mru1ing Center,
< I . Shull ................ 17
< 1111ccn11 at ion

l<equirements .... ......... . 112

I nnvocutions ........ ......... 24
< 11~1 (See Expenses)
< nuncils und Committees ...... 126
<

011nNeling and Guidance

< 11(1111111 and Social

29

Activities .................. 24

I 'uri 1c11lum ..... .............. 108

I >111n'N I ist .•..... ........... . 32
I >i 111,, l{ e4uirements . ......... 108
lltnli't1y •...... .............. 51

I Ill

l ltp111t111111t 01111~1111\11011

Art
, , , , , , , . , , , , , , , . , 54
H111lo11y ..•. , . , • • . . . . . . . . 56

Chemistry ••••••••..•..•. 51!
Economics and Business • • 61
Education ............... 64
English ........ .. .....•. 69
Foreign Languages ... .. .. 72
Health and
Physical Education . . . . 76
History and
Political Science . . . . . . 80
Home Economics ........ 84
Mathematics . ...... .. ... 87
Music ...... . .. ..... .... 90
Philosophy and Religion . . 94
Physics ................. 97
Psychology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
Sociology ............... IOI
Dramatics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Economics Department ........ 61
Education Department . ........ 64
Electives ........•. ..... ...... I 13
Engineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
English Department . . . . . . . . . . . 69
Enrollment Summary . .. ..... .. 127
Executive Program Council. . . . . 24
Expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
Full-time students. . . . . . . . 40
Part-time students . . . . . . . 40
Special Fees .... . ..... 41
Deposits . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
Variable Expenses ....... 42
Private Instruction ....... 42
Refunds .... .. .......... 42
Methods of Payment ..... 42
Faculty ...................... 120
Financial Assistance
Scholarships and Grants. . . . . 44
Work Opportunities ........ 47
Federal Government
Scholarships and Grants . . 48
Work Opportunities ...... 47
Federal Government
Financial Aids ........ 47
Student Loan Funds ..... 49
Foreign Languages
Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
Forensics ..................... 26
Forestry .............. .. ..... 51

-

Generul I dulnlwn
Requirements .......... , ... 109
Geology ...................... 58

Government Service . . . . . . . . . . . 52
Grading System ............... I 06
Graduate School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
Health and Physical Education
Department. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
Health Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
History and Political Scirnce
Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80
History of the College . . . . . . . . . 9
Home Economics ......... .. .. 52
Home Economics
Department........... . . . . . 84
Honor Societies and Clubs ..... 32
Honor System ................ 21
Honors Courses ............... 54
Honors, Graduation ........... 32
Insurance, Accident ........... 39
Internships ................... 53
Law ......................... 52
Lambda Society ............... 32
Map
Campus ................ 18
Regional. ............... 132
Mathematics Department . . . . . . 87
Medicine... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
Medical Technology ........ 52, 56
Ministry ..... . ............... 52
Museum, Reuel B. Pritchett .... 16
Music Activities ............... 27
Music Department . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
Objectives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Orientation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
Overload Policy ..... ... ....... 107
Part-Time Students ............ 105
Pharmacy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
Philosophy Department ........ 94
Physical Science Major. . . . . . 58, 97
Physics Department . . . . . . . . . . . 97
Placement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
Probation. Academic .......... 107
Prizes Awarded ............... 34
Psychology Department . . . . . . . . 99

Publications . , , .. , , , ....•... . , 28
Quality Points ................ I 05
Read mission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
Registration .................. I 05
Regulations
Academic ............... I05
Campus ... . ............ 21
Resident Hall . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Religion Department . . . . . . . . . . 96
Religious Life and Services . . . . . 30
Reports, Grade ............... 106
Residence Halls
Blue Ridge Hall ......... 13
Daleville Hall . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Dillon Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Heritage Hall... . . . . . . . . . 13
Wakeman Hall .......... 13
Wright Hall ....... . ..... 13
Scholarship, Minimum
Standards ................. 106
Scholarship Sources . . . . . . . . . . . 46
Scholarships and Grants . . . . . . . 44
Sociology Department ......... IO I
Social Work .................. 52
Student Loan Funds ........... 49
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Bridgewater College is located seven miles southwest of Harrisonburg in the
of Bridgewater in the Shenandoah Valley. It is easily accessible by automobile
and air. Motorists traveling on Interstate 81 may reach Bridgewater by exiting ,
Mt. Crawford-Bridgewater Exit (Exit 61, six miles south of Harrisonburg:
following State Route 257 which is the northern boundary of the College car
Piedmont Airlines serve Bridgewater. Travelers to and from Bridgewater emplan
deplane at the Shenandoah Valley airport (listed on timetables as the Stai
terminal) near Weyers Cave. Auto rental and limousine service are avai
Greyhound buses serve Harrisonburg, and taxis are available in Harrisonbur1
Bridgewater. Following are mileages to some cities:
Baltimore, Md ... . ........... ... 180
Charleston, W. Va.. . ........... 235
Columbus, Ohio ... ............. 325
Dover, Del. .................... 220
Hagerstown, Md . .... ... ........ 110
Harrisburg, Pa. . ............... 180
Johnson City, Tenn............. 278
Lynchburg, Va. . ..... .......... 95
Morgantown, W. Va . ........... 150
132

New York, N.Y ............ ... .
Norfolk, Va . ................. .
Philadelphia, Pa..... . . . ...... .
Pittsburgh, Pa............ . ... .
Raleigh, N.C. ................ .
Richmond, Va.... ........ .... .
Roanoke, Va . . ............... .
Washington, D.C. ..... ...... . .
Winston-Salem, N.C. .. . ...... .
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